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ATTORNEY  GENERAL
Under provisions set out in the Texas Constitution, the Texas Government Code, Titl  4, §402.042  and
numerous statutes, the attorney general is authorized to write advisory opinions for state and local officials.
These advisory opinions are requested by agencies or officials when they are confronted with unique or
unusually difficult legal questions. The attorney general also determines, under authority of the Texas Op n
Records Act, whether information requested for release from governmental agencies may be held from public
disclosure. Requests for opinions, opinions, and open record decisions are summarized for publication in the
Texas Register. The Attorney General responds to many requests for opinions and open records decisions
with letter opinions. A letter opinion has the same force and effect as a formal Attorney General Opinion, and
represents the opinion of the Attorney General unless and until it is modified or overruled by a subsequent
letter opinion, a formal Attorney General Opinion, or a decision of a court of record. To request copies of
opinions, phone (512) 462-0011. To inquire about pending requests for opinions, phone (512) 463-2110.
OpinionsDM-250(1993)(ID# 39126).
Request from The Honorable Mike Driscoll, Harris County Attorney,
1001 Preston, Suite 634, Houston, Texas 77002-1891, concerning
correction of summary of Attorney General Opinion.
Summary. Pursuant to rule 536 of the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure, the clerk of a justice court must serve citation by mail or
publication if asked to do so. Rule 536 of the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure permits any sheriff, constable or any person authorized by
law or any person authorized by court order who is at least eighteen
years old to serve process in justice cases by registered or certified
mail. Rule 116 authorizes service by publication in justice court cases
by the sheriff or any constable of any county in Texas or the clerk
of the court in which the case is pending. Pursuant to §118.121 and
§118.122 of the Local Government Code, the justice court clerk may
charge a fee of $15 for filing the case. The justice court clerk may
not charge a fee for service of process by certified or registered mail;
however, the justice court clerk may collect advance payment for the
expense of postage for serving process by mail unless another statute
exempts the party from paying such costs. [Emphasis added.]
DM-420(RQ-798). Request from The Honorable Mike Driscoll,
County Attorney, Harris County, 1001 Preston, Suite 634, Hous-
ton, Texas 77002-1891, concerning authority of the Harris County
Flood Control District to provide for recreational and environmen-
tal improvements under Senate Bill 586, Act of May 21, 1993, 73d
Legislature, Regular Session, Chapter 409, 1993 Texas General Laws
1711, 1711.
Summary. The Harris County Flood Control District may not use
tax or tax bond funds for recreational and environmental measures
described in Senate Bill 586, Act of May 21, 1993, 73d Legislataure,
Regular Session, Chapter 409, §1, 1993 Texas General Laws 1711,
1711-12, if the measures are not within the purposes of such a district
as set out in article XVI, section 59 of the Texas Constitution,
even if the district has an election purporting to authorize such
expenditures. Recreational purposes under Senate Bill 586 are less
likely to be found within the constitutional purpose of the district
while environmental measures under the bill are more likely to be
so found. A measure that is contrary to the purposes of the Article
XVI, §59 or is solely recreational in purpose is not a permissible use
of tax or tax bond funds. The Harris County Commissioners Court,
the governing body of the district, should make the requisite factual
determinations at least in the first instance.
Whether an easement held by the district may be used for Senate Bill
586 purposes depends ultimately on the contemplation of the parties
at the time of granting. Easements acquired with tax or tax bond
funds may not, however, be used for recreational or environmental
purposes not within the constitutional authorization for the district in
Article XVI, §59.
DM-421 (RQ-737, RQ-769).. Request from Dr. William H.
Cunningham, Chancellor, The University of Texas System, 601
Colorado Street, O’Henry Hall, Austin, Texas 78701, The Honorable
Judith Zaffirini, Chair, Health and Human Services Committee, Texas
State Senate, P.O. Box 12068, Austin, Texas 78711, concerning
whether the board of regents of an institution of higher education
may waive all or part of tuition and fees for a particular student or a
particular group of students and related questions.
Summary. Attorney General Opinion H-1028 (1977) has been
superseded by amendment to Education Code §54.503. Unless a
statute explicitly permits the waiver, a governing board may not
waive any fee created by Chapter 54 or 55 of the Education Code. A
university may not charge a discretionary, voluntary fee of a student
who will not use the service the fee is designed to subsidize. Where
the legislature has not stipulated that a discretionary fee must be
compulsory, voluntary, or the governing board’s choice, the fee must
be compulsory.
Unless it is expressly authorized by statute, the board of regents of
The University of Texas System may not adopt a policy waiving
the collection of compulsory fees from faculty and staff members
who enroll in courses at the institution that employs them. Similarly,
ithout express statutory authority, the board may not adopt a policy
waiving the collection of compulsory fees from members of the
families of faculty and staff members who enroll in classes at a
component institution. As to individual faculty or staff members
or individual members of the families of faculty or staff members,
the board may waive the collection of fees as expressly authorized
by statute.
The governing board of an institution of higher education may not
waive a medical service fee for active-duty military personnel because
the students will not use the services.
DM-423(RQ-890). Request from Bruce A. Levy, M.D., Executive
Director, Texas State Board of Medical Examiners, P.O. Box 2018,
Austin, Texas 78768-2018, concerning authority of the Board of
Medical Examiners to regulate hyperbaric oxygen therapy.
Summary. The Board of Medical Examiners has the authority to
determine whether hyperbaric oxygen therapy constitutes the practice
of medicine, the power to regulate the performance of such therapy,
and the power to make rules which limit the ability of physicians to
delegate performance of such therapy or which establish standards
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for supervision of such therapy when a delegation has been made.
Whether hyperbaric oxygen therapy is within the practice of podiatry
depends upon the resolution of factual questions. However, if
hyperbaric oxygen therapy is within the practice of podiatry, its
practice by podiatrists is regulated by the Board of Podiatric Medical
Examiners, not the Board of Medical Examiners.
DM-425(RQ-884). Request from Patti J. Patterson, M.D., MPH,
Acting Commissioner, Texas Department of Health, 1100 West 49th
Street, Austin, Texas 78756-3199, concerning whether a therapeutic
optometrist may perform certain procedures.
Summary. For purposes of the Texas Optometry Act, Texas Civil
Statutes, Articles 4552-1.01 through 4552-7.02, the term "surgery"
refers only to cutting operations. Whether a particular procedure is
a cutting operation, which a therapeutic optometrist is forbidden to
perform, is a question of fact.
TRD-9618043
Request for Opinions
ID# 39165. Requested from The Honorable Ron Lewis, Texas
House of Representatives, P.O. Box 2910, Austin, Texas 78768-
2910, concerning whether a charity receiving funds under a juror
reimbursement donation program must have been approved by a
Commissioners Court prior to January 1, 1995.
ID# 39239. Requested from The Honorable Patti J. Patterson,
Commissioner on Health, Texas Department of Health, 1100 West
49th Street, Austin, Texas 78756-3199, concerning authority of the
Department of Health to conduct an independent study of market need
and feasibility as required for the issuance of mortgage insurance.
ID# 39244. Request from The Honorable Steve Holzheauser, Texas
House of Representatives, P.O. Box 2910, Austin, Texas 78768,
concerning authority of a peace officer to seize motor vehicles under
Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6687-2(k).
ID# 39256. Request from The Honorable Steven Hilbig, Bexar
County Criminal District Attorney, 300 Dolorosa, Suite 5072, San
Antonio, Texas 78205, concerning authority of a district clerk to
collect an "initial operations fee" under §203.005, Family Code, at
the time a suit is filed.
ID# 39261. Request from Honorable Chris Harris, Chair, Senate
Administration Committee, Texas Senate, P.O. Box 12068, Austin,
Texas 78711, concerning authority of a city council to require that
requests for zoning variances in a specified district be held by the
council rather than by the board of adjustment, and related questions.
ID# 39263. Request from The Honorable Ben Childers, Fort Bend
County Attorney, 309 South Fourth Street, Suite 621, Richmond,
Texas 77469, concerning authority of a district judge to set a jury
fee different from that set by a commissioners court, and related
questions.
TRD-9618215
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PROPOSED RULES
Before an agency may permanently adopt a new or amended section or repeal an existing section, a proposal
detailing the action must be published in the Texas Register at least 30 days before action is taken. The 30-
day time period gives interested persons an opportunity to review and make oral or written comments on the
section. Also, in the case of substantive action, a public hearing must be granted if requested by at least 25
persons, a governmental subdivision or agency, or an association having at least 25 members.
Symbology in proposed amendments. New language added to an existing section is indicated by the use of
bold text. [Brackets] indicate deletion of existing material within a section.
TITLE 13. CUTLTURAL RESOURCES
Part I. Texas State Library and Archives
Commission
Chapter 3. State Publications Depository Program
The Texas State Library and Archives Commission proposes an
amendment to §3.1, the repeal of §§3.2 - 3.10 and concurrently
proposes new §§3.2 - 3.16, concerning the deposit of state
government publications with the State Library and Archives.
The repeals, amendment and new sections implement provi-
sions of Senate Bill 366, 74th Legislature, 1995, which amended
Government Code, Chapter 441 to require state agencies and
state-supported colleges and universities to make their elec-
tronic publications available through the Texas State Library.
The amendments extend deposit requirements from printed ma-
terials to public information in machine-readable or electronic
format–for example, those distributed on diskette or posted on
a gopher menu or World Wide Web page.
Lisa deGruyter, Manager, Electronic Library Services, has de-
termined that for each year of the first five years the sections
are in effect there will be no fiscal implication for local govern-
ments as a result of enforcing or administering the sections.
Local governments maintaining state depository libraries may,
but are not required, to install equipment and network connec-
tions to make state electronic documents available. Local gov-
ernments maintaining state depository libraries may experience
some decreases in processing and storage costs as electronic
documents replace some paper documents.
Ms. deGruyter has furthered determined that the cost to
state government of administering the sections for each year
of the first five years will be approximately $55,000 for the
State Library and Archives Commission. In addition, the state
agencies, state-supported institutions of higher education, and
other administrative bodies responsible for designating staff
resources to identify, report, and maintain records of electronic
publications internally and with the Texas State Library and
Archives will incur costs of approximately $450,000 a year.
Ms. deGruyter has also determined that for each year of the
first five years the sections are in effect the public benefit antici-
pated as a result of enforcing the sections are enhanced access
by the public and state government staff to the information in
state government publications. Once processed by the Library,
state government electronic publications will be accessible to
other government agencies, depository libraries, and the gen-
eral public as printed documents are now. Records describing
their content will be made available through a national data-
base and specially designed indexes and menus in the Texas
State Electronic Library (http://link.tsl.state.tx.us). Information in
electronic form will be more easily found and used, from more
places, and at less cost to the user, than is currently possible
with information in printed form. Small and large businesses
and individuals will be able to obtain state government informa-
tion at less cost in time and transportation, resulting in more
effective business operations and citizenship.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Lisa deGruyter,
Manager, Electronic Library Services, Texas State Library and
Archives Commission, P. O. Box 12927, Austin, Texas 78711
or ldeg@tsl.state.tx.us.
13 TAC §3.1
The amendment is proposed under Government Code, Chapter
441, Subchapter G, §441.102 which provides the Commission
the authority to establish procedures for the distribution of
state publications to depository libraries and for the retention of
those publications, and to establish a system to allow electronic
access at the Texas State Library and other depository libraries
to state publications in an electronic format that have been
made available to the public by or on behalf of a state agency.
The Government Code, Chapter 441, Subchapter A, §441.103
and §441.104, is affected by this proposed amendment.
§3.1. Definitions.
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The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, shall
have the following meanings, unless the contextclearly indicates
otherwise.
Depository library -[The Texas State Library, the Legislative Refer-
ence Library, the Library of Congress, or ]Any [any] [other ]library
that theDirector and Librarian or the commission designates as a
depository library for state publications.
Depository publication-a state publication in any format dis-
tributed from or on behalf of the Texas State Library to a depos-
itory library.
Director and Librarian-Chief executive and administrative officer
of the Texas State Library and Archives Commission.
Electronic external storage devices-Removable electronic media
used to store and transfer electronic information.
Electronic format -a form of recorded information that can be
processed by a computer.
Internet connection -A combination of hardware, software and
telecommunications services that allows a computer to communi-
cate with any other computer on the worldwide network of net-
works known as the Internet, and that adheres to the standard
protocols listed in RFC 1800 or its current successor document.
On-line -Accessible via a computer or terminal, rather than on
paper or other medium.
Publicly distributed -Information in any format provided to
members of the public (persons outside of the agency), in print or
other physical media, by an Internet connection, from a limited
local area network on agency premises, or at another location
on behalf of the agency. The term does not include information
the distribution of which is solely limited to contractors with or
grantees of the agency, staff persons within the agency or within
other government agencies, or members of the public under a
request made under the open records law, Government Code,
Chapter 552.
Request for Comments (RFC)-A version of an Internet specifi-
cation, published as part of the "Request for Comments" (RFC)
document series, the official publication channel for Internet stan-
dards documents and other publications of the Internet Engineer-
ing Steering Group, Internet Architecture Board, and Internet
community.
State agency -A state executive, educational, judicial, legislative,
or eleemosynary department, institution, board, or commission.
[State agency-Any entity established or authorized by law to govern
operations of the state such as a state office, department, division,
bureau, board, commission, legislative committee, authority, insti-
tution, regional planning council, university system, institution of
higher education as defined by Texas Education Code, §61.003, or a
subdivision of one of those entities.]
[State librarian-Executive and administrative officer of the Texas
State Library and Archives Commission.]
State publication -Information in any format that is produced by
the authority of or at the total or partial expense of a state agency
or is required to be distributed under law by the agency, and is
publicly distributed outside the agency. The term includes but is
not limited to: a publication distributed in print, on microform,
as audiovisual material, as interactive media or on electronic
external storage device; an on-line publication which is an index
to other on-line publications, one or more text, graphic, or other
digital files, or a user interface to a computer database.
[State publication-Printed matter which originates in or is produced
by the authority or at the total or partial expense of a state
agency, and which is distributed on demand or in multiple copies
to government, its officers, or other persons outside of the creating
agency. The term also includes: a publication sponsored by or
purchased for distribution by a state agency or released by a research
firm, consulting firm, other similar private institution under contract
with a state agency; or a publication distributed on microfiche or
microform. The term does not include correspondence, an interoffice
memorandum, a routine form, or other government record which is
compiled or produced solely to meet the internal operating needs of
a state agency.]
State Publications Depository Program-A program of the Texas
State Library designed to collect, preserve, and distribute state
publications, and promote their use by the citizens of Texas and
the United States. [All inquiries, correspondence, and publications
should be directed to: State Publications Depository Program, Texas
State Library, P.O. Box 12927, Austin, Texas 78711.]
Texas Records and Information Locator (TRAIL) -A program
of the Texas State Library designed to locate, index, and make
available state publications in electronic format.
Uniform Resource Locators-The syntax and semantics of formal-
ized information for location and access of resources on the Inter-
net, as specified in RFC 1738 or its current successor document.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




Texas State Library and Archives Commission
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463–5460
♦ ♦ ♦
13 TAC §§3.2–3.10
The repeals are proposed under Government Code, Chapter
441, Subchapter G, §441.102 which provides the Commission
the authority to establish procedures for the distribution of
state publications to depository libraries and for the retention of
those publications, and to establish a system to allow electronic
access at the Texas State Library and other depository libraries
to state publications in an electronic format that have been
made available to the public by or on behalf of a state agency.
The Government Code, Chapter 441, Subchapter A, §441.103
and §441.104, are affected by these proposed repeals.
§3.2. Standard Deposit Requirements.
§3.3. Special Deposit Requirements.
§3.4. Standard Exemptions.
§3.5. Special Exemptions.
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§3.6. Publications Contact Person.
§3.7. Monthly Publications List.
§3.8. Designation of Depository Library Status.
§3.9. Termination of Designated Depository Library Status.
§3.10. Minimum Standards for Designated Depository Libraries.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




Texas State Library and Archives Commission
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463–5460
♦ ♦ ♦
13 TAC §§3.2–3.16
The new sections are proposed under Government Code,
Chapter 441, Subchapter G, §441.102 which provides the Com-
mission the authority to establish procedures for the distribution
of state publications to depository libraries and for the retention
of those publications, and to establish a system to allow elec-
tronic access at the Texas State Library and other depository
libraries to state publications in an electronic format that have
been made available to the public by or on behalf of a state
agency.
The Government Code, Chapter 441, Subchapter A, §441.103
and §441.104, are affected by these new sections.
§3.2. Publications in Multiple Information Formats.
When a publication is available in multiple formats simultaneously,
state agencies are required to provide access to or copies of a
publication in all applicable formats if all formats are publicly
distributed. State agencies are not required to provide copies of a
publication on electronic external storage devices if the publications
are made available by an Internet connection.
§3.3. Standard Deposit Requirements for Publications in All For-
mats.
(a) State agencies are required to deposit or make accessible
copies of all publications that have not been exempted from the
program in §3.5 of this title (relating to Standard Exemptions for
Publications in All Information Formats) and §3.6 of this title
(relating to Standard Exemptions for Depositing Publications in Print
Format Only.) The standard number of copies to be deposited is
based on the number of copies produced or the medium in which it
is made available.
(b) For print materials only:
(1) If 300 or more copies are produced, 55 copies must
be deposited with the State Publications Depository Program.
(2) If fewer than 300 copies are produced, four copies
must be deposited with the program.
(c) For materials available in electronic format only but not
by an Internet connection:
(1) State agencies must deposit electronic publications on
electronic external storage devices only when they are not accessible
to the public by Internet connection.
(2) State agencies must meet the following requirements
when submitting publications on electronic external storage devices:
(A) Computer Diskette. One copy of all applicable
publications must be submitted on three and one-half inch, 1.44
megabyte high density disks, configured to a MS-DOS platform
and formatted in ASCII (American Standard Code for Information
Interchange) or other software approved by the Texas State Library.
(B) Compact Disks - Read-Only Memory. One copy
of all applicable publications must be submitted on disks that adhere
to standards of ISO (International Organization of Standards) 9660.
Files will be formatted in ASCII, or other software that is provided
and is in the public domain or has been purchased with a license
agreement to distribute it with each copy of the disk. If the file is
compressed, software and instructions must be included on the disk
to decompress all data directly to a hard drive from commands found
in a file on the root directory.
(C) Publications on Other Electronic External Storage
Devices. For new or improved media which may become commonly
available, one copy of all applicable publications may be submitted.
All such devices or media for submitting publications must be
approved by the Director and Librarian and must adhere to standards
set by the Texas State Library.
(d) For materials available by an Internet connection:
(1) State agencies are required to provide the Texas State
Library with at least one Internet connection, at no charge, to
publications publicly distributed on the Internet that are not exempted
from the program.
(2) State agencies must meet the following minimum
requirements when providing publications by Internet connection:
(A) Accessibility. Publications made available by an
Internet connection will be accessible:
(i) by anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP),
Telnet, Gopher, or Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) as defined in
the current standard as identified in RFC 1800, or its current successor
document; and
(ii) by a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) pro-
vided by the agency that describes each publication’s specific name
and location on the Internet; and
(iii) on alternative electronic formats and interfaces
consistent with requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990 and as amended.
(B) Indexing. Indexed publications will be accessi-
ble through indexes which meet current ANSI/NISO (American Na-
tional Standards Institute/National Information Standards Organiza-
tion) Z39.50 search and retrieval standards and which adhere to the
application profile of the Federal Information Processing Standards
Publication 192 or its successor document.
(C) Availability. Except for publications listed in
§3.6 of this title, publications will be accessible on-line by Internet
connection for five years from the date of release or last modification
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with an average availability by the Internet connection of 23 out of
24 hours, seven days a week.
§3.4. Special Depository Requirements for Print Publications.
Except for publications available only by an Internet connection,
publicly distributed publications must be deposited in the following
minimum quantities regardless of the number of copies or different
media originally intended to be produced by the agency. For printed
publications, agencies are expected to incorporate these deposit
requirements into their printing orders.
(1) Fifty-five copies of the following publications must be
deposited with the State Publications Depository Program:
(A) Annual or biennial report (narrative description
and statistics of programs, services, activities),
(B) Statistical compilations (annual or multi-year),
(C) State or strategic plans (for agency services,
programs within its jurisdiction),
(D) Codes (published as compendia),
(E) Regulations (published as compendia), and
(F) Directories (of facilities, services, providers).
(2) Three copies of annual financial reports and annual
operating budgets must be deposited with the State Publications
Depository Program.
(3) Two copies of requests for legislative appropriations
and quarterly and annual reports of measures must be deposited with
the State Publications Depository Program.
§3.5. Standard Exemptions for Publications in All Information For-
mats.
For all formats, the Director and Librarian has exempted certain
kinds of publications from deposit requirements. A state agency is
not required to deposit or provide access to publications or other








(8) drafts of plans, reports,
(9) fiction,
(10) fund raising materials,
(11) grant proposals, bids,
(12) literary criticisms,
(13) memorabilia,
(14) memoranda (including e-mail),
(15) notices of sale,
(16) daily or weekly periodicals (which are summarized




(20) reprints (reissued without change),
(21) stationery,
(22) student publications (those produced by students),
and
(23) volunteer newsletters.
§3.6. Standard Exemptions for Depositing Publications in Print
Format Only.
The Director and Librarian has exempted certain kinds of publications
distributed in print format. A state agency is not required to deposit
these publications in print format but must make them available
in electronic format if they are publicly distributed by an Internet




(4) certain curriculum catalogs (departmental only),
(5) forms,
(6) hearings (transcripts of),
(7) job listings,
(8) news or press releases,
(9) newsletters and mailing lists meant only for employee,
faculty, or student use,
(10) personnel manuals,
(11) policy handbooks (student and faculty),
(12) programs (announcements of), and
(13) telephone directories (meant only for employee,
faculty, or student use).
§3.7. Special Exemptions.
Upon written application, the Director and Librarian may exempt
specific kinds of publications and information formats from deposit
requirements.
§3.8. Publications Contact Person.
Each state agency must designate in writing one or more persons to
act as liaison with the program. The number of liaisons designated
by an agency should reflect the size and complexity of its publishing
activities. Each liaison must deposit all state publications within the
scope of his or her designated responsibility, provide information
and resolve problems about them, maintain records of the agency’s
publications, negotiate exemptions from deposit requirements, and
submit publication reporting forms.
§3.9. Publication Reporting Form.
(a) Each state agency must submit a publication reporting
form that describes publications as they become available.
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(b) Publications submitted in formats other than those made
available from an Internet connection must be listed on a paper form
that is enclosed with each shipment.
(c) Each publication made available by Internet connection
must be reported on an electronic form within one working day:
(1) of its initial availability by the Internet connection
(2) and as changes are made which alter its:
(A) Uniform Resource Locator;
(B) title;
(C) scope and content; or
(D) accessibility by new use constraints and technical
prerequisites.
(3) Agencies unable to access the electronic reporting
form for publications made available on-line may request special
authorization to submit a paper form.
§3.10. Designation of Depository Library Status for Printed Publi-
cations.
The director of a library in Texas may apply in writing to the
Director and Librarian for print depository library status. After
considering the need for additional access to state publications
by the public, the number of copies of publications available for
distribution to depository libraries, the geographical distribution of
existing repository libraries, whether the applying library will provide
access to a unique, unserved or underserved population, whether
it will provide superior access, whether it is a publicly-supported
institution and whether it can meet the minimum standards outlined
in §3.12 of this title (relating to Minimum Standards for Designated
Print Depository Libraries), the Director and Librarian may grant the
applying library print depository library status. The Director and
Librarian shall execute a contract with the library setting forth the
responsibilities of the program and of the depository library. The
director of an applying library whose application is denied may appeal
the decision to the Texas State Library and Archives Commission.
§3.11. Termination of Designated Depository Library Status for
Printed Publications.
Print depository status may be terminated by either party upon six-
months’ written notice. In the event of termination, title to the
collection shall be retained by the Texas State Library, which may
remove the collection to the Texas State Library or another print
depository library.
§3.12. Minimum Standards for Designated Print Depository Li-
braries.
To meet minimum standards, a designated print depository library
must:
(1) process and shelve physical publications within 30
days of receipt;
(2) check all shipping lists to insure that physical publi-
cations are received, and if not, promptly claimed;
(3) mark and date physical publications received in ship-
ments to distinguish them from publications received from other
sources;
(4) provide an orderly, systematic record of depository
holdings and subsequent arrangement of publications;
(5) furnish a minimum of 400 linear feet of shelving for
depository publications;
(6) designate a professional librarian to be responsible for
state publications and to act as liaison with the Texas State Library;
(7) provide reference service from state publications to all
Texas residents;
(8) provide access to state publications through reference
tools, public catalogs, and national, state, and local computer
networks which is comparable with that of similar information
available through the library;
(9) implement a circulation and interlibrary loan policy
for publications which is consistent with the institution’s general loan
policy;
(10) retain physical publications for a minimum of five
years unless otherwise instructed, and submit a disposal list in
electronic format to the Texas State Library for distribution before
such publications are discarded;
(11) provide appropriate equipment for the retrieval, use
and storage of all state publications;
(12) publicize state publications through displays and
announcements of significant new publications; and
(13) display a sign, identifying its depository library
status.
§3.13. Designation of Depository Library Status for Electronic
Publications.
The director of a library in Texas may apply in writing to the
Director and Librarian for electronic depository library status. After
considering the need for additional access to state publications by the
public, whether the applying library will provide access to a unique,
unserved or underserved population, whether it will provide superior
access, whether it is a publicly-supported institution and whether
it can meet the minimum standards outlined in §3.15 of this title
(relating to Minimum Standards for Designated Electronic Depository
Libraries), the Director and Librarian may grant the applying library
print depository library status. The Director and Librarian shall
execute a contract with the library setting forth the responsibilities
of the program and of the depository library. The director of an
applying library whose application is denied may appeal the decision
to the Texas State Library and Archives Commission.
§3.14. Termination of Designated Depository Library Status for
Electronic Publications.
Electronic depository status may be terminated by either party upon
six-months’ written notice.
§3.15. Minimum Standards for Designated Electronic Depository
Libraries.
To meet minimum standards, a designated electronic depository
library must:
(1) maintain an Internet connection available to the pub-
lic which meets the provisions of §1.100 of this title (relating to
Standards for Local Library Internet Access); except that electronic
depository libraries need not meet the standards in §1.100 (b)(5)(B)7
and 8 regarding staff access to Internet services and Internet accessi-
bility of the local catalog;
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(2) provide a user interface to the Texas Records and
Information Locator (TRAIL), in a format approved by the Director
and Librarian, through all public terminals;
(3) designate a professional librarian to be responsible for
state electronic publications and to act as liaison with the Texas State
Library;
(4) provide reference service from state electronic publi-
cations to all Texas residents;
(5) provide access to state electronic publications through
reference tools, public catalogs, and national, state, and local com-
puter networks which is comparable with that of similar information
available through the library;
(6) implement a use policy for electronics publications
which is consistent with the institution’s general use policy;
(7) provide appropriate equipment for the retrieval, use
and storage of all state publications;
(8) publicize state publications through displays and an-
nouncements of significant new publications.
(9) display a sign, identifying its electronic depository
library status.
§3.16. Compliance Review/Inspection of Designated Depository Li-
braries.
The Director and Librarian, or designee, may inspect designated
depository libraries to determine compliance with the minimum
standards outlined in §3.12 of this title (relating to Minimum
Standards for Designated Print Depository Libraries) and §3.15 of
this title (relating to (Minimum Standards for Designated Electronic
Depository Libraries.) A compliance review self-study report may
be distributed by the Texas State Library and Archives to the
designated depository libraries to determine compliance in lieu of
an inspection. The inspection or compliance review will determine
designated depository libraries’ compliance with minimum standards.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




Texas State Library and Archives Commission
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463–5460
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 22. EXAMINING BOARDS





The Texas Board of Architectural Examiners proposes an
amendment to §1.28, concerning Reciprocal Transfer. The
proposed amendment is to comply with the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The effects are expected to
be reciprocity for architects registered in Texas and Canada
Cathy L. Hendricks, Executive Director, Texas Board of Archi-
tectural Examiners, has determined that for the first five years
the section as proposed is in effect, there will be no fiscal im-
plications as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Ms. Hendricks has also determined that for each year of the
first five years the section as proposed is in effect, the public
benefits anticipated as a result of enforcing the section will be
the expansion of the potential field of practice for architects
registered in Texas. There will be no effect on small business.
The cost to persons who are required to comply with the section
as proposed would be certification fees imposed by NCARB.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Cathy L.
Hendricks, ASID/IIDA, Executive Director, Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners, P.O. Box 12337, Austin, Texas 78711-
2337.
The amendment is proposed under Vernon’s Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 249a which provide the Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners with authority to promulgate rules.
The amendment does not affect any other statutes.
§1.28. Reciprocal Transfer.
(a) (No change.)
(b) Canadian architects applying for registration in Texas
must have NCARB Certification.
(c)[(b)] All arrangements for development of the council
record, and certification, will be the responsibility of the applicant.
(d)[(c)] Fees for registration in Texas, as stated in Subchapter
E of this chapter (relating to Fees), must be submitted within 60 days
after notification of the tentative approval. Final approval will follow
receipt of the applicant’s affidavit and fee.
(e)[(d)] Rejections of applications for registration by recip-
rocal transfer will be by letter, explaining the reasons and outlining
procedures under which reconsideration may be possible.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617910
Cathy L. Hendricks, ASID/IIDA
Executive Director
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997




The Texas Board of Architectural Examiners proposes an
amendment to §1.84, concerning Annual Registration and
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Renewal Fee. The proposed amendment is to clarify when a
notice for annual registration and renewal fee will be mailed to
each architect.
Cathy L. Hendricks, Executive Director, Texas Board of Archi-
tectural Examiners, has determined that for the first five years
the section as proposed is in effect, there will be no fiscal im-
plications as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Ms. Hendricks has also determined that for each year of the
first five years the section as proposed is in effect, the public
benefits anticipated as a result of enforcing the section will be
fewer late payment penalties imposed and fewer revocations
resulting from registrants failing to pay late renewal penalty fees.
There will be no effect on small business.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Cathy L.
Hendricks, ASID/IIDA, Executive Director, Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners, P.O. Box 12337, Austin, Texas 78711-
2337.
The amendment is proposed under Vernon’s Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 249a, which provide the Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners with authority to promulgate rules.
The amendment does not affect any other statutes.
§1.84. Annual Registration and Renewal Fee.
(a) (No change.)
(b) Registrations will expire on staggered dates.Only one
notice[Notices] will be mailed to architectsapproximately 30 days
prior to renewal.[whose license number ends with an even number
on or about January 15, with payment due before March 1. For
those whose license number ends with an odd number, notices will
be mailed on or about June 15, with payment due before August 1.]
(c) Annual renewal payment is due (postmarked) by the
annual expiration date. Failure to renew by the annual expiration
date will result in a penalty. If payment is received within 90 days
after the expiration date, the penalty is one half of the examination
fee. If payment is received from 91 days to one year (91 days to 365
days)after the expiration date, the penalty is the full examination
fee. All penalties are in addition to the annual renewal fee.
(d) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617912
Cathy L. Hendricks, ASID/IIDA
Executive Director
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305–8535
♦ ♦ ♦
22 TAC §1.88
The Texas Board of Architectural Examiners proposes an
amendment to §1.88, concerning Emeritus Fee. The proposed
amendment is to clarify and strengthen the existing rule. The
effects are expected to be the prevention of architects from
using emeritus status to bypass penalty fees for reinstatement.
Cathy L. Hendricks, Executive Director, Texas Board of Archi-
tectural Examiners, has determined that for the first five years
the section as proposed is in effect, there will be no fiscal im-
plications as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Ms. Hendricks has also determined that for each year of the
first five years the section as proposed is in effect, the public
benefits anticipated as a result of enforcing the section will be
the fair and equitable treatment of all architects registered in
Texas. There will be no effect on small business. There is
no anticipated economic cost to persons who are required to
comply with the rule as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Cathy L.
Hendricks, ASID/IIDA, Executive Director, Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners, P.O. Box 12337, Austin, Texas 78711-
2337.
The amendment is proposed under Vernon’s Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 249a which provide the Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners with authority to promulgate rules.
The amendment does not affect any other statutes.
§1.88. Emeritus Fee.
Current Texas registered architects[Architects] 62 years of age or
older, who have retired fromthe profession, [active practice and/
or other related professional activities,] may request emeritus status.
The annual renewal fee for approved emeritus architects will beas
prescribed by the board. [$10.]
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617915
Cathy L. Hendricks, ASID/IIDA
Executive Director
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305–8535
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 3. Landscape Architects
Subchapter E. Fees
22 TAC §3.84
The Texas Board of Architectural Examiners proposes an
amendment to §3.84, concerning Annual Registration and
Renewal Fee. The proposed amendment is to clarify when a
notice for annual registration and renewal fee will be mailed to
each landscape architect.
Cathy L. Hendricks, Executive Director, Texas Board of Archi-
tectural Examiners, has determined that for the first five years
the section as proposed is in effect, there will be no fiscal im-
plications as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Ms. Hendricks has also determined that for each year of the first
five years the section as proposed is in effect, the public benefits
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anticipated as a result of enforcing the section as proposed will
be fewer late payment penalties imposed and fewer revocations
resulting from registrants failing to pay late renewal penalty fees.
There will be no effect on small business.
Comments may be submitted to Cathy L. Hendricks, ASID/IIDA,
Executive Director, Texas Board of Architectural Examiners,
P.O. Box 12337, Austin, Texas 78711-2337.
The amendment is proposed under Vernon’s Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 249c, which provide the Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners with authority to promulgate rules.
The amendment does not affect any other statutes.
§3.84. Annual Registration and Renewal Fee.
(a) (No change.)
(b) Registrations will expire on staggered dates.Only one
notice[Notices] will be mailed to landscape architectsapproximately
30 days prior to renewal.[whose license number ends with an even
number on or about July 15, with payment due before September 1.
For those whose license number ends with an odd number, notices
will be mailed on or about December 15, with payment due before
February 2.]
(c) Annual renewal payment is due (postmarked) by the
annual expiration date. Failure to renew by the annual expiration
date will result in a penalty. If payment is received within 90 days
after the expiration date, the penalty is one half of the examination
fee. If payment is received from 91 days to one year (91 days to 365
days)after the expiration date, the penalty is the full examination
fee. All penalties are in addition to the annual renewal fee.
(d) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617913
Cathy L. Hendricks, ASID/IIDA
Executive Director
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305–8535
♦ ♦ ♦
22 TAC §3.88
The Texas Board of Architectural Examiners proposes an
amendment to §3.88, concerning Emeritus Fee. The proposed
amendment is to clarify and strengthen the existing rule.
The effects are expected to be the prevention of landscape
architects from using emeritus status to bypass penalty fees for
reinstatement.
Cathy L. Hendricks, Executive Director, Texas Board of Archi-
tectural Examiners, has determined that for the first five years
the section as proposed is in effect, there will be no fiscal im-
plications as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Ms. Hendricks has also determined that for each year of the first
five years the section as proposed is in effect, the public benefits
anticipated as a result of enforcing the section will be the fair
and equitable treatment of all landscape architects registered
in Texas. There will be no effect on small business. There is
no anticipated economic cost to persons who are required to
comply with the rule as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Cathy L.
Hendricks, ASID/IIDA, Executive Director, Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners, P.O. Box 12337, Austin, Texas 78711-
2337.
The amendment is proposed under Vernon’s Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 249c which provide the Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners with authority to promulgate rules.
The amendment does not affect any other statutes.
§3.88. Emeritus Fee.
Current Texas registered landscape architects[Landscape archi-
tects] 62 years of age or older, who have retired fromthe profes-
sion,[active practice and/or other related professional activities,] may
request emeritus status. The annual renewal fee for approved emeri-
tus landscape architects will beas prescribed by the board.[$10.]
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617916
Cathy L. Hendricks, ASID/IIDA
Executive Director
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305–8535
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 5. Interior Designers
Subchapter E. Fees
22 TAC §5.92
The Texas Board of Architectural Examiners proposes new
§5.92, concerning Application Without Examination Fees. The
new rule provides for the collection of record maintenance
fees from all applicants for interior design registration without
examination. The effects are expected to be the recovery of
expenses involved in maintaining these applications in the data
base, and a reduction in the number of incomplete applications
for registration without examination.
Cathy L. Hendricks, Executive Director, Texas Board of Archi-
tectural Examiners, has determined that there will be fiscal im-
plications as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
The effect on state government for the first five-year period the
section will be in effect will be an increase in revenue as shown:
1996 - $8,650; 1997 - $6,487; 1998 - $4,325; 1999 - $2,162;
2000- $432.
Ms. Hendricks has also determined that for each year of the
first five years the section as proposed is in effect, the public
benefits anticipated as a result of enforcing the section will be
the gradual reduction and final disposition of all applications
for interior design registration without examination currently on
file. The cost to persons who are required to comply with the
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section as proposed would be the amount of the annual record
maintenance fee as prescribed by the board.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Cathy L.
Hendricks, ASID/IIDA, Executive Director, Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners, P.O. Box 12337, Austin, Texas 78711-
2337.
The new rule is proposed under Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes,
Article 249e which provide the Texas Board of Architectural
Examiners with authority to promulgate rules.
The new rule does not affect any other statutes.
§5.92. Application Without Examination Fees.
All applicants for registration without examination will be required
to pay record maintenance fees as prescribed by the board.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617911
Cathy L. Hendricks, ASID/IIDA
Executive Director
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305–8535
♦ ♦ ♦
22 TAC §5.95
The Texas Board of Architectural Examiners proposes an
amendment to §5.95, concerning Annual Registration and
Renewal Fee. The proposed amendment is to clarify when a
notice for annual registration and renewal fee will be mailed to
each interior designer.
Cathy L. Hendricks, Executive Director, Texas Board of Archi-
tectural Examiners, has determined that for the first five years
the section as proposed is in effect, there will be no fiscal im-
plications as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Ms. Hendricks has also determined that for each year of the
first five years the section as proposed is in effect, the public
benefits anticipated as a result of enforcing the section will be
fewer late payment penalties imposed and fewer revocations
resulting from registrants failing to pay late renewal penalty fees.
There will be no effect on small business.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Cathy L.
Hendricks, ASID/IIDA, Executive Director, Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners, P.O. Box 12337, Austin, Texas 78711-
2337.
The amendment is proposed under Vernon’s Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 249e, which provide the Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners with authority to promulgate rules.
The amendment does not affect any other statutes.
§5.95. Annual Registration and Renewal Fee.
(a) (No change.)
(b) Registrations will expire on staggered dates.Only one
notice[Notices] will be mailed to interior designersapproximately
30 days prior to renewal. [whose license number ends with an even
number on or about April 20, with payment due no later than June 1.
For those whose license number ends with an odd number, notices
will be mailed on or about October 20, with payment due no later
than December 1.]
(c) Annual renewal payment is due (postmarked) by the
annual expiration date. Failure to renew by the annual expiration
date will result in a penalty. If payment is received within 90 days
after the expiration date, the penalty is one half of the examination
fee. If payment is received from 91 days to one year (91 days to 365
days)after the expiration date, the penalty is the full examination
fee. All penalties are in addition to the annual renewal fee.
(d) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617914
Cathy L. Hendricks, ASID/IIDA
Executive Director
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305–8535
♦ ♦ ♦
22 TAC §5.99
The Texas Board of Architectural Examiners proposes an
amendment to §5.99, concerning Emeritus Fee. The proposed
amendment is to clarify and strengthen the existing rule.
The effects are expected to be the prevention of interior
designers from using emeritus status to bypass penalty fees
for reinstatement.
Cathy L. Hendricks, Executive Director, Texas Board of Archi-
tectural Examiners, has determined that for the first five years
the section as proposed is in effect, there will be no fiscal im-
plications as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Ms. Hendricks has also determined that for each year of the first
five years the section as proposed is in effect, the public benefits
anticipated as a result of enforcing the section will be the fair
and equitable treatment of all interior designers registered in
Texas. There will be no effect on small business. There is
no anticipated economic cost to persons who are required to
comply with the rule as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Cathy L.
Hendricks, ASID/IIDA, Executive Director, Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners, P.O. Box 12337, Austin, Texas 78711-
2337.
The amendment is proposed under Vernon’s Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 249e which provide the Texas Board of
Architectural Examiners with authority to promulgate rules.
The amendment does not affect any other statutes.
§5.99. Emeritus Fee.
Current Texas registered interior designers[Interior designers] 62
years of age or older, who have retired fromthe profession,[active
practice and/or other related professional activities,] may request
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emeritus status. The annual renewal fee for approved emeritus
interior designers will beas prescribed by the board. [$10.]
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617917
Cathy L. Hendricks, ASID/IIDA
Executive Director
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305–8535
♦ ♦ ♦
Part III. Texas Board of Chiropractic Ex-
aminers
Chapter 73. Licenses and Renewals
22 TAC §73.3
The Texas Board of Chiropractic Examiners proposes an
amendment to §73.3, relating to Continuing Education. The
amendment adds a new subparagraph (E), to paragraph 1, re-
lating to continuing education requirements, that provides an
alternative method for complying with the requirements for li-
censees who are unable to travel due to illness or disability. An
eligible licensee may satisfy the board’s continuing education
requirements by viewing videotaped courses which are offered
by the Foundation for Chiropractic Education and Research.
The proposed new subparagraph requires certification of inca-
pacity due to illness or disability by an independent chiropractor
or other doctor. Licensees must submit a new certification for
each year of incapacity. Lastly, the subparagraph contains a
notice that a false certification subjects the licensee to enforce-
ment action under the Chiropractic Act. Grammatical changes
are made to the description of the type of illness or disabil-
ity referenced in subsection (3)(A)(iii) of this section relating to
qualifying exemptions. Other non-substantive changes have
been made to §73.3 for clarity and grammar. The proposed
substantive amendments seek to provide and appropriate ac-
commodation for persons who are ill or disabled by allowing an
alternative means of complying with the board’s continuing ed-
ucation requirements. The amendments indirectly promote the
continuing safety of patients by facilitating access to continuing
education training for those licensees who may be physically
unable to travel to a course.
Patte B. Kent, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect, there will be no
fiscal implications for state or local government as a result of
enforcing or administering the section.
Ms. Kent also has determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect, the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the section as amended will be
assurance that patients are treated by licensees who continue to
acquire training and thus, maintain proficiency in their practice.
Licensees who are unable to travel to continuing education
courses will have the benefit of participating in continuing
education during their incapacity. There will be no effect on
small businesses, or anticipated economic cost to persons who
are required to comply with the amended rule. Licensees at
present pay a fee for attending continuing education seminars.
Licensees who are eligible for the video tape option will pay
instead a fee for the video tape.
Comments may be submitted, no later than 30 days from the
date of this publication, to Patte B. Kent, Executive Director,
Texas Board of Chiropractic Examiners, 333 Guadalupe, Tower
III, Suite 825, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendment is proposed under Texas Civil Statutes, Article
4512b, §§4(c), 4a, which authorize the board to adopt rules
necessary for performance of its duties, the regulation of the
practice of chiropractic, and the enforcement of the Act, and
§8b(c), which requires the board to adopt rules relating to
mandatory continuing education.
The following are the statutes, articles, or codes affected by
the proposed amendment: §73.3-Texas Civil Statutes, Article
4512b, §§8b(c), 14a, 14e.
§73.3. Continuing Education.
A licensee is required to attend continuing education courses as
a condition of renewal of license. [The following information is
regarding continuing education courses for license renewal.]
(1) Requirements.
(A) All licensees will annually attend and complete
16 hours of continuing education per calendar year. The calendar
year is considered to begin January 1 and end December 31.
(B) Sixteen hours of continuing education, two of
which will be presented by a Board representative, may be completed
at any course or seminar elected by the licensee, which meets
the criteria set forth in the Continuing Education guidelines of the
Education Committee of this board.
(C) Only those topics listed as authorized procedures
in the guidelines of the Education Committee of this board shall be
acceptable in these courses or seminars.
(D) The two hours of continuing education to be
presented by the board will be given at the following seminars:
(i) Texas Chiropractic Association-Lubbock;
(ii) Texas Chiropractic Association Convention;
(iii) Chiropractic Society of Texas Annual Conven-
tion;
(iv) Parker College of Chiropractic Homecoming;
(v) Texas Chiropractic College Homecoming.
(E) A licensee who is unable to travel for the
purpose of attending a continuing education course or seminar
due to a mental or physical illness or disability may satisfy
the board’s continuing education requirements by viewing video
taped courses from the Foundation for Chiropractic Education
and Research. No more than seven hours of the continuing
education requirement may be obtained by video tape. In order
for a video taped course to be acceptable by the board, a licensee
must submit a letter from a licensed chiropractor, M.D., D.O.,
D.P.M., D.D.S., or O.D. who is not associated with the licensee in
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any matter. In the letter, the chiropractor or other doctor must
state the nature of the illness or disability and certify that the
licensee was ill or disabled, and unable to travel for the purpose
of obtaining continuing education hours due to the illness or
disability. A licensee is required to submit a new certification
for each year an exemption is sought. An untrue certification
submitted to the board shall subject the licensee to enforcement
action as authorized by the Chiropractic Act, Texas Civil Statutes,
Article 4512b, §§14a, 14e.
(2) Verification.
(A) Verification of the16 hours will be provided to
the board office by the licensee at the time of license renewal.
(B) Upon request by the board, the licensee will be
responsible for providing verification of his continuing education for
all years requested.
(C) Should the licensee fail to submit verification
upon request by the board, it will be considered a violation of Texas
Civil Statutes, Article 4512b, §8a(a).
(3) Qualifying Exemption.
(A) Licensees who have not complied with the
continuing education requirements may not be issued a renewal
license unless such person is entitled to an exemption. The following
persons are exempt:
(i) a licensee who holds an inactive Texas license
does not practice chiropractic in Texas. However, if at any time
during the calendar year for which such exemption has been obtained
such person desires to practice chiropractic, such person shall not be
entitled to practice chiropractic in Texas until 16 hours of continuing
education credits are obtained and the executive director has been
notified of completion of such continuing education requirements;
(ii) a licensee who served in the regular armed
forces of the United States during part of the 12 months immediately
preceding the annual license renewal date;
(iii) a licensee who submits proof satisfactory to
the board that the licensee suffered amental or physical [serious or
disabling] illness or [physical] disability which prevented the licensee
from complying with the requirements of this section during the 12
months immediately preceding the annual license renewal date; or
(iv) a licensee who is first licensed within the 12
months immediately preceding the annual renewal date.
(B) Written proof of attendance and completion of
approved courses must be supplied by the licensed chiropractor to the
board in conjunction with the renewal application for a chiropractic
license.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




Texas Board of Chiropractic Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305–6700
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 25. HEALTH SERVICES
Part I. Texas Department of Health
Chapter 25. Health Services
Meat and Poultry Inspection
25 TAC §§221.11, 221.12, 221.14
The Texas Department of Health (department) proposes
amendments to §§221.11 and 221.12 and new 221.14, con-
cerning meat and poultry inspection. Specifically, the sections
cover federal regulations on mandatory meat inspection;
mandatory poultry products inspection; and custom slaughter
and processing.
The proposed amendment to §221.11 adopts by reference
federal regulations for meat and poultry inspection contained
in Title 9 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Parts 301, 303
- 381, 416 and 417. 9 CFR, Part 303.1(a) and (b) are not
being adopted by reference, but are being included in proposed
new §221.14 relating to Custom Slaughter and Processing. The
proposed amendments to §221.12 will add new definitions and
increase fees collected for overtime and special services to
recover costs associated with overtime and special inspections.
Proposed new §221.14 establishes rules for individuals and
businesses that custom slaughter and custom process livestock
for the owner’s personal use. Under the current rules regulating
custom operators, any carcass or part delivered by the owner
to be processed and returned to the owner must be processed
i a facility where the owner has obtained a grant of custom
exemption. New §221.14 applies to the slaughtering of livestock
and to processing uninspected carcasses and parts delivered
by or for the owner of those animals, carcasses, or parts.
Custom prepared products are to be returned to the owner for
the personal use in the household of the owner. The use of
custom prepared products as salary or employee benefits in
lieu of other remuneration or other purposes such as "donating"
to children’s homes or the poor is prohibited. Animals that are
slaughtered for other than personal use, such as for donation,
should be slaughtered under inspection. New §221.14 also
prohibits heads from animals slaughtered by gunshot to the
head to be used as food.
The processing of hunter killed feral swine is exempt from
r gulation under new §221.14. However, custom exempt
operators are required to separate products of hunter killed feral
swine from other products and to either process hunter killed
feral swine, after processing all other meat products for that
day, or to completely clean and sanitize the equipment and
facilities before processing other meat products. Uninspected
facilities that currently process hunter killed deer will be allowed
to process hunter killed feral swine without any regulation under
the Texas Meat and Poultry Inspection Act.
New §221.14 also defines the condition of animals that may be
slaughtered in custom slaughter facilities and prohibits entry of
adulterated animals or carcasses, including dead animals and
carcasses from animals that died other than by slaughter.
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New §221.14 requires custom operators to develop written
sanitation standard operating procedures (SSOP). The SSOPs
are used to demonstrate that the custom operators know how
to keep facilities and equipment clean during the operation.
New §221.14 authorizes the use of tags to prohibit use of
insanitary equipment, utensils, rooms or compartments, and
adulterated carcasses, and specifies the insanitary conditions
in which the tags may be used.
New §221.14 requires the processor to prepare and handle
products that may not be further cooked, in a manner that
ensures the safety of the products. New §221.14 lists cooking
temperatures that are considered to result in a safe product.
A different process may be utilized when an owner specifically
requests a different cooking process, but the owner must be
advised by the processor of the potential hazards associated
with undercooked meat products.
New §221.14 requires the use of safe handling instructions for
custom prepared products and provides several methods of
disseminating safehandling instructions.
The requirements of the Federal Wholesome Meat Act are
incorporated in new §221.14. New §221.14 prohibits the sale
of heads or any other organ or part from custom slaughtered
animals; establishes requirements concerning ingredients and
other articles used in preparation of products; prohibits use of
nitrates in bacon; and allows the use of nitrites in bacon and
nitrites and nitrates in cured products other than bacon.
Lee C. Jan, D.V.M., Director, Meat Safety Assurance Division,
has determined that for the first five-year period the section
is in effect there will be no fiscal implications for state or local
government as a result of enforcing or administering the section
as proposed.
Dr. Jan has also determined that for each year of the first five
years the sections are in effect, the public benefit anticipated
will be continued assurance of consumer safety by enforcing
current United States Department of Agriculture regulations.
The cost to small businesses and individuals who are required
to comply with the sections as proposed will be an increase in
the fees from $21.00 per hour to $23.00 per hour for overtime
and special inspection services.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Lee C. Jan,
D.V.M., Meat Safety Assurance Division, Texas Department of
Health, 1100 West 49th Street, Austin, Texas 78756, (512) 719-
0205. Comments will be accepted for 60 days following publi-
cation of this proposal in the Texas Register .
The sections are proposed under the Health and Safety Code,
Chapter 433, §433.008, which provides the commissioner with
the authority to adopt rules for the efficient execution of the
Texas Meat and Poultry Inspection Act; and §12.001, which
provides the Texas Board of Health with the authority to adopt
rules for the performance of every duty imposed by law on the
Texas Board of Health, the Texas Department of Health, and
the Commissioner of Health.
These amendments and new section affect Health and Safety
Code, Chapter 433.
§221.11. Federal Regulations on Meat and Poultry Inspection.
(a) The Texas Department of Health adopts by reference [Ti-
tle 9, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 301-381 titled "Manda-
tory Meat Inspection, Voluntary Inspections and Certification Ser-
vices, Mandatory Poultry Products Inspection,"]the following fed-
eral requirements in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),as
amended:
(1) 9CFR, Part 301, "Definitions";
(2) 9CFR, Part 303, except 303.1 (a) and (b), "Exemp-
tions";
(3) 9CFR, Part 304, "Application for inspection;
grant or refusal of inspection";
(4) 9CFR, Part 305, "Official numbers; inauguration
of inspection; withdrawal of inspection; reports of violation";
(5) 9CFR, Part 306, "Assignment and authorities of
program employees";
(6) 9CFR, Part 307, "Facilities for inspection";
(7) 9CFR, Part 308, "Sanitation";
(8) 9CFR, Part 309, "Ante-mortem inspection";
(9) 9CFR, Part 310, "Post-mortem inspection";
(10) 9CFR, Part 311, "Disposal of diseased or other-
wise adulterated carcasses and parts";
(11) 9CFR, Part 312, "Official marks, devices, and
certificates";
(12) 9CFR, Part 313, "Humane slaughter of live-
stock";
(13) 9CFR, Part 314, "Handling and disposal of
condemned or other inedible products at official establishments";
(14) 9CFR, Part 315, "Rendering or other disposal of
carcasses and parts passed for cooking";
(15) 9CFR, Part 316, "Marking products and their
containers";
(16) 9CFR, Part 317, "Labeling marking devices, and
containers";
(17) 9CFR, Part 318, "Entry into official establish-
ments; reinspection and preparation of products";
(18) 9CFR, Part 319, "Definitions and standards of
identity or composition";
(19) 9CFR, Part 320, "Records, registration, and
reports";
(20) 9CFR, Part 321, "Cooperation with States and
territories";
(21) 9CFR, Part 322, "Exports";
(22) 9CFR, Part 325, "Transportation";
(23) 9CFR, Part 327, "Imported products";
(24) 9CFR, Part 329, "Detention; seizure and con-
demnation; criminal offenses";
(25) 9CFR, Part 331, "Special provisions for desig-
nated States and Territories; and for designation of establish-
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ments which endanger public health and for such designated es-
tablishments";
(26) 9CFR, Part 335, "Rules of practice governing
proceedings under the Federal Meat Inspection Act";
(27) 9CFR, Part 350, "Special services relation to
meat and other products";
(28) 9CFR, Part 352, "Exotic animals; voluntary
inspection";
(29) 9CFR, Part 354, "Voluntary inspection of rabbits
and edible products thereof";
(30) 9CFR, Part 355, "Certified products for dogs,
cats and other carnivora; inspection, certification, and identifica-
tion as to class, quality , quantity, and condition";
(31) 9CFR, Part 362, "Voluntary poultry inspection
regulations";
(32) 9CFR, Part 381, "Poultry products inspection
regulation";
(33) 9CFR, Part 416, "Sanitation"; and
(34) 9CFR, Part 417, "Hazard Analysis and Critical
Control Point (HACCP) Systems".
(b) Copies of these regulations are indexed and filed in the
[Division of] Meat Safety AssuranceDivision, Texas Department of
Health, 1100 West 49th Street, Austin, Texas 78756 and are available
for public inspection during regular working hours.
§221.12. Meat and Poultry Inspection.
(a) (No change.)
(b) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used
in these sections, shall have the following meanings, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise.
(1) (No change.)
(2) Adulterated - A carcass, part of a carcass, or a
meat food product where:
(A) any part of it is the product of an animal that
has died in a manner other than by slaughter;
(B) any part of it consists of a filthy, putrid,
or decomposed substance or is for another reason unsound,
unhealthy, unwholesome, or otherwise unfit for human food; or
(C) it contains, because of administration of any sub-
stance to a live animal or otherwise, an added poison or harmful
substance that makes the carcass, part of the carcass, or meat food
unfit for human food.
(3) [(2)] Change in ownership -
(A) a change in the business organization operating
the business which changes the legal entity responsible for operation
of the business; or
(B) any change in control of the business; or
(C) any change in ownership of the business which
requires a reapplication to the Texas Department of Health for a grant
of inspection and/or custom exemption to operate.
(4) [(3)] Custom operations - The slaughtering oflive-
stock [an animal] or the processing of an [inspected and/or] unin-
spected carcass or parts thereof for the owner of thatlivestock animal,
carcass, or parts or the selling of livestock, inspected carcasses, or
parts to be slaughtered and/or processed by the purchaser on premises
owned or operated by the seller for the exclusive use of thepurchaser
[owner].
(5) Custom processor - A person who prepares meat
food products from uninspected livestock carcasses or parts
thereof for the owner of those carcasses or parts or sells inspected
carcasses or parts to be prepared by the purchaser on premises
owned or operated by the seller for the exclusive use of the
purchaser.
(6) Custom slaughterer - A person who slaughters
livestock for the owner of the livestock animal for the exclusive
use of the owner of the livestock or sells livestock to be slaugh-
tered by the purchaser on premises owned or operated by the
seller, for the exclusive use of the purchaser of the livestock.
(7) [(4)] Department - Texas Department of Health.
(8) Exotic animal - A member of a species of game not
indigenous to this state, including an axis deer, nilga antelope, red
sheep, or other cloven hooved ruminant animal.
(9) [(5)] Federal regulations - The regulations adopted
by reference by the department in §221.11 of this title (relating to
Federal Regulations on Meat and Poultry Inspection).
(10) Feral swine - Nondomestic descendants of do-
mestic swine that have either escaped or were released and sub-
sequently developed survival skills necessary to thrive in the wild.
Some are out-crossed with "Russian boar".
(11) Game animals - Wild animals that are hunted
for food or recreational purposes and for which the hunter must
obtain a hunting license from the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department prior to hunting such animals.
(12) [(6)] Grant of custom exemption - An authorization
from the department to engage in a business of custom slaughtering
and/or processinglivestock for the owner of the livestock for the
owner’s personal use.
(13) [(7)] Grant of inspection - An authorization from the
department to engage in a business subject to inspection under the
Act.
(14) Heat-treated - Meat or poultry products that are
ready-to-eat or have the appearance of being ready-to-eat because
they received heat processing.
(15) Livestock - Cattle, sheep, swine, goats, horses,
mules, other equines, poultry, domestic rabbits, exotic animals,
or domesticated game birds.
(16) [(8)] Person - Any individual, partnership, associa-
tion, corporation, or unincorporated business organization.
(17) Poultry - A live or dead domesticated bird.
(c) Grant of inspection and/or custom exemption.
(1) Basic requirements.
(A) (No change.)
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(B) A person shall not engage in custom operations
[of livestock] unless that person has met the standards established by
the Act, the federal regulations, and these sections, and has obtained
a grant of custom exemption issued by the department.
(2) Application. To apply for a grant of inspection and/or
custom exemption, a person shall complete department application
forms which can be obtained from the [Division of] Meat Safety
Assurance Division, Texas Department of Health, 1100 West 49th
Street, Austin, Texas 78756.
(3)-(7) (No change.)
(d) Special fees for inspection services.
(1) (No change.)
(2) Overtime and holiday rate. The overtime and holiday
rate for inspection services provided pursuant to Health and Safety
Code, Chapter 433, §433.009, shall be$23 [$21] per hour, per
program employee.
(3) Rate for inspections not required by state or federal
meat and poultry inspection laws [law]. The rate for inspections
not required by state or federalmeat and poultry inspection laws
[law] provided pursuant to Health and Safety Code, Chapter 433,
§433.009, shall be$23 [$21] per hour, per program employee.
§221.14. Custom Slaughter and Processing.
(a) Custom slaughter requirements. The requirements of this
section shall apply to the custom slaughter by any person of livestock,
as defined in §221.12 (b) of this title (relating to Meat and Poultry
Inspection), delivered by or for the owner thereof for such slaughter,
not for sale to the public and exclusively for use, in the household of
such owner, by him and members of his household and nonpaying
guests. The requirements of this section do not apply to hunter killed
game animals, hunter killed exotic animals, and hunter killed feral
swine, as defined in §221.12 (b) of this title.
(1) Animals for slaughter. No adulterated animals as
defined in §221.12 (b)(2) of this title shall be accepted for custom
slaughter. Only healthy animals, exhibiting no abnormalities, may
be accepted for custom slaughter at custom slaughter establishments.
Unhealthy or unsound animals are those that exhibit any condition
that is not normally expected to be exhibited by that species.
(A) Examples of abnormal or unsound animals in-
clude, but are not limited to, animals that are not able to get up,
or animals that have a missing or abnormal eye, swellings, rectal or
vaginal prolapse, ocular or nasal discharge, a cough, or a limp.
(B) Animals that have an obviously recent break of
the lower leg (below the stifle or elbow) and are able to walk and stand
are not considered to be unsound or unhealthy if no other abnormal
conditions are noted.
(2) Record keeping.
(A) Operators of facilities conducting custom slaugh-
ter shall keep records for a period of three years from the time the
animal is presented for custom slaughtering.
(B) The records shall be available to Texas Depart-
ment of Health (department) representatives on request.
(C) Custom slaughter records shall contain the name,
address, and telephone number of the owner of each animal presented,
the date the animal was slaughtered, the species and brief description
of the livestock.
(D) Additional records that must be kept include
records such as bills of sale, invoices, bills of lading, and receiving
and shipping papers for transactions in which any livestock or carcass,
meat or meat food product is purchased, sold, shipped, received,
transported or otherwise handled by the custom slaughterer.
(E) If the custom slaughter establishment also main-
tains a retail meat outlet, separate records as listed in subparagraph
(D) of this paragraph, shall be maintained for each type of business
conducted at the establishment.
(3) Sanitary methods. Custom slaughter establishments
shall be maintained in sanitary condition. Each custom slaughter es-
tablishment shall develop, implement, and maintain written standard
operation procedures for sanitation (SSOP) in accordance with the
following requirements.
(A) The SSOP shall describe all procedures that a
custom slaughter establishment will conduct daily, before, and during
operations, sufficient to prevent direct contamination or adulteration
of product(s).
(B) The SSOP shall be signed and dated by the person
with overall authority on-site. This signature shall signify that the
establishment will implement the SSOP as specified and will maintain
the SSOP in accordance with the requirements of this part. The SSOP
shall be signed and dated upon initially implementing the SSOP and
upon any modifications to the SSOP.
(C) Procedures in the SSOP that are to be conducted
prior to operations shall be identified as such, and shall address, at
a minimum, the daily cleaning of food contact surfaces of facilities,
equipment, and utensils.
(D) The SSOP shall specify the frequency with
which each procedure in the SSOP is to be conducted by the
custom slaughterer and identify the employee(s) responsible for the
implementation and maintenance of such procedure(s).
(E) Each custom slaughter establishment shall con-
duct the pre-operational procedures in the SSOP before the start of
operations, and shall conduct all other procedures as specified in the
SSOP.
(F) The owner or operator of the custom slaughter
establishment shall monitor daily implementation of the SSOP.
(G) The operator of the custom slaughter establish-
ment shall evaluate the procedures contained in the SSOP to prevent
direct contamination or adulteration of product(s) and shall revise the
SSOP as necessary to keep the procedures effective and current with
respect to changes in facilities, equipment, utensils, operations, or
personnel.
(H) The operator or owner of the custom slaughter
establishment shall take appropriate corrective action(s) when either
the establishment or department determines that the establishment’s
SSOP failed to prevent direct contamination or adulteration of prod-
uct(s). Corrective actions include procedures to ensure appropriate
disposition of product(s) that may be contaminated, restore sani-
tary conditions, and prevent the recurrence of direct contamination
or adulteration of product(s), including appropriate reevaluation and
modification of the SSOP.
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(I) Each custom slaughter establishment shall maintain
daily records sufficient to document the implementation and monitor-
ing of the SSOP and any corrective actions taken. The establishment
employee(s) specified in the SSOP shall authenticate these records
with his or her initials and the date. These records shall be main-
tained for at least six months and made available to a department
representative upon request. All such records shall be maintained at
the custom slaughter establishment.
(4) Facilities.
(A) The custom slaughter establishment shall main-
tain well distributed, sufficient light of good quality, and sufficient
ventilation for all rooms and compartments to insure sanitary condi-
tion, as specified in the department’s guideline titled "Construction
Guide No. 1, Texas State Inspected Meat Packing Plants: A Guide
to Construction and Layout," dated May 1995.
(B) The guideline specified in subparagraph (A) of
this paragraph is available from the Texas Department of Health,
Meat Safety Assurance Division, 1100 West 49th Street, Austin,
Texas 78756.
(5) Drainage. The custom slaughter establishment shall
maintain an efficient drainage and plumbing system for the estab-
lishment and premises, and all drains and gutters shall be properly
installed with appropriate traps and vents. The establishment shall
obtain a letter or certificate approving the sewer system from the
agency having jurisdiction for sewerage treatment and disposal.
(6) Water supply.
(A) The water supply shall be ample, clean, and
potable, with adequate facilities for its distribution in the plant and its
protection against contamination and pollution. Every establishment
shall make known the source of its water supply and shall afford
the opportunity for inspection by a department representative or
inspection of the water and storage facilities and the distribution
system. Establishments using a public water supply shall obtain
a letter from the servicing agent stating that the water is tested
periodically to determine its potability and that the establishment
is supplied water by said agency or company. Plant owners shall
have the plant water supply tested annually, if using a public water
supply, or semiannually if using a private water supply, and make the
test reports available to the inspector. If the plant uses ice, the ice
must be made with potable water meeting the requirements of this
subparagraph for the water supply, including annual or semiannual
testing.
(B) Equipment using potable water, water faucets
having an open-ended hose attached, or any other potential source of
back-siphonage shall be so installed as to prevent back-siphonage into
the potable water system, including installation of back-siphonage
devices.
(C) Nonpotable water is permitted only in those parts
of the custom slaughter establishment where no edible product is
handled or prepared.
(D) Nonpotable water is not permitted for washing
floors, areas, or equipment involved in trucking materials to and from
edible product departments nor is it permitted in hog scalding vats,
dehairing machines, or for cleanup of shackling pens, bleeding areas,
or runways within the slaughtering department.
(E) Nonpotable waterlines shall be clearly identified
and shall not be cross-connected with the potable water supply unless
this is necessary for fire protection and such connection is of a type
with an adequate break to assure against accidental contamination,
and is approved by local authorities.
(F) Properly located facilities having other than hand
operated faucets providing hot and cold water through a mixing valve
shall be provided for cleansing and disinfecting utensils and hands of
persons handling any product.
(G) An ample supply of water at not less than 180
degrees Fahrenheit shall be furnished and used for the cleaning of
equipment, floors, and walls which are subject to contamination
by the dressing or handling of carcasses, viscera, or other parts.
Whenever necessary to determine compliance with this requirement,
conveniently located thermometers shall be installed by the operator
to show the temperature of the water where it exits the wall
fixture (generally a hose bib). In low volume custom slaughter
establishments a disinfectant may be used in lieu of 180 degrees
Fahrenheit water if prepared and used according to a written
procedure, developed by the custom slaughterer specifying mixing
methods, concentrations, contact time, need to rinse with clean water,
and storage of mixed solutions. The use of disinfectant solutions must
be shown to be safe and effective to the department representative.
(H) Hot water for cleaning rooms and equipment other
than those mentioned in subparagraph (G) of this paragraph shall be
delivered under pressure to sufficient convenient outlets and shall be
of such temperature as to accomplish a thorough cleanup.
(7) Construction. The floors, walls, ceilings, partitions,
posts, doors, and other parts of all structures shall be of such smooth
and impervious materials, construction, and finish as will make them
readily and thoroughly cleanable. The rooms and compartments used
for edible product shall be separate and distinct from those used for
inedible product.
(8) Rails. Rails should be located and passageway space
provided so that carcasses do not come in contact with posts, walls,
and other fixed parts of the building, or with barrels, boxes, and other
containers in the holding and operating areas.
(9) Protection of products.
(A) The rooms and compartments in which any
product is prepared or handled shall be free from dust and from odors
from dressing and toilet rooms, catch basins, hide cellars, inedible
rooms, livestock pens or any other foreign source.
(B) Carcasses and parts shall be protected from
contamination from any source such as dust, dirt, or insects during
storage, loading, or unloading at, and transportation from, custom
slaughter establishments. Carcasses and parts must be protected
from contamination during transport by being enclosed in packaging
material or in a covered vehicle with tight fitting doors or other
covering for all openings.
(10) Rodent and pest control.
(A) A rodent and pest control and surveillance pro-
gram shall be implemented to exclude flies, rats, mice, and other ver-
min from custom slaughter establishments. The use of poisons for
any purpose in rooms or compartments where any carcass is stored or
handled is forbidden. The use of insecticides, rodenticide, and similar
pest control substances in hide cellars, inedible product departments,
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outbuildings, or similar places, or in storerooms containing canned
products may be used provided they have been approved by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA). So-called rat viruses shall not be
used in any part of an establishment or the premises of the custom
slaughter establishments.
(B) A list of approved pest control substances is
available upon request from the Scientific Services, Meat and Poultry
Inspection, Food Safety and Inspection Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250.
(11) Dogs and cats not permitted. Dogs and cats shall be
excluded from areas where animals are custom slaughtered; however,
guard dogs may be permitted on the outer premises for security
purposes.
(12) Welfare facilities and accommodations; specific re-
quirements.
(A) Adequate welfare facilities and accommodations
shall be furnished for the employees of the custom slaughter
establishments.
(B) Dressing rooms, rest rooms, toilets, and urinals
shall be:
(i) sufficient in number, ample in size, and conve-
niently located;
(ii) properly ventilated, and meet all requirements
of the regulations in this part as to sanitary construction and
equipment; and
(iii) separate from the rooms and compartments in
which livestock are slaughtered, dressed, stored, or handled.
(C) Acceptable sinks with other than hand operated
faucets, including hot and cold running water, soap, towels, and trash
receptacles shall be placed in or near toilet and urinal rooms and also
at such other places in the establishment to assure cleanliness of all
persons handling any product.
(D) Toilet soil lines shall be separate from establish-
ment drainage lines to a point outside the building and drainage from
toilet bowls and urinals shall not be discharged into a grease catch
basin.
(13) Equipment and utensils.
(A) Equipment and utensils used for slaughtering and
dressing livestock or otherwise handling any edible product in any
custom slaughter establishment shall be of such smooth and impervi-
ous material and construction as will facilitate their thorough cleaning
and ensure cleanliness in the preparation and handling of all edible
products to avoid adulteration of such products.
(B) Scabbards and similar devices for the temporary
retention of knives, steels, triers, etc., by workers and others at custom
slaughter establishments shall be constructed of rust-resistant metal
or other impervious material, that may be readily cleaned, and shall
be kept clean at all times.
(C) When equipment or utensils proposed for use in
slaughtering and dressing livestock is not listed in USDA’s approved
equipment list, the slaughterer shall demonstrate to a department
representative that the equipment is easily and readily cleanable,
suitable for its intended purpose, and does not cause contamination
of meat or poultry products.
(D) Receptacles used for handling inedible material
shall be of such smooth and impervious material and construction
that allows them to be easily cleaned, shall be maintained in a clean
condition, and they shall be conspicuously and distinctively marked
"INEDIBLE" and shall not be used for handling any edible product.
(E) New or replacement equipment or machinery (in-
cluding any replacement parts) brought onto the premises of any cus-
tom slaughter establishment shall not contain liquid polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) in concentrations above 50 parts per million by
weight of the liquid medium. This provision applies to any and all
equipment and machinery, and any replacement parts for such equip-
ment and machinery. Totally enclosed capacitors containing less than
three pounds of PCBs are exempted from this prohibition.
(14) Humane treatment of animals.
(A) Livestock pens, driveways, and ramps shall be
maintained in good repair and free from sharp or protruding objects
which may cause injury or pain to the animals. Loose boards,
splintered or broken planking, and unnecessary openings where the
head, feet, or legs of an animal may be injured shall be repaired.
Floors of livestock pens, ramps, and driveways shall be constructed
and maintained so as to provide good footing for livestock.
(B) A covered pen sufficient to protect livestock from
the adverse climatic conditions of the locale shall be required at those
establishments that hold animals overnight or through the day.
(C) Animals shall have access to water in all holding
pens and, if held longer than 24 hours, access to feed. There shall
be sufficient room in the holding pen for animals held overnight to
lie down.
(D) Livestock is to be humanely slaughtered. The
slaughtering of livestock by using captive bolt stunners, electrical
stunners, and shooting with firearms, are designated as humane
methods of slaughtering.
(i) The captive bolt stunners, electrical stunners, or
delivery of a bullet or projectile shall be applied to the livestock
in a manner so as to produce immediate unconsciousness in the
animals before they are shackled, hoisted, thrown, cast, or cut. The
animals shall be stunned in such a manner that they will be rendered
unconscious with a minimum of excitement and discomfort.
(ii) The driving of animals to the stunning area shall
be done with a minimum of excitement and discomfort to the animals.
Delivery of calm animals to the stunning area is essential since
accurate placement of stunning equipment is difficult on nervous or
injured animals. Electrical equipment shall be minimally used with
the lowest effective voltage to drive animal to the stunning area.
Pipes, sharp or pointed objects, and other items which would cause
injury or unnecessary pain to the animal shall not be used to drive
livestock.
(iii) Immediately after the stunning blow is deliv-
ered, the animals shall be in a state of complete unconsciousness and
remain in this condition throughout shackling, sticking, and bleeding.
(iv) Stunning instruments must be maintained in
good repair and available for inspection by a department representa-
tive.
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(v) Inhumane treatment of animals shall be prohib-
ited and any observed inhumane treatment of animals shall be subject
to the tagging provisions of paragraph (19)(C) of this section.
(15) Rooms and compartments. Rooms, compartments,
places, equipment, and utensils used for dressing or otherwise
handling any carcass, and all other parts of the establishment, shall
be kept clean and in sanitary condition. There shall be no handling
or storing of materials that create an insanitary condition in rooms,
compartments, or places where any livestock is dressed and carcass
stored, or otherwise handled.
(16) Operations, procedures, and clothing.
(A) Operations and procedures involving the dressing,
storing, or handling of any livestock carcass or parts thereof shall
be strictly in accord with clean and sanitary methods prescribed in
paragraph (3) of this subsection.
(B) Rooms and compartments in which livestock are
slaughtered shall be kept sufficiently free of steam and vapors. Walls,
ceilings, and overhead structure of rooms and compartments in which
animals are dressed and carcasses handled or stored shall be kept free
from moisture to prevent dripping and contamination of product.
(C) All tools, utensils, and equipment used in dressing
carcasses shall be thoroughly cleansed and dipped in hot water having
a minimum temperature of 180 degrees Fahrenheit or in a disinfectant
used and prepared according to a written procedure, developed by
the custom slaughterer specifying mixing methods, concentrations,
contact time, the need to rinse with clean water, and storage of
mixed solutions. The use of disinfectant solutions must be safe
and effective. A list of approved disinfectants is available upon
request from the Scientific Services, Meat and Poultry Inspection,
Food Safety and Inspection Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C. 20250.
(D) All persons that handle any product within the
custom slaughter establishment shall keep their hands clean. All
persons shall wash their hands after using the toilet rooms or urinals
before handling any product, tool, utensil, or equipment used in the
preparation of product.
(E) Aprons and other outer clothing worn by all
persons that slaughter and dress animals shall be of material that
is readily cleansed. Clean garments shall be worn at the start of
each working day and the garments shall be changed during the day
as required. Clean outer garments shall be stored in a manner that
protects them from contamination during storage.
(F) Employees are prohibited from tobacco usage in
any form and practices such as spitting on whetstones, spitting on the
floor, placing skewers, tags, or knives in their mouths, and inflating
casings with air from the mouth are also prohibited. Contamination
of product with perspiration, hair, cosmetics, medications, and similar
substances shall be prevented.
(G) No person slaughtering animals shall exhibit
evidence of a communicable disease in the transmissible stage, nor be
a carrier of any disease known to be transmissible through preparation
or processing of food, nor be affected with sores, infected wounds,
or with any other form of microbiological contaminants wherein the
contaminants may be transferred to the product being handled.
(17) Containers used for product; paper in contact with
product.
(A) To avoid contamination of product, containers
shall be lined with suitable material of good quality before packing.
(B) Containers and trucks, or other means of con-
veyance in which any carcass or part is transported to the owner
shall be kept in a clean and sanitary condition.
(C) Paper used for covering or lining containers and
the cargo space of trucks, or other means of conveyance shall be of a
kind which does not tear during use but remains intact and does not
disintegrate when moistened by the product.
(18) Inedible operating and storage rooms; outer
premises. All operating and storage rooms and departments used for
inedible materials shall be maintained in a sanitary condition. The
outer premises including docks and areas where cars and vehicles are
loaded, and the driveways, approaches, yards, pens, and alleys, shall
have proper drainage and be kept in clean and orderly condition.
All catch basins on the premises shall be of such construction and
location and shall be given such attention as will ensure their being
kept in a sanitary condition as to odors and cleanliness. Catch basins
shall not be located in departments where animals are slaughtered
and carcasses are handled or stored. The accumulation on the
premises of any material in which flies may breed, such as hog hair,
bones, paunch contents, or manure, is forbidden.
(19) Tagging insanitary equipment, utensils, rooms, and
carcasses.
(A) A department representative, may attach a "Texas
Rejected" tag to any equipment, utensil, room, or compartment at
a custom slaughter establishment that a department representative
determined is insanitary and is a health hazard. No equipment,
utensil, room, or compartment so tagged shall again be used until
untagged or released by a department representative. Such tag so
attached shall not be removed by anyone other than a department
representative.
(B) A department representative that determines a
carcass is adulterated, unfit for human food, is from an unhealthy
or unsound animal, or could result in a health hazard, may attach
a "Texas Retained" tag to the carcasses. The owner of the carcass
shall be notified by the plant operator and advised of the potential
health risk. The custom slaughterer shall ensure that the owner of
the carcass either authorizes the voluntary destruction and denaturing
of the carcass and all parts or agrees to remove the carcass from the
custom slaughter establishment.
(C) Inhumane treatment of animals that is observed by
a department representative shall result in the attaching of a "Texas
Rejected" tag to the deficient equipment, facility structure, or the
stunning area causing the inhumane treatment. No equipment, area,
or facility so tagged shall be used until untagged or released by the
department representative.
(20) Marking and labeling of custom prepared products.
Carcasses and parts therefrom that are prepared on a custom basis
shall be marked at the time of preparation with the term "Not for
Sale" in letters at least three-eighths inch in height, and shall also be
identified with the owner’s name or a code that allows identification
of the carcass or carcass part to its owner. Ink used for marking such
products must be USDA approved for such purpose. Ink containing
FD&C Violet No. 1 shall not be used.
(21) Requirements concerning procedures.
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(A) Heads from animals slaughtered by gunshot to
the head shall not be used for food purposes. Such heads shall
be denatured in accordance with paragraph (23) of this section and
placed into containers marked "INEDIBLE". Heads with gunshot
wounds may be returned to the owner only after they have been
freely slashed and adequately denatured to preclude their use for
human food.
(B) Cattle paunches and hog stomachs intended for
use in the preparation of meat food products shall be emptied of their
contents immediately upon removal from the carcass and thoroughly
cleaned on all surfaces and parts.
(C) Carcasses shall not be adulterated, as defined in
§221.12 (b)(2) of this title, when placed in coolers.
(22) Requirements concerning ingredients. All ingredi-
ents and other articles used in the preparation of any carcass shall be
clean, sound, healthful, wholesome, and will not result in the adul-
teration of the carcass. A letter of guaranty from the manufacturer
stating that the ingredient or article is safe when used in contact with
food shall be obtained by the custom slaughterer and made available
upon request to the department representative.
(23) Denaturing procedures. Carcasses, parts thereof,
meat and meat food products that are adulterated and/or not returned
to the owner shall be adequately denatured or decharacterized to
preclude their use as human food. Before the denaturing agents
are applied, carcasses and carcass parts shall be freely slashed or
sectioned. The denaturing agent must be mixed with all of the
carcasses or carcass parts to be denatured, and must be applied in
such quantity and manner that it cannot easily and readily be removed
by washing or soaking. A sufficient amount of the appropriate agent
shall be used to give the material a distinctive color, odor, or taste so
that such material cannot be confused with an article of human food.
(b) Custom processing requirements. The requirements of
this section shall apply to the custom processing by any person of
uninspected livestock carcasses or parts, delivered by or for the owner
thereof for such processing, not for sale to the public and exclusively
for use, in the household of such owner, by him and members of his
household and nonpaying guests. The requirements of this section
shall not apply to processing hunter killed game animals, hunter killed
exotic animals, and hunter killed feral swine as defined in §221.12
(b) of this title.
(1) Carcasses and parts for processing. No adulterated
carcasses or parts as defined in §221.12 (b)(2) of this title shall be
accepted for custom processing.
(2) Record keeping.
(A) Operators of facilities conducting custom process-
ing shall keep records for a period of three years from the time the
carcass is presented for custom processing.
(B) The records shall be available to the department
representative on request.
(C) Custom processing records shall contain the name,
address, and telephone number of the owner of each carcass or parts
presented, the date the carcass or parts were delivered, the species
and amount.
(D) Additional records such as bills of sale, invoices,
bills of lading, and receiving and shipping papers for transactions in
which any carcass, meat or meat food product is purchased, sold,
shipped, received, transported or otherwise handled by the custom
processor shall also be kept by the custom processor.
(E) If the custom processing establishment also main-
tains a retail meat outlet, separate records, as listed in subparagraph
(D) of this paragraph, shall be maintained for each type of business
conducted at the establishment.
(F) Temperature monitoring records shall be main-
tained by the custom processor, for heat treated or ready-to-eat prod-
ucts. These records shall include the temperature attained and time
held during heating and the time and temperatures during the cool
down process.
(3) Sanitary methods. Custom processing establishments
shall be maintained in sanitary condition. Each custom processing
establishment shall develop, implement, and maintain written stan-
dard operation procedures for sanitation (SSOP) in accordance with
the following requirements.
(A) The SSOP shall describe all procedures a custom
processor will conduct daily, before, and during operations, sufficient
to prevent direct contamination or adulteration of product(s).
(B) The SSOP shall be signed and dated by the person
with overall authority on-site. This signature shall signify that the
establishment will implement the SSOP as specified and will maintain
the SSOP in accordance with the requirements of this part. The SSOP
shall be signed and dated upon initially implementing the SSOP and
upon any modifications to the SSOP.
(C) Procedures in the SSOP that are to be conducted
prior to operations shall be identified as such, and shall address, at
a minimum, the daily cleaning of food contact surfaces of facilities,
equipment, and utensils.
(D) The SSOP shall specify the frequency with
which each procedure in the SSOP is to be conducted by the
custom processor and identify the employee(s) responsible for the
implementation and maintenance of such procedure(s).
(E) Each custom processing establishment shall con-
duct the pre-operational procedures in the SSOP before the start of
operations, and shall conduct all other procedures as specified in the
SSOP.
(F) The owner or operator of the custom processing
establishment shall monitor the daily implementation of the SSOP.
(G) The operator of the custom processing establish-
ment shall evaluate the procedures contained in the SSOP to prevent
direct contamination or adulteration of product(s) and shall revise the
SSOP as necessary to keep the procedures effective and current with
respect to changes in facilities, equipment, utensils, operations, or
personnel.
(H) The operator of the custom processing establish-
ment shall take appropriate corrective action(s) when either the estab-
lishment or department representative determines that the establish-
ment’s SSOP failed to prevent direct contamination or adulteration
of product(s). Corrective actions include procedures to ensure ap-
propriate disposition of product(s) that may be contaminated, restore
sanitary conditions, and prevent the recurrence of direct contamina-
tion or adulteration of product(s), including appropriate reevaluation
and modification of the SSOP.
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(I) Each custom processing establishment shall main-
tain daily records sufficient to document the implementation and mon-
itoring of the SSOP and any corrective actions taken. The establish-
ment employee(s) specified in the SSOP shall authenticate the record
with his or her initials and the date. These records shall be main-
tained for at least six months and made available to a department
representative upon request. All such records shall be maintained at
the custom processing establishment.
(4) Facilities.
(A) The custom processing establishment shall main-
tain well distributed, sufficient light of good quality, and sufficient
ventilation for all rooms and compartments to insure sanitary condi-
tion, as specified in the department’s guideline titled "Construction
Guide No. 1, Texas State Inspected Meat Packing Plants: A Guide
to Construction and Layout," dated May 1995.
(B) The guideline specified in subparagraph (A) of
this paragraph is available from the Texas Department of Health,
Meat Safety Assurance Division, 1100 West 49th Street, Austin,
Texas 78756.
(5) Drainage. The custom processing establishment shall
maintain an efficient drainage and plumbing system for the estab-
lishment and premises, and all drains and gutters shall be properly
installed with appropriate traps and vents. The establishment shall
obtain a letter or certificate approving the sewer system from the
agency having jurisdiction for sewerage treatment and disposal.
(6) Water supply.
(A) The water supply shall be ample, clean, and
potable, with adequate facilities for its distribution in the plant and its
protection against contamination and pollution. Every establishment
shall make known the source of its water supply and shall afford the
opportunity for inspection by a department representative of the water
and storage facilities and the distribution system. Establishments
using a public water supply shall obtain a letter from the servicing
agent stating that the water is tested periodically to determine its
potability and that the establishment is supplied water by said agency
or company. Plant owners shall have the plant water supply tested
annually, if using a public water supply, or semiannually if using
a private water supply, and make the test reports available to the
inspector. If the plant uses ice, the ice must be made with potable
water meeting the requirements of this subparagraph for the water
supply, including annual or semiannual testing.
(B) Equipment using potable water, water faucets
having an open-ended hose attached, or any other potential source of
back-siphonage shall be so installed as to prevent back-siphonage into
the potable water system, including installation of back-siphonage
devices.
(C) Nonpotable water is permitted only in those parts
of official establishments where no edible product is handled or
prepared.
(D) Nonpotable water is not permitted for washing
floors, areas, or equipment involved in trucking materials to and from
edible product departments.
(E) Nonpotable waterlines shall be clearly identified
and shall not be cross-connected with the potable water supply unless
this is necessary for fire protection and such connection is of a type
with an adequate break to assure against accidental contamination,
and is approved by local authorities.
(F) Properly located facilities having other than hand
operated faucets providing hot and cold water through a mixing valve
shall be provided for cleansing and disinfecting utensils and hands of
persons handling any product.
(G) Hot water for cleaning rooms and equipment shall
be delivered under pressure to sufficient convenient outlets and shall
be of such temperature as to accomplish a thorough cleanup.
(7) Construction. The floors, walls, ceilings, partitions,
posts, doors, and other parts of all structures shall be of such smooth
and impervious materials, construction, and finish as will make them
readily and thoroughly cleanable. The rooms and compartments used
for edible product shall be separate and distinct from those used for
inedible product.
(8) Rails. Rails should be located and passageway space
provided so that carcasses do not come in contact with posts, walls,
and other fixed parts of the building, or with barrels, boxes, and other
containers in the holding and operating areas. Product shall not be
placed or stored beneath carcasses in coolers or holding areas.
(9) Protection of product.
(A) Heat processed product shall be protected from
contamination by raw product during preparation and storage.
(B) The rooms and compartments in which any
product is prepared or handled shall be free from dust and from odors
from dressing and toilet rooms, catch basins, hide cellars, inedible
rooms, livestock pens or any other foreign source.
(10) Rodent and pest control.
(A) A rodent and pest control and surveillance pro-
gram, shall be implemented to exclude flies, rats, mice, and other
vermin from custom processing establishments. The use of poisons
for any purpose in rooms or compartments where any carcass stored
or handled is forbidden. The use of insecticides, rodenticide, and
similar pest control substances in inedible product departments, out-
buildings, or similar places, or in storerooms containing canned prod-
ucts may be used provided they have been approved by the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA). So-called rat viruses shall
not be used in any part of an establishment or the premises of the
custom processing, establishments
(B) A list of approved pest control substances is
available upon request from the Scientific Services, Meat and Poultry
Inspection, Food Safety and Inspection Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250.
(11) Dogs and cats not permitted. Dogs and cats shall be
excluded from areas where animals are custom processed; however,
guard dogs may be permitted on the outer premises for security
purposes.
(12) Welfare facilities and accommodations; specific re-
quirements.
(A) Adequate welfare facilities and accommodations
shall be furnished for the employees of the custom processing
establishments.
(B) Dressing rooms, rest rooms, toilets, and urinals
shall be:
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(i) sufficient in number, ample in size, and conve-
niently located;
(ii) properly ventilated, and meet all requirements
of the regulations in this part as to sanitary construction and
equipment; and
(iii) separate from the rooms and compartments in
which livestock are slaughtered, dressed, stored, or handled.
(C) Acceptable sinks with other than hand operated
faucets, including hot and cold running water, soap, towels, and trash
receptacles shall be placed in or near toilet and urinal rooms and also
at such other places in the establishment to assure cleanliness of all
persons handling any product.
(D) Toilet soil lines shall be separate from establish-
ment drainage lines to a point outside the building and drainage from
toilet bowls and urinals shall not be discharged into a grease catch
basin.
(13) Equipment and utensils.
(A) Equipment and utensils used for preparing or
otherwise handling any edible product in any custom processing
establishment shall be of such smooth and impervious material and
construction as will facilitate their thorough cleaning and ensure
cleanliness in the preparation and handling of all edible products to
avoid adulteration of such products.
(B) Scabbards and similar devices for the temporary
retention of knives, steels, triers, etc., by workers and others at custom
processing establishments shall be constructed of rust-resistant metal
or other impervious material that may be readily cleaned, and shall
be kept clean at all times.
(C) When equipment or utensils proposed for use in
preparing or handling product is not listed in USDA’s approved
equipment list, the custom processor shall demonstrate to a depart-
ment representative that the equipment is easily and readily cleanable,
suitable for its intended purpose, and does not cause contamination
of meat or poultry products.
(D) Receptacles used for handling inedible material
shall be of such smooth and impervious material and construction
that allows them to be easily cleaned, shall be maintained in a clean
condition, and they shall be conspicuously and distinctively marked
"INEDIBLE" and shall not be used for handling any edible product.
(E) New or replacement equipment or machinery (in-
cluding any replacement parts) brought onto the premises of any cus-
tom processing establishment shall not contain liquid polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) in concentrations above 50 parts per million by
weight of the liquid medium. This provision applies to any and all
equipment and machinery, and any replacement parts for such equip-
ment and machinery. Totally enclosed capacitors containing less than
three pounds of PCBs are exempted from this prohibition.
(14) Rooms and compartments. Rooms, compartments,
places, equipment, and utensils used for dressing or otherwise
handling any carcass, and all other parts of the establishment, shall
be kept clean and in sanitary condition. There shall be no handling
or storing of materials that create an insanitary condition in rooms,
compartments, or places where any meat or poultry product is
prepared, or otherwise handled.
(15) Operations, procedures, and clothing.
(A) Operations and procedures involving preparation,
storing, or handling of any product shall be strictly in accord with
clean and sanitary methods prescribed in paragraph (3) of this section.
(B) Rooms and compartments in which any product
is prepared shall be kept sufficiently free of steam and vapors. Walls,
ceilings, and overhead structure of rooms and compartments in which
product is prepared, handled or stored shall be kept free from moisture
to prevent dripping and contamination of product.
(C) All tools, utensils, and equipment used in debon-
ing carcasses or parts shall be thoroughly cleansed and dipped in
hot water having a minimum temperature of 180 degrees Fahrenheit
or in a disinfectant used and prepared according to a written proce-
dure, developed by the custom processor specifying mixing methods,
concentrations, contact time, the need to rinse with clean water, and
storage of mixed solutions. The use of disinfectant solutions must be
safe and effective. A list of approved disinfectants is available upon
request from the Scientific Services, Meat and Poultry Inspection,
Food Safety and Inspection Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C. 20250.
(D) All persons that handle any product within the
custom processing establishment shall keep their hands clean. All
persons shall wash their hands after using the toilet rooms or urinals
before handling any product, tool, utensil, or equipment used in the
preparation of product.
(E) Aprons, frock, and other outer clothing worn by
all persons that handle any product shall be of material that is readily
cleansed. Clean garments shall be worn at the start of each working
day and the garments shall be changed during the day as required.
Clean outer garments shall be stored in a manner that protects them
from contamination during storage.
(F) Employees are prohibited from tobacco usage in
any form and practices such as spitting on whetstones, spitting on the
floor, placing skewers, tags, or knives in their mouths, and inflating
casings with air from the mouth are also prohibited. Contamination
of product with perspiration, hair, cosmetics, medications, and similar
substances shall be prevented.
(G) No person preparing or directly handling product
shall exhibit evidence of a communicable disease in the transmissible
stage, nor be a carrier of any disease known to be transmissible
through preparation or processing of food, nor be affected with
sores, infected wounds, or with any other form of microbiological
contaminants wherein the contaminants may be transferred to the
product being handled.
(16) Protective handling of products. Products shall be
protected from contamination from any source such as dust, dirt, or
insects during storage, loading, or unloading at, and transportation
from, custom processing establishments.
(17) Containers used for product; paper in contact with
product.
(A) To avoid contamination of product, containers
shall be lined with suitable material of good quality before packing.
(B) Containers and trucks, or other means of con-
veyance in which any product is transported to the owner shall be
kept in a clean and sanitary condition.
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(C) Boxes and any containers used as tote boxes shall
be clean and stored off the floor in a manner that does not interfere
with good sanitation.
(18) Inedible operating and storage rooms; outer
premises. All operating and storage rooms and departments used for
inedible materials shall be maintained in a sanitary condition. The
outer premises including docks and areas where cars and vehicles
are loaded, and the driveways, yards, and alleys, shall have proper
drainage and be kept in clean and orderly condition. All catch basins
on the premises shall be of such construction and location and shall
be given such attention as will ensure their being kept in a sanitary
condition as to odors and cleanliness. Catch basins shall not be
located in departments where any product is prepared, handled or
stored. The accumulation on the premises of any material in which
flies may breed is forbidden.
(19) Tagging insanitary equipment, utensils, rooms, and
carcasses.
(A) A department representative, may attach a "Texas
Rejected" tag to any equipment, utensil, room, or compartment at
a custom processing establishment that a department representative
determines is insanitary and is a health hazard. No equipment, utensil,
room, or compartment so tagged shall again be used until untagged
or released by a department representative. Such tag so attached shall
not be removed by anyone other than an a department representative.
(B) A department representative that determines a
carcass is adulterated, unfit for human food, is from an unhealthy
or unsound animal, or may be a health hazard, may attach a "Texas
Retained" tag to the carcass. The owner of the carcass shall be
notified by the plant operator and advised of the potential health risk.
The custom processor shall ensure that the owner of the carcass or
parts either authorizes the voluntary destruction and denaturing of the
carcass and all parts or agrees to remove the carcass from the custom
processing establishment. Under no circumstances may the carcass
be further processed at the establishment.
(20) Marking and labeling of custom prepared products.
(A) Products that are custom prepared must be
packaged immediately after preparation and must be labeled with the
term "Not For Sale" in lettering not less than three-eighths inch in
height. Such custom prepared products or their containers shall also
bear the owner’s name and any additional labeling such as product
cut or description.
(B) Safe handling instructions shall accompany every
customer’s raw or not fully cooked products. The information shall
be in lettering no smaller than one-sixteenth of an inch in size and
may be placed on each product package, each tote box or bag con-
taining packaged product, or given as a flyer to the customer with
the product. The safe handling instructions shall include the follow-
ing statements.
(i) The rationale statement, i.e. "Some meat and
meat products may contain bacteria that could cause illness if the
product is mishandled or cooked improperly. For your protection,
follow these safe handling instructions" shall be placed immediately
after the heading and before the safe handling statements.
(ii) Meat and poultry must be kept refrigerated or
frozen. Thaw in refrigerator or microwave. However, any portion of
this statement that is in conflict with the product’s specific handling
instructions may be omitted, e.g., instructions to cook without
thawing. A graphic illustration of a refrigerator may be displayed
next to this statement.
(iii) Raw meat and poultry must be kept separate
from other foods. Wash working surfaces including cutting boards,
utensils, and hands after touching raw meat or poultry. A graphic
illustration of soapy hands under a faucet may be displayed next to
this statement.
(iv) Meat and poultry must be cooked thoroughly.
Ground meat products should be cooked to an internal temperature
of 160 degrees Fahrenheit or until the juices run clear. Other meat
products should be cooked so that the external temperature reaches
160 degrees Fahrenheit. A graphic illustration of a skillet may be
displayed next to this statement.
(v) Hot foods must be kept hot. Refrigerate left-
overs immediately or discard. A graphic illustration of a thermometer
may be displayed next to the statement.
(21) Requirements concerning procedures.
(A) Uninspected heads from custom slaughtered ani-
mals may not be sold or used in the preparation of meat food products
unless prepared specifically for the owner of the animal for his per-
sonal use.
(B) Heads for use in the preparation of meat food
products shall be split and the bodies of the teeth, the turbinates and
ethmoid bones, ear tubes, and horn butts removed, and the heads then
thoroughly cleaned.
(C) Bones and parts of bones shall be removed from
product which is intended for chopping or grinding.
(D) Kidneys for use in the preparation of meat food
products shall first be freely sectioned and then thoroughly soaked
and washed.
(E) Clotted blood shall be removed from livestock
hearts before they are used in the preparation of meat food products.
(F) Product shall not be adulterated as defined in
§221.12 (b)(2) of this title when placed in coolers or freezers.
(G) Frozen product may be defrosted in water or
pickle in a manner that is not conducive to promoting bacterial growth
or resulting in adulteration of the product.
(22) Requirements concerning ingredients.
(A) All ingredients and other articles used in the
preparation of any product shall be clean, sound, healthful, whole-
some, and otherwise such as to not result in adulteration of product.
A letter of guaranty from the manufacturer stating that the ingredient
or article is safe when used as an ingredient or in contact with food
shall be obtained by the custom processor and made available upon
request to the department representative.
(B) Ingredients for use in any product may not contain
any pesticide chemical or other residues in excess of levels permitted
under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
(23) Approval of substances for use.
(A) No substance may be used in the preparation of
any product unless it is an FDA approved food additive.
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(B) No product shall contain any substance which
would render it adulterated.
(C) Nitrates shall not be used in curing bacon.
(i) Nitrites in the form of sodium nitrite may be
used at 120 parts per million (ppm) ingoing (or in the form
of potassium nitrite at 148 ppm ingoing) maximum for injected,
massaged, or immersion cured bacon; and 550 ppm of sodium
ascorbate or sodium erythorbate (isoascorbate) for injected, massaged,
or immersion cured bacon may be used.
(ii) Sodium or potassium nitrite may be used at 2
pounds to 100 gallons pickle at 10 percent pump level; 1 ounce to
100 pounds meat (dry cure).
(iii) Sodium ascorbate or sodium erythorbate
(isoascorbate) may be used at 87.5 ounces to 100 gallons pickle at
10% pump level; 7/8 ounces to 100 pounds meat; or 10 percent
solution to surfaces of cut meat.
(iv) Sodium nitrite shall not exceed 200 ppm ingo-
ing or an equivalent amount of potassium nitrite (246 ppm ingoing)
in dry cured bacon based on the actual or estimated skin-free green
weight of the bacon belly.
(D) When curing products other than bacon, nitrites,
nitrates, or combination shall not result in more than 200 ppm of
nitrite in the finished product.
(i) Sodium or potassium nitrite may be used at 2
pounds to 100 gallons pickle at 10 % pump level; 1 ounce to 100
pounds meat (dry cure); or 1/4 ounce to 100 pounds chopped meat
and/or meat byproduct.
(ii) Sodium or potassium nitrate may be used at 7
pounds to 100 gallons pickle; 3 1/2 ounce to 100 pounds meat (dry
cure); or 2 3/4 ounce to 100 pounds chopped meat. (Nitrates may
not be used in bacon).
(24) Prescribed treatment of heat-treated meat and poultry
products.
(A) All forms of fresh meat and poultry, including
fresh unsmoked sausage and pork such as bacon and jowls are
classified as products that are customarily well cooked in the home
before being consumed. Therefore the treatment of such products for
the destruction of pathogens is not required.
(B) Meat and poultry products, that are not custom-
arily cooked or may not be cooked before consumption because
they have the appearance of being fully cooked, must not contain
pathogens.
(i) Heat-treated products and dry, semi-dry, and
fermented sausages, that are less than three inches in diameter, are
required to be heated to an internal temperature according to the
following chart:
Figure 1. 25 TAC, §221.14 (b)(24)(B)(i)
(ii) Heat treated products and dry, semi-dry, and
fermented sausages, that are more than three inches in diameter, are
required to be heated to an internal temperature according to the
following chart:
Figure 2. 25 TAC, §221.14 (b)(24)(B)(ii)
(iii) Heat treated products that must be stored under
refrigerated temperatures must be cooled quickly to prevent bacterial
growth. During cooling, the product’s maximum internal temperature
should not remain between 130 degrees Fahrenheit and 80 degrees
Fahrenheit for more than 1 1/2 hours nor between 80 degrees
Fahrenheit and 40 degrees Fahrenheit for more than 5 hours. Custom
processors may slowly cool cured products in accordance with
Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) Directive 7110.3,Time/
Temperature Guidelines for Cooling Heated Products.
(I) The FSIS Directive 7110.3 may be reviewed
at the department’s central headquarters, Meat Safety Assurance
Division, 1100 West 49th Street, Austin, Texas 78756, or any
department Regional Meat Safety Assurance Division Office or upon
request from the department Meat Safety Assurance inspector.
(II) Copies of the FSIS Directive 7110.3 may be
purchased from the Scientific Services, Meat and Poultry Inspection,
Food Safety and Inspection Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C. 20250.
(iv) Custom processors not utilizing a heating step
as described in clauses (i), (ii), and (iii) of this subparagraph must
submit an alternate procedure describing the method utilized in
determining safety to a department representative.
(v) Custom processors may produce heat-treated or
ready-to-eat custom products, including chorizo, at temperatures other
than those listed in clauses (i), (ii), and
(iii) of this subparagraph when requested to do so
by the owner of the product. The custom processor must obtain a
signed statement from the owner of the product stating that the risks
ssociated with eating under-cooked meat products are understood.
(C) When necessary to comply with the requirements
of this section, the smokehouses, drying rooms, and other compart-
ments used in the treatment of meat and poultry products to de-
stroy pathogens shall be suitably equipped, by the operator of the
custom processing establishment with accurate automatic recording
thermometers.
(25) Denaturing procedures. Carcasses, parts thereof,
meat and meat food products that are adulterated and/or not returned
to the owner shall be adequately denatured or decharacterized to
preclude their use as human food. Before the denaturing agents
are applied, carcasses and carcass parts shall be freely slashed or
sectioned. The denaturing agent must be mixed with all of the
carcasses or carcass parts to be denatured, and must be applied in
such quantity and manner that it cannot easily and readily be removed
by washing or soaking. A sufficient amount of the appropriate agent
shall be used to give the material a distinctive color, odor, or taste so
that such material cannot be confused with an article of human food.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
vi wed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
l gal authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 458–7236
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Chapter 313. Athletic Trainers
General Guidelines and Requirements
25 TAC §313.5, §313.7
The Advisory Board of Athletic Trainers (board) proposes
amendments to §313.5 and §313.7, concerning the licensing
and regulation of athletic trainers. Specifically, §313.5(b) is
being modified to delete the requirement that hours of academic
credit must be semester hours. Section 313.5(b) is being
modified to delete the requirement that a person shall have
a baccalaureate or post-baccalaureate degree with a major
program which focuses its content on athletic training or sports
medicine. This change would result in all applicants meeting
the same academic and apprenticeship requirements. Section
313.7(h) is being amended to extend the time frame during
which an applicant who fails the examination three times must
submit completed course work in the area(s) of weakness
before reapplying for examination.
Debbie Bradford, Program Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the sections as proposed are in effect, there
will be no fiscal implications for state or local governments as
a result of enforcing or administering the sections.
Ms. Bradford has also determined that for each year of the
first five years that these sections are in effect, the public
benefit anticipated as a result of enforcing these sections will
be to assure the appropriate regulation of athletic trainers and
continue to identify competent practitioners. There will be no
fiscal implications for small businesses as a result of enforcing
or administering the rules. There will be no cost to persons
who may be required to comply with the sections as proposed.
There will be no effect on local employment.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Debbie
Bradford, Program Director, Advisory Board of Athletic Trainers,
1100 West 49th Street, Austin, Texas 78756-3183, (512) 834-
6615. Comments will be accepted for 30 days after publication
of this proposal in the Texas Register.
The amendments are proposed under Texas Civil Statutes,
Article 4512d, §5(a), which provides the Advisory Board of
Athletic Trainers with the authority to adopt rules consistent with
the Act which are necessary for the performance of its duties.
The sections affect Texas Civil Statutes, Article 4512d.
§313.5. Qualifications.
(a) (No change.)
(b) Curriculum requirements. Each applicant must have a
baccalaureate or post-baccalaureate degree from a college or uni-
versity which held accreditation, at the time the degree was con-
ferred, from an accepted regional educational accrediting association
reported by the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers.
(1) This paragraph establishes the[The] curriculum
requirements approved by the Advisory Board of Athletic Trainers
(board) for applicants qualifying under Texas Civil Statutes, Article
4512d (Act), §9(1) [, are as follows].
[(A) A person shall have a baccalaureate or post-
baccalaureate degree with a major program which focuses its content
on athletic training or sports medicine.
[(B) In place of the requirements of subparagraph (A)
of this paragraph, a]A person shall have:
(A) [(i)] a baccalaureate or post-baccalaureate degree;
(B) [(ii)] at least three [semester] hoursof academic
credit from each of the following course areas:
(i) [(I)] human anatomy;
(ii) [(II)] health, disease, nutrition, fitness, well-
ness, or drug and alcohol education;
(iii) [(III)] kinesiology;
(iv) [(IV)] human physiology or physiology of
exercise; and
(v) [(V)] athletic training; and
(C) [(iii)] an apprenticeship in athletic training meet-
ing the following guidelines.
(i) [(I)] The program shall be under the direct
supervision of and on the same campus as a Texas licensed athletic
trainer, or if out-of-state, the college or university’s certified or state
licensed trainer. The athletic trainer must be an employee of the
college or university. The athletic trainer shall not be an outside
consultant or independent contractor unless the athletic trainer is a
temporary supervisor (less than one semester) due to death, medical
emergency, or other emergency of the supervising athletic trainer who
was an employee of the college or university.
(ii) [(II)] The apprenticeship must be a minimum
of three years and 1800 clock hours. Each year must be a minimum
of 600 clock hours per any consecutive 12 months. Hours in excess
of 600 per year are not cumulative. Hours in the classroom do not
count toward apprenticeship hours.
(iii) [(III)] The hours must be completed in the
college or university training room setting and on the field or
in college or university sanctioned intercollegiate sports programs
except a maximum of 100 clock hours per year may be accepted
from one or a combination of the following settings:
(I) [(-a-)] hours completed in a clinic setting
which the college or university’s athletic trainer has approved. These
hours must be under the direct supervision of a licensed physician,
licensed athletic trainer, or licensed physical therapist; or
(II) [(-b-)] hours completed in a secondary
school setting arranged by the college or university’s athletic trainer.
Such hours are limited to sports in grades 7 to 12. These hours must
be under the direct supervision of a licensed athletic trainer.
(iv) [(IV)] The apprenticeship shall be fulfilled
while enrolled as a student at the college or university where he
or she is completing the apprenticeship for at least eight months
during any consecutive 12 months counted underclause (ii) of this
subparagraph [subclause (II) of this clause].
(v) [(V)] The apprenticeship must offer work
experience in a variety of sports. It shall include instruction by
the college or university’s athletic trainer in prevention of injuries,
emergency care, rehabilitation, and modality usage.
(2) (No change.)
(c) (No change.)
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(d) General.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
[(3) In evaluating transcripts, the board shall consider a
quarter hour of academic credit as two-thirds of a semester hour.]
(3) [(4)] Documentation of the apprenticeship program
must be provided by completion of the proper forms prescribed by
the board.




(3) An applicant who fails the examination three times
shall have his application denied unless the applicant furnished the
board an official transcript from an accredited college or university
indicating completed course work taken for credit with a passing
grade in the area(s) of weakness determined by analysis of the
previous examination(s). The applicant must submit an official
transcript withinone year [six months] of the date of the notice
from the board which specifies the course work to be completed.
(4) (No change.)
(i)-(j) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 11, 1996.
TRD-9617967
Michael Daniel Saly
Chair, Advisory Board of Athletic Trainers
Texas Department of Health
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 458–7236
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 31. NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONSERVATION
Part I. General Land Office
Chapter 17. Hearing Procedures for Administra-
tive Penalties and Removal of Unauthorized or
Dangerous Structures on State Land
31 TAC §17.2
The General Land Office proposes an amendment to §17.2,
concerning definitions. This amendment is proposed to clarify
the meaning of an owner or operator of an unauthorized
structure or facility located on state land.
Christopher K. Price, Deputy Commissioner for the Asset Man-
agement Division of the General Land Office, has determined
that for the first five-year period the rule is in effect there will be
no fiscal implications for state or local governments as a result
of enforcing or administering the rule.
Mr. Price also has determined that for each year of the first
five years the rule is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing or administering the rule will be
increased understanding regarding who is liable to the state
for maintaining, constructing, operating and possessing an
unauthorized structure or facility on state land and for penalties
and removal costs associated with the unauthorized structure
or facility. Further benefits include predictable, effective,
and efficient administration of the enforcement procedures
applicable to unauthorized structures/facilities provided by law.
Comments may be submitted in writing to Lenora DuBose,
Texas General Land Office, Legal Services Division, 1700 North
Congress Avenue, Room 626, Austin, Texas 78701-1495, Fax:
(512) 463-6311. Comments must be received no later than 5:00
p.m. on December 31, 1996.
The amendment is proposed under the Texas Natural Re-
sources Code, §51.302 and §51.3021, which provides the com-
missioner with the authority to (i) identify unauthorized struc-
tures and facilities, (ii) require removal of any unauthorized
structures and facilities, (iii) impose penalties and liability for
removal costs upon persons who are owners or operators of
the unauthorized structures and facilities, and (iv) adopt rules
for procedures for a hearing on the matters enumerated herein.
The Texas Natural Resources Code, Chapter 51, Subchapter
G, §51.302 and §51.3021, are affected by this proposed
amendment.
§17.2. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, shall
have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise.
Agency-The General Land Office of the State of Texas.
Attachment-Any appurtenant, fixture, or other item, property or
structure of any type which is incidental to or associated with a
structure or facility.
Chief clerk-The chief clerk of the General Land Office.
Commissioner-The commissioner of the General Land Office.
Dangerous structure or facility-Any structure or facility on state
land which presents, in the commissioner’s sole determination, an
imminent and unreasonable threat to public health, safety or welfare.
In making such determination, the commissioner shall consider
whether or not a structure or facility:
(A) is fit for its intended purpose;
(B) is safe for its foreseeable use by the public;
(C) is hidden or not visibly apparent to the public;
(D) is contaminating or has the immediate potential to
contaminate air, water or other natural resources; or
(E) possesses other characteristics or conditions which
threaten public safety, health or welfare.
Deputy commissioner-The deputy commissioner of the Asset Man-
agement Division or Resource Management Division, as applicable,
of the General Land Office.
Interested party-Person having a vested property interest in an
unauthorized structure or facility.
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Lienholder-Person having a security interest in an unauthorized
structure or facility and whose interest is recorded in the county in
which the property is located.
Owner or operator-Any personcurrently owning, operating, con-
structing, possessing, or exercising control over an unauthorized
structure or facility, or the person who, immediately prior to the
current owner or operator, owned, operated, constructed, pos-
sessed or exercised control over an unauthorized structure or
facility .
Permanent or permanently-Left in place for 21 days or longer.
Persons-Any individual, partnership, corporation, association, gov-
ernmental subdivision, or public or private organization of any char-
acter.
Petitioner-In a contested case, the person or persons filing a statement
of grounds contesting an agency action or assessment.
Proceeding-Any hearing, investigation, injury, or other fact-finding
or decision-making procedure, including the denial of relief or the
dismissal of a complaint.
State land-Any land set apart to the permanent school fund under the
constitution and laws of this state.
Structure or facility-Includes, without limitation, any structure, work,
or improvement constructed on or affixed to or worked on state
land, including fixed or floating piers, wharves, docks, ramps, weirs,
jetties, groins, backwaters, bulkheads, artificial reefs or islands,
permanent booms or mooring structures, retaining walls, levies,
pilings, permanently moored vessels, cabins, houses, shelters, power
transmission lines, pipelines, equipment for production, storage or
treatment of oil, gas, or other minerals, roads, fences, or posts.
A work or improvement includes, without limitation, any dredging
or disposal of dredged material, excavation, filling, land canals,
channels, or propwashing.
Unauthorized structure or facility-Any structure or facility on state
land not authorized by a proper easement, lease, permit, or other
instrument from the state as required by the Texas Natural Resources
Code, Chapter 33 or 51.
Uncontested proceeding or case-Any proceeding other than a con-
tested case.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.





Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305–9129
♦ ♦ ♦
Part II. Texas Parks and Wildlife Depart-
ment
Chapter 57. Fisheries
Harmful or Potentially Harmful Exotic Fish, Shell-
fish and Aquatic Plants
31 TAC §57.135
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department proposes new
§57.135, concerning harmful or potentially harmful exotic fish,
shellfish and aquatic plants. The proposed new rules are
intended to provide a means to allow the sale of species
defined as harmful or potentially harmful when these species
are grown in aquaculture facilities and are being cultured as
experimental organisms.
New §57.135 provides an exemption for closed aquaculture fa-
cilities allowing transportation and sale of experimental organ-
isms.
Robin Riechers, staff economist, has determined that during
the first five-year period the rule as proposed is in effect, there
will be no fiscal implications to state government as a result of
administering and enforcing the rule. There will be no fiscal
implications for units of local government.
There may be positive economic effect on small businesses as
a result of the proposed new rule. The proposed rule would
allow aquaculturists the opportunity to sale species defined as
harmful or potentially harmful when these organisms are the
product of a department approved research activity. There is
no anticipated economic cost to persons required to comply with
the rule as proposed.
M . Riechers also has determined that for each year of the
first five years the proposed rule is in effect the public benefit
anticipated as a result of enforcing or administering the rule as
proposed will be the protection of indigenous stocks of aquatic
life in the natural waters of Texas while allowing the sale of
exotic species grown in quarantined aquaculture systems.
The department has not filed a local impact statement with the
Texas Employment Commission as required by the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act, Government Code, §2001.022, as this
agency has determined that the rule as proposed will not im-
pact local economies.
Comments on the proposed rule may be submitted to Joedy
Gray, Inland Fisheries Division, Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department, 4200 Smith School Road, Austin, Texas 78744;
(512) 389-8037 or 1- 800-792-1112, ext. 8037.
The new section is proposed under Parks and Wildlife Code,
Chapter 66, Subchapter A, §66.007, which provides commis-
sion authority to regulate the possession and sale of exotic
harmful or potentially harmful fish, shellfish and aquatic plants.
The proposed new section affects Parks and Wildlife Code,
Chapter 66, Subchapter A, §66.007.
§57.135. Exception for Closed Facilities.
Owners of permitted private facilities, or their agents, culturing or
maintaining exotic species under quarantine conditions may transport
and sell experimental organisms provided that:
(1) the owner or designated agent is in possession of a
valid Exotic Species Research Permit; and
(2) experimental organisms are sold only as authorized
under conditions specified in the Exotic Species Research Permit.
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This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.




Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 389-4642
♦ ♦ ♦
31 TAC §57.136
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) proposes
new §57.136, concerning Wastewater Discharge Authorization
Requirements. The rule is necessary to protect indigenous
aquatic species from adverse impacts caused by discharges
into or adjacent to the waters of this state. The proposed rule
will function by requiring an applicant for an exotic species per-
mit to first obtain either the appropriate authorization or a writ-
ten exemption from the Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission (TNRCC) if the facility is designed such that a dis-
charge of wastewater into or adjacent to water in the state is
necessary or likely. The rule is being proposed at the request
of the TNRCC as part of a joint effort between the two agencies
to efficiently and effectively regulate the aquaculture industry. A
similar provision is included in a Memorandum of Understand-
ing between TNRCC and TPWD which is currently being con-
sidered by the two agencies.
Raenell Silcox, staff attorney, has determined that for each of
the first five years that the rule as proposed is in effect there
will be no fiscal implications to state or local governments as a
result of enforcing or administering the rule.
Ms. Silcox also has determined that during the first five-
year period the rule as proposed is in effect the public benefit
anticipated as a result of enforcing the rule as proposed will be
the enhanced protection of the aquatic resources indigenous to
the waters of this state.
There will be no economic effect on small businesses. The pro-
posed section does not require businesses to obtain any autho-
rization other than that which would already be required under
the Texas Water Code and the regulations of the Texas Natu-
ral Resource Conservation Commission. The rule clarifies that,
if a discharge to water in the state is contemplated, the neces-
sary authorization for such discharge must be obtained prior to
applying for an exotic species permit. There is no anticipated
economic cost to persons required to comply with the rule as
proposed.
The department has not filed a local impact statement with the
Texas Employment Commission as required by the Administra-
tive Procedure Act, §2001.022, as this agency has determined
that the rule as proposed will not impact local economies.
The department has determined that there will not be a taking
of private property, as defined by Government Code, Chapter
2007, as a result of the proposed new section.
Comments on the proposed rule may be submitted to Raenell
Silcox, Resource Protection Division, Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department, 4200 Smith School Road, Austin, Texas 78744;
(512) 389-or 1-800-792-1112, ext. 8135 or faxed to (512) 389-
4799.
The new rule is proposed under Parks and Wildlife Code,
§66.007, which provides the commission with the authority to
promulgate regulations necessary to regulate the importation,
possession, and sale of exotic fish and shellfish, and their
placement into the waters of this state.
The proposed new rule affects Parks and Wildlife Code, Chap-
ter 66,§66.007; Agriculture Code, Chapter 134, §134.0202; and
Water Code, Chapter 26, §26.121.
§57.136. Wastewater Discharge Authorization Requirement.
To be considered for a new exotic species permit, an applicant must
possess either the appropriate valid authorization or a written exemp-
tion from the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission if
the fish farm, fish farm complex or private facility is designed such
that a discharge of waste into or adjacent to water in the state will
occur or is likely to occur.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.




Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 389-4642
♦ ♦ ♦
Consistency With Federal Regulations in the Ex-
clusive Economic Zone
31 TAC §57.801
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission proposes amend-
ment of §57.801, concerning Powers of the Executive Director.
The passage of Senate Bill 733 by the 74th Legislature provided
the Commission with the authority to delegate to the Executive
Director the duties, responsibilities, and authority to take action
as necessary to modify state coastal fisheries regulations in or-
der to provide consistency with federal regulations in the Exclu-
sive Economic Zone (EEZ). The proposed rule change clarifies
the rulemaking process by deleting superfluous language and
adding language which states the action period will not exceed
the effective period of the respective federal regulation in the
EEZ. The rule will function by ensuring complete consistency
of regulations in state coastal waters with federal regulations
implemented in the EEZ, by allowing for better and more timely
management of species which migrate between state and fed-
eral waters off Texas, and by improving law enforcement while
reducing confusion for Gulf recreational and commercial fisher-
men.
Robin Riechers, Staff Economist, has determined that for each
of the first five years the rule as proposed is in effect there
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will be no fiscal implications to state or local governments as a
result of administering or enforcing the rule as proposed.
Mr. Riechers also has determined that for each of the first
five years the rule as proposed is in effect the public benefit
anticipated as a result of enforcing the rule as proposed will be
the enhanced protection of the fisheries resources of the state.
There is no anticipated effect on small businesses. There is no
anticipated economic cost to persons required to comply with
the rule as proposed.
The department has not filed a local impact statement with
the Texas Employment Commission as required by the Gov-
ernment Code, Chapter 2001, Administrative Procedures Act,
§2001.022, as this agency has determined that the rule as pro-
posed will not impact local economies.
Comments on the proposed rule may be submitted to Hal
Osburn, Coastal Fisheries Division, Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department, 4200 Smith School Road, Austin, Texas 78744;
(512) 389-4648 or 1-800-792-1112, ext. 4648.
The amendment is proposed under Parks and Wildlife Code,
Chapter 79, §79.002, which gives the Commission authority to
delegate rule modifications for the harvest of marine life in the
EEZ to the Executive Director.
The proposed amendment affects Parks and Wildlife Code,
Chapter 79, §79.002.
§57.801. Powers of the Executive Director.
(a) The executive director shall have the duties, responsibil-
ities, and authority to take action as necessary, including but not
limited to emergency rulemaking, to modify state coastal fisheries
regulations to conform with federal regulations in the Exclusive Eco-
nomic Zone.
(b) (No change.)
(c) The executive director shall cause to be published in the
Texas Register a public notice of any action taken, i cluding the
period during which such action is to be in effect,pursuant to
subsection (a) of this section.
(d) Any action taken by the executive director pursuant to
this section [shall take effect seven days from the publication of
public notice of the action required by subsection (c) of this section
and] shall remain in effect for the period specified for such
action, the effective period of the respective federal regulation in
the Exclusive Economic Zone, or the period allowed by statute,
whichever is shortest[120 days].
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 389-4642
♦ ♦ ♦
31 TAC §57.901
(Editor’s Note: The text of the following section proposed for repeal
will not be published. The section may be examined in the offices
of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department or in the Texas Register
office, Room 245, James Earl Rudder Building, 1019 Brazos Street,
Austin.)
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department proposes repeal of
§57.901, concerning Expiration Provisions. All sections of 31
TAC Chapter 57, Fisheries, will have been considered by the
Parks and Wildlife Commission prior to the December 31, 1996
expiration date for sections within this chapter. These actions
render this section redundant.
Dr. Bill Harvey, Regulatory Coordinator, has determined that
for each of the first five years the repeal of rules as proposed
is in effect, there will be no fiscal implications for state or local
governments.
Dr. Harvey also has determined that for each of the first five
years the repeal of rules as proposed is in effect the public
benefit anticipated as a result of the repeal as proposed will
be removal of redundant sections of the Texas Administrative
Code.
There will be no effect on small businesses. There is no
anticipated economic cost to persons required to comply with
the repeal of rules as proposed.
The department has not filed a local impact statement with the
Texas Employment Commission as required by the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act, §2001.022, as this agency has deter-
mined that the repealed rules as proposed will not impact local
economies.
Comments on the proposed repeal of rules may be submitted
to Dr. Bill Harvey, Executive Office, Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department, 4200 Smith School Road, Austin, Texas 78744;
(512) 389-4642 or 1-800-792-1112, ext. 4642.
The repeal is proposed under authority of Parks and Wildlife
Code, §11.011, §11.033, §12.001, §12.015, §43.551-43.554,
§49.001-49.017, §§86.001-86.019, §66.007, §66.015, §66.018,
§66.020, §76.001-76.118, §77.004, §77.007, and §88.006.
The proposed repeal affects Parks and Wildlife Code, §11.011,
§11.033, §12.001, §12.015, §43.551-43.554, §49.001-49.017,
§§86.001-86.019, §66.007, §66.015, §66.018, §66.020,
§76.001-76.118, §77.004, §77.007, and §88.006.
§57.901. Expiration Provision.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.
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Chapter 61. Design and Construction
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department proposes repeal of
§§61.101-61.108 and new §§61.101-61.103, concerning Boat
Ramp Construction and Rehabilitation. This action represents
a streamlining and reduction of sections of the Texas Adminis-
trative Code.
Proposed new §61.101, General, provides general rules for
administration of the state boat ramp program. Proposed
new §61.102, concerning Fees, establishes Commission policy
regarding fees for use of boat ramps and new §61.103,
concerning Requirements of Applicants, requires applicants to
provide proof of ongoing boat ramp operation.
Tim Hogsett, Grants-in-Aid, has determined that for each of the
first five years the repeal of rules as proposed is in effect, there
will be no fiscal implications for state or local governments as
a result of administering the proposed new rules.
Mr. Hogsett also has determined that for each of the first five
years the repeal of rules as proposed is in effect the public
benefit anticipated as a result of the new rules as proposed
will be implementation of clear rules concerning boat ramp
operation.
There will be no effect on small businesses. There is no
anticipated economic cost to persons required to comply with
the new rules as proposed.
The department has not filed a local impact statement with the
Texas Employment Commission as required by the Administra-
tive Procedure Act, §2001.022, as this agency has determined
that the new rules as proposed will not impact local economies.
Comments on the repeals and proposed new rules may be
submitted to Tim Hogsett, Grants- in-Aid, Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department, 4200 Smith School Road, Austin, Texas
78744; (512) 912-7124 or 1-800-792-1112, ext. 7124.
Boat Ramp Construction and Rehabilitation
31 TAC §§61.101-61.108
(Editor’s Note: The text of the following sections proposed for repeal
will not be published. The sections may be examined in the offices
of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department or in the Texas Register
office, Room 245, James Earl Rudder Building, 1019 Brazos Street,
Austin.)
The repeals are proposed under authority of Parks and Wildlife
Code, §11.036 and §31.141.








§61.107. Requirements of Applicants.
§61.108. Construction Agreement Deadlines.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.
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31 TAC §§61.101-61.103
The new rules are proposed under authority of Parks and
Wildlife Code, §11.036 and §31.141.
The proposed new rules affect Parks and Wildlife Code §11.036
and §31.141.
§61.101. General.
(a) The department will administer a statewide program for
boating access facilities in accord with the its current Procedural
Guide for the State Boat Ramp Program.
(b) The program will be submitted to the Commission for
approval.
(c) Equitable distribution will be observed, with considera-
tion given to available public waters and numbers of boat registra-
tions.
§61.102. Fees.
Fees may be assessed for the use of boating access facilities supported
with program funds when there are no conflicts with state or federal
law or regulations.
§61.103. Requirements of Applicants.
(a) Applicants will provide assurance that the property on
which the facility is to be located is under the legal control of the
applicant for a minimum of 25 years.
(b) Applicants must agree to operate facilities.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.
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Guidelines for Administration of Texas Local
Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Fund
31 TAC §61.138, §61.139
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department proposes new
§§61.138-61.139 concerning Guidelines for Administration
of Texas Local Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Fund.
Provisions of HB 706, enacted by the 73rd Texas Legislature,
allowed assistance for indoor recreation projects through the
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Texas Recreation and Park Account Local Grant Program.
The proposed new sections enact these indoor recreation
provisions. The TRPA indoor recreation program will be
administered pursuant to the TRPA Grants Manual.
Proposed new §61.138 establishes program priorities for the
indoor recreation program including priorities for evaluating
grant applications and establishing local master plan standards.
Proposed new §61.139 establishes the overall scoring criteria
which would be used to score and rank individual grant appli-
cations.
Tim Hogsett, Grants-in-Aid, has determined that for each of the
first five years the rules as proposed is in effect, there will be
no fiscal implications for state or local governments as a result
of administering the proposed new rules.
Mr. Hogsett also has determined that for each of the first five
years the repeal of rules as proposed is in effect the public
benefit anticipated as a result of the new rules as proposed
will be implementation of a consistent and fair means through
which grant applications for indoor recreation projects can be
evaluated for funding assistance.
There will be no effect on small businesses. There is no
anticipated economic cost to persons required to comply with
the new rules as proposed.
The department has not filed a local impact statement with the
Texas Employment Commission as required by the Administra-
tive Procedure Act, §2001.022, as this agency has determined
that the new rules as proposed will not impact local economies.
Comments on the proposed new rules may be submitted to Tim
Hogsett, Grants-in-Aid, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department,
4200 Smith School Road, Austin, Texas 78744; (512) 912-7124
or 1-800-792-1112, ext. 7124.
The new rules are proposed under authority of Parks and
Wildlife Code, §24.005.
The proposed new rules affect Parks and Wildlife Code
§24.005.
§61.138. Indoor Project Priority Scoring System–General Rules.
(a) In general, priorities for public indoor recreation projects
are:
(1) Sponsor performance on active grants and compliance
at previously assisted grant sites;
(2) To recognize and reward local planning;
(3) To provide indoor recreational diversity;
(4) To provide a better geographic distribution of indoor
recreation facilities;
(5) To improve recreation opportunities for youth-at-risk
citizens;
(6) To provide indoor recreation facilities to greater
numbers of citizens;
(7) To reward cooperative efforts between project spon-
sors and other governmental or educational entities;
(8) To reward partnerships between local government
sponsors and the private sector;
(9) To provide for the renovation of existing, obsolete
indoor recreation facilities;
(10) To improve indoor recreation opportunities for low
income, minority and elderly citizens;
(11) To promote the conservation of natural resources and
environmental values.
(b) Minimum master plan standards must be met to qualify
for priority points identified in §69.139(a)(2) of this title (relating to
Indoor Project Priority Scoring System-Criteria). Local sponsors may
submit applications for TRPA assistance without having a Department
approved master plan; however, only sponsors proposing to meet
priority needs identified in approved plans will receive priority points
for criterion in §69.139(a)(2) concerning Indoor Project Priority
Scoring System–Criteria. The following are minimum TRPA master
plan standards which must be included in an acceptable plan. Only
plans approved by the Department prior to application submission, or
plans which are submitted with an application in an acceptable format,
will be eligible for priority points for criterion in §69.139(a)(2),
concerning Indoor Project Priority Scoring System–Criteria.
(1) Proof of adoption. The plan must be formally
endorsed by the applicable governing body of the sponsor by
resolution or ordinance. The endorsement must be included in the
document.
(2) Jurisdiction-wide plan. Plans must be comprehensive
and assess the entire jurisdiction area of the project sponsor. For large
urban areas, plans may cover the entire jurisdiction area, and then
break the jurisdiction down into regions, sectors, precincts, districts,
etc., as appropriate.
(3) Plan duration. Plans must cover a minimum five year
period. Sponsors who have plans which are more than two years
old should provide a brief summary of plan accomplishments in the
Program Narrative section of the application so that progress can be
recognized and credited.
(4) Plan content. The following information must be
included in the planning document:
(A) Introduction;
(B) Stated goals and objectives;
(C) The plan development process (discuss when the
planning process began, public input received, surveys or studies
conducted, committees and/or personnel involved, etc.);
(D) Area/facility concepts and standards (establish
population and area service and acreage goals, typical park and fa-
cility standards, applicable local codes, ordinances and requirements
for community/neighborhood development, utilities, services, etc.);
(E) Inventory of existing parks, recreation and open
space areas and facilities;
(F) Needs assessment and identification (needs must
be area and facility specific, and may include basic support facilities/
infrastructure which are critical to the recreational experience);
(G) Plan implementation recommendations (must
identify and prioritize which needs are to be met, where and when
- see §69.139(a)(2), concerning Indoor Project Priority Scoring
System–Criteria, for the format needed for the prioritization of
needs);
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(H) illustrations, maps, charts, etc.
§61.139. Indoor Project Priority Scoring System–Criteria.
Indoor recreation projects presented to the Parks and Wildlife
Commission will be scored with the criteria, rating factors and points
shown in the following Indoor Project Priority Scoring System. The
priority rank of a project will depend on its score in relation to the
scores of other projects under consideration. Funding of projects will
depend on the availability of TRPA funds.
(1) Sponsor is in full compliance at previously assisted
grant sites and is progressing on schedule with all active grant projects
in accordance with the "Summary of Guidelines for Administration
of Local Park Grant Assistance Programs".
(A) Yes. If yes, the application will be scored and
presented for award consideration.
(B) No. If no, the application will not be scored or
considered further.
(2) The extent to which the project will provide priority
indoor recreation needs, as identified in a Department-approved,
sponsor endorsed, jurisdiction-wide parks, recreation and open space
master plan. Total Range: 1-20 points.
(A) Project provides for the #1 and #2 local priority
needs (15-20 points); or
(B) Project provides for the #1 priority need (10-14
points); or
(C) Project provides for the #2 local priority need (5-
9 points); or
(D) Project provides for lower than the #2 local
priority need (1-4 points).
(3) The extent to which the project will provide a more
balanced mix and wider variety of public indoor recreation facilities
within the sponsor’s jurisdiction area, or intended service area (5-30
points). Note: Points will be awarded based on the number of indoor
recreation facilities provided - 5 points will be awarded for each type
of facility, up to 30 points. Points may be deducted for projects
which propose support facilities which do not provide recreational
activities.
(4) The extent to which the project will improve geo-
graphic distribution of public indoor recreation facilities within the
sponsor’s jurisdiction area. Total Range: 5-20 points.
(A) Project provides the first indoor recreation facility
in the sponsor’s jurisdiction area (20 points); or
(B) Project provides new and different indoor recre-
ation facilities within the sponsor’s jurisdiction area (5-15 points).
(5) The extent to which the project provides public indoor
recreation opportunities to significant segments of the population
within the sponsor’s jurisdiction area (1-5 points). Note: Points will
be awarded based on the percentage of the total population to be
served.
(6) The extent to which the project provides improved
opportunities for youth-at-risk citizens where such action is demon-
strated to be needed. (1-10 points). Note: Points are awarded
for projects which demonstrate that a youth-at-risk population ex-
ists within the community or intended service area; and for projects
which proposed specific facilities to be programmed for youth-at-risk
citizens.
(7) The extent to which the project involves cooperation
between the sponsor and other governmental or educational institu-
tions to provide public indoor recreation facilities at the project site.
Total Range: 1-15 points.
(A) Project involves the contribution of resources
(other than land) from other governmental or educational institutions
which serves as all or part of the sponsor’s matching share of funds
(1-10 points). Note: Points are awarded on a percentage (%) basis,
dependent on the amount of matching funds provided by the other
governmental or educational entity.
(B) Project area is owned by another governmental or
educational institution and will be permanently dedicated for public
park and recreation use through a land donation, permanent non-
revocable lease or easement (5 points).
(8) The extent to which the project involves donations of
land, cash, labor, equipment and materials from the private sector as
part or all of the sponsor is matching share for the project. Note:
Priority points awarded on a percentage (%) basis, dependent on the
amount of matching share funds to be received through donations.
Total Range: 1-10 points
(A) Project provides private land and/or cash dona-
tions from the private sector as part or all of the sponsor is matching
share of the project (1-10 points).
(B) Project provides donated labor, equipment and/
or materials from the private sector as part of all of the sponsor is
matching share of the project (1-5 points)
(9) Project provides for the renovation of an existing,
obsolete public indoor recreation facility (1-10 points).
(10) The extent to which the project improves public
indoor recreation opportunities for low income, minority and elderly
citizens. Total Range: 1-6 points.
(A) Project provides opportunities for low income
citizens in areas where such action is needed (1-2 points).
(B) Project provides opportunities for minority citi-
zens in areas where such action is needed (1-2 points).
(C) Project provides opportunities for elderly citizens
in areas where such action is needed (1-2 points).
(11) The extent to which the project promotes the con-
servation of natural resources and environmental values (1-5 points).
Note: Projects which propose nature centers, facilities for environ-
mental education programs or exhibits, or energy efficient design and
construction techniques or materials will receive points for this cri-
teria.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: January 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 389-4642
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ADOPTED RULES
An agency may take final action on a section 30 days after a proposal has been published in the Texas
Register. The section becomes effective 20 days after the agency files the correct document with the Texas
Register, unless a later date is specified or unless a federal statute or regulation requires implementation of
the action on shorter notice.
If an agency adopts the section without any changes to the proposed text, only the preamble of the notice and
statement of legal authority will be published. If an agency adopts the section with changes to the proposed
text, the proposal will be republished with the changes.
TITLE 22. EXAMINING BOARDS
Part XV. Texas State Board of Pharmacy
Chapter 283. Licensing Requirements for Phar-
macists
22 TAC §§283.2–283.4, 283.7–283.9, 283.11
The Texas State Board of Pharmacy adopts amendments to
§§283.3, 283.4, 283.7-283.9, and 283.11, concerning Educa-
tional and Age Requirements, Internship Requirements, Exam-
ination Requirements, Reciprocity Requirements, Fee Require-
ments for Licensure by Examination and Reciprocity, Examina-
tion Retake Requirements without changes and §283.2, con-
cerning Definitions with changes to the proposed text as pub-
lished in the October 1, 1996, issue of the Texas Register (21
TexReg 9391). The change made in §283.2 corrects a typo-
graphical error contained in the text as published by the Texas
Register.
The rules are amended to: (1) require the same application
deadline schedule for reciprocity candidates as exists for ex-
amination candidates; (2) correct the name of the Pharmacy
Licensing Exam from National Association of Boards of Phar-
macy Licensing Examination (NABPLEX) to the North American
Pharmacy Licensing Examination (NAPLEX); and (3) clarify that
a graduate of a foreign college of pharmacy is required to obtain
full certification from Foreign Pharmacy Graduate Equivalency
Commission before the candidate is eligible for licensing.
No comments were received on the proposed rules.
The amendments are adopted under the Texas Pharmacy Act
(Article 4542a-1, Texas Civil Statutes): §16(a) which gives the
Board the authority to adopt rules for the proper administration
and enforcement of the Act; §21 and §22, which dictate the
qualifications for licensing by examination and by reciprocity.
§283.2. Definitions .
The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, shall
have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise.
Extended-intern - A pharmacist-intern, registered with the board, who
has:
(A) applied to the board for licensure by examination
and has successfully passed the NAPLEX and Texas Pharmacy
Jurisprudence Examination but lacks the required number of hours
of internship for licensure; or
(B) - (E) (No change.)
NAPLEX - The North American Pharmacy Licensing Examination,
or its predecessor, the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy
Licensing Examination.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 9, 1996.
TRD-9617904
Fred S. Brinkley, Jr., R.Ph., M.B.A.
Executive Director/Secretary
Texas State Board of Pharmacy
Effective date: December 31, 1996
Proposal publication date: October 1, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 305–8027
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 30. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Part I. Texas Natural Resource Conserva-
tion Commission
Chapter 37. Financial Assurance
The commission adopts new §§37.1, 37.11, 37.21, 37.31,
37.41, 37.51, 37.61, 37.71, 37.81, 37.100, 37.101, 37.111,
37.121, 37.131, 37.141, 37.151, 37.161, 37.201, 37.211,
37.221, 37.231, 37.241, 37.251, 37.261, 37.301, 37.311,
37.321, 37.331, 37.341, 37.351, 37.361, 37.400, 37.401,
37.411, 37.501, 37.511, 37.521, 37.531, 37.541, 37.551,
37.601, 37.611, 37.621, 37.631, 37.641, 37.651, 37.661,
37.901, 37.911, 37.921, 37.931, 37.1001, 37.1011, and
37.1021, concerning financial assurance requirements.
Sections 37.201, 37.221, and 37.241 are adopted with changes
to the proposed text as published in the July 26, 1996, issue
of the Texas Register (21 TexReg 6945). Sections 37.1,
37.11, 37.21, 37.31, 37.41, 37.51, 37.61, 37.71, 37.81, 37.100,
37.101, 37.111, 37.121, 37.131, 37.141, 37.151, 37.161,
37.211, 37.231, 37.251, 37.261, 37.301, 37.311, 37.321,
37.331, 37.341, 37.351, 37.361, 37.400, 37.401, 37.411,
37.501, 37.511, 37.521, 37.531, 37.541, 37.551, 37.601,
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37.611, 37.621, 37.631, 37.641, 37.651, 37.661, 37.901,
37.911, 37.921, 37.931, 37.1001, 37.1011, and 37.1021 are
adopted without changes and will not be republished.
EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED RULES. New Chapter 37 pro-
vides standard financial assurance wording of the mechanisms
and requirements for financial responsibility and places them
in one rule chapter. Initially, this chapter provides financial as-
surance requirements for permitted composting facilities and
registered Class A or B petroleum-substance contaminated soil
storage, treatment, and reuse facilities.
Owners or operators seeking permits for compost facilities must
provide evidence of financial responsibility for closure. This
requirement is authorized by Texas Health and Safety Code,
§361.085 and promulgated as 30 TAC §332.47(9).
Owners and operators seeking registrations for Class A or B
petroleum-substance contaminated soil storage, treatment, and
reuse facilities must provide evidence of financial responsibility
for closure and sudden liability coverage per 30 TAC Chapter
334, Subchapter K.
Chapter 37, Subchapter A, concerning General Financial Assur-
ance Requirements, sets forth the applicability of the rules, def-
initions, and basic requirements for demonstrating financial as-
surance. This subchapter requires all mechanisms relied upon
to show evidence of financial responsibility to be worded as set
forth in Subchapter D or G, requires approval of all mechanisms
by the executive director, requires substitution of financial as-
surance mechanisms in the event of failure or cancellation, and
allows the use of multiple financial assurance mechanisms for
a single facility, or use of a single mechanism for multiple fa-
cilities of the same type. Mechanisms used to show financial
responsibility for closure must be at least equal in amount to the
most recent closure cost estimates. Mechanisms used to show
evidence of sudden liability coverage must be at least equal to
the annual aggregate limit as specified. To receive approval
for financial responsibility, mechanisms for permitted facilities
must be submitted at least 60 days prior to the acceptance of
waste for processing or at least 60 days prior to operations,
while registrants must submit mechanisms prior to issuance of
a registration.
Chapter 37, Subchapter B, concerning Financial Assurance Re-
quirements for Closure, sets forth the general criteria for ap-
proval of financial assurance for closure. This subchapter al-
lows the executive director to draw on the mechanism when re-
quired to do so, requires continuous coverage until terminated,
requires annual adjustments for inflation, requires necessary
adjustments in the closure cost estimate, and requires estab-
lishment of a standby trust for surety bonds or letters of credit.
Chapter 37, Subchapter C, concerning Financial Assurance
Mechanisms for Closure, sets forth the criteria for approval
of financial assurance mechanisms for closure, including trust
funds, surety bonds guaranteeing payment, surety bonds guar-
anteeing performance, irrevocable standby letters of credit, in-
surances, financial tests, and corporate guarantees. Revisions
to proposed sections were made in order to provide additional
clarification. Proposed §37.201, concerning Trust Fund for Clo-
sure, was amended to specify that an owner or operator may
submit a written request for release of excess monies held in a
trust fund. Proposed §37.221, concerning Surety Bond Guar-
anteeing Performance for Closure, was modified to state that
a surety bond must guarantee that the owner or operator is to
provide alternate financial assurance after receipt of a notice of
cancellation. Proposed §37.241, concerning Insurance for Clo-
sure, was modified to allow an insurance policy to be assigned
to a successor owner or operator.
Chapter 37, Subchapter D, concerning Wording of the Mecha-
nisms for Closure, sets forth the required wording of financial
assurance mechanisms for closure referenced as figures in the
Texas Register.
Chapter 37, Subchapter E, concerning Financial Assurance Re-
quirements for Liability Coverage, sets forth the criteria for ap-
proval of financial assurance for liability. This subchapter ad-
dresses the liability requirements for sudden accidental occur-
rences.
Chapter 37, Subchapter F, concerning Financial Assurance
Mechanisms for Liability, sets forth the criteria for approval
of financial assurance mechanisms for liability, including trust
funds, surety bonds guaranteeing payment, irrevocable standby
letters of credit, insurances, financial tests, and corporate
guarantees.
Chapter 37, Subchapter G, concerning Wording of Mechanisms
for Liability, sets forth the required wording of financial assur-
ance mechanisms for liability referenced as figures in the Texas
Register.
Chapter 37, Subchapter J, concerning Financial Assurance
for Permitted Compost Facilities, makes the requirements of
Chapter 37 applicable to owners and operators seeking permits
for compost facilities under §332.47.
Chapter 37, Subchapter K, concerning Financial Assurance Re-
quirements for Class A or B Petroleum-Substance Contami-
nated Soil Storage, Treatment, and Reuse Facilities, makes the
requirements of Chapter 37 applicable to owners and opera-
tors seeking registrations for Class A or B petroleum-substance
contaminated soil storage, treatment, and reuse facilities under
Chapter 334, Subchapter K.
TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT. The commission has pre-
pared a Takings Impact Assessment for new Chapter 37 pur-
suant to Texas Government Code, §2007.043. The following
is a summary of that assessment. The specific purpose of the
new rules is to begin the consolidation of financial assurance
requirements into one rule chapter. The new rules substan-
tially advance this purpose by setting up a new Chapter 37 and
making it initially applicable to financial assurance for permitted
composting facilities and registered Class A or B petroleum-
substance contaminated soil storage, treatment, and reuse fa-
cilities. Promulgation and enforcement of these rules will not
affect private real property because they add no new financial
assurance requirements and they do not adversely affect prop-
erty values. Also, the following exceptions to the application of
Texas Government Code, §2007.003(b) apply to these rules:
the action significantly advances the health and safety purpose
and imposes no greater burden than is necessary to achieve
the health and safety purpose.
HEARINGS AND COMMENTERS. A public hearing was held
to receive oral and written comment on the proposed rules at
commission offices in Austin on August 29, 1996. No one
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submitted comment at the public hearing. The public comment
period closed August 29, 1996.
Written comments were received from the following during the
public comment period: Browning-Ferris Industries (BFI) and
Texas Utilities Services, Inc. (TU).
BFI generally supported the creation of a new chapter that
would incorporate and contain all pertinent financial assurance
requirements administered by the commission. However,
except for comments noted as follows, BFI’s comments were
intended to ensure that the regulations provide appropriate
and cost-effective standards for municipal solid waste landfills
(MSWLFs), because they may eventually be proposed to be
included in Chapter 37.
The commission responds that comments relating to MSWLFs
are beyond the scope of this rulemaking because the proposed
rule was only applicable to permitted compost operations and
Class A or B petroleum-substance contaminated soil storage,
treatment, and reuse facilities. Currently, financial assurance
requirements for MSWLFs are found in 30 TAC Chapter 330,
Subchapter K, and there are currently no proposals affecting
those requirements.
TU commented that a separate financial assurance mechanism
currently under development for used oil creates a piecemeal
approach. TU noted that creating different financial assurance
requirements for different waste streams at their facilities is not
a cost-effective approach to financial assurance.
The commission responds that comments relating to used oil
financial assurance are beyond the scope of this rulemaking.
Currently, rules for financial responsibility for used oil are being
developed, and the rules, when proposed, will probably refer
persons to Chapter 37 for the specific requirements of financial
assurance.
TU further commented that the proposed rules would allow use
of a single financial assurance mechanism for multiple facilities
of the same type; however, "same type" is not defined. TU was
concerned that its facilities will be covered by many overlapping
financial assurance requirements because they handle many
waste streams. It recommended that the commission utilize
some cost-effective type of financial assurance mechanism
which recognizes companies with multiple facilities with more
than one waste stream.
The commission has made no changes to the proposal at this
time. However, the commission recognizes the merit of the
commenter’s concern and believes that it is appropriate and
desirable to provide maximum flexibility and choices wherever
possible with regard to this issue. Thus, the commission will
examine the consolidation of financial instruments for separate
waste streams during the development of the rules concerning
financial assurance requirements for used oil collection facilities,
as well as during future revisions to Chapter 37.
With respect to the proposed §37.31(b), concerning when the
financial assurance instrument should be submitted, BFI asked
the commission to postpone the adoption of this subsection
pending an evaluation of the impact on the regulated community
and preparation of a supplemental takings impact assessment.
BFI was concerned that the current practice of review and
approval of registration applications is not consistent with the
proposed approach and this represents new financial assurance
requirements. BFI contended that under the current practice,
a signed financial assurance mechanism is not submitted
until after the registration is approved. The proposed rule
would require the signed financial assurance mechanism prior
to issuance of a registration. BFI claims this could be an
added financial and administrative burden to the applicant.
BFI further argued that the preamble to the proposed rule did
not adequately address the potential fiscal impact upon the
regulated community and any associated affect on private real
property in the takings impact assessment (TIA).
The commission disagrees with BFI’s comments relating to
§37.31(b), because "new financial assurance requirements"
were not imposed; instead, existing requirements were modi-
fied. As BFI noted, proposed §37.31(b) was modified to require
that financial assurance mechanisms be submitted prior to is-
suance of the registration. However, the existing requirement
specifies that a financial assurance document is to be submit-
ted with the application rather than after issuance of the regis-
tration as BFI claimed. The commission retains the proposed
language, contending that it is a more cost-effective approach.
With regard to the TIA and the fiscal impact analysis, the com-
mission considers those analyses to be accurate assessments
of the impact of the new rules and has not postponed adoption
of the section.
With regard to §37.131, which requires adjustment for inflation
60 days before the anniversary date, BFI also requested that
the commission postpone adoption of that section. As with
§37.31(b), BFI contends that the preamble does not indicate
whether this is a modification of or departure from existing
regulations or procedures. Additionally, BFI commented that
the TIA and fiscal impact analysis did not properly assess the
impact of the proposed change.
The commission acknowledges that proposed §37.131 is a
modification to an existing requirement to ensure consistency
as to when inflation adjustments must occur. In addition, the
commission considers the TIA and fiscal impact analysis to
the proposed rule to be adequate assessments and has not
postponed adoption of the section.
Changes were made to the following sections to provide
additional clarification. A requirement to proposed §37.201
was added to specify that an owner or operator may submit
a written request for release of excess monies held in a trust
fund. The new language is found in §37.201(k). In addition,
language stating that a surety bond must guarantee that the
owner or operator is to provide alternate financial assurance
after receipt of a notice of cancellation has been added to
proposed §37.221(d). Also added was a provision to proposed
§37.241 which allows an insurance policy to be assigned to a
successor owner or operator. The new language is found in
§37.241(k).
Subchapter A. General Financial Assurance Re-
quirements
30 TAC §§37.1, 37.11, 37.21, 37.31, 37.41, 37.51, 37.61,
37.71, 37.81
STATUTORY AUTHORITY. The new sections are adopted
under Texas Water Code, §§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011,
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26.341-26.363, 27.019, 32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and
Texas Health and Safety Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011,
361.017, 361.024, 366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and
401.412, which authorize the commission to adopt any rules
necessary to carry out its powers and duties under the Water
Code and other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all
general policy of the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter B. Financial Assurance Requirements
for Closure
30 TAC §§37.100, 37.101, 37.111, 37.121, 37.131, 37.141,
37.151, 37.161
The new sections are proposed under Texas Water Code,
§§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011, 26.341-26.363, 27.019,
32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and Texas Health and Safety
Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011, 361.017, 361.024,
366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and 401.412, which
authorize the commission to adopt any rules necessary to
carry out its powers and duties under the Water Code and
other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all general
policy of the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter C. Financial Assurance Mechanisms
for Closure
30 TAC §§37.201, 37.211, 37.221, 37.231, 37.241, 37.251,
37.261
The new sections are proposed under Texas Water Code,
§§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011, 26.341-26.363, 27.019,
32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and Texas Health and Safety
Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011, 361.017, 361.024,
366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and 401.412, which
authorize the commission to adopt any rules necessary to
carry out its powers and duties under the Water Code and
other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all general
policy of the commission.
§37.201. Trust Fund for Closure.
(a) An owner or operator may satisfy the requirements of
financial assurance for closure by establishing either a fully funded
trust or a pay-in trust which conforms to the requirements of this
section, in addition to the requirements specified in Subchapters
A and B of this chapter (relating to General Financial Assurance
Requirements and Financial Assurance Requirements for Closure),
and submitting an originally signed duplicate of the executed trust
agreement to the executive director.
(b) The trustee must be an entity which has the authority to
act as a trustee and whose trust operations are regulated and examined
by a federal or state agency.
(c) The wording of the trust agreement must be identical
to the wording specified in §37.301(a) of this title (relating to
Trust Agreement for Closure) including a formal certification of
acknowledgment as specified in §37.301(b) of this title.
(d) Schedule A of the trust agreement as specified in
§37.301(a) of this title must be updated within 30 days after an
approved change in the amount of the current closure cost estimate
covered by the agreement, or annual inflation adjustments.
(e) A fully funded trust requires that the initial payment into
the trust fund be at least equal to the current closure cost estimate,
or when a combination of mechanisms are used in accordance with
§37.41 of this title (relating to Use of Multiple Financial Assurance
Mechanisms), the initial payment plus the amount of the combined
mechanism(s) must be at least equal to the current closure cost
estimate. A receipt from the trustee for the initial payment must
be submitted by the owner or operator to the executive director with
the originally signed duplicate of the trust agreement.
(f) A pay-in trust requires annual payments by the owner
or operator over the term of the initial registration or permit, the
remaining term of the initial registration or permit, or over the
remaining operating life of the facility as estimated in the closure
plan, whichever period is shorter; this period is hereafter referred to
as the "pay-in period." The payments into the closure trust fund must
be made in accordance with this subsection.
(1) For a new facility, a receipt from the trustee for the
first payment must be submitted by the owner or operator to the
executive director in accordance with §37.31 of this title (relating to
Submission of Documents). The first payment must be at least equal
to the current closure cost estimate divided by the number of years
in the pay-in period; or when a combination of mechanisms are used
in accordance with §37.41 of this title, the first payment must be at
least equal to the current closure cost estimate less the amount of the
combined mechanism(s) divided by the number of years in the pay-in
period. Subsequent payments must be made no later than 30 days
after each anniversary date of the first payment. The amount of each
subsequent payment must be determined by this formula.
Figure 1: 30 TAC §37.201(f)(1)
(2) The owner or operator may accelerate payments into
the trust fund or he may deposit the full amount of the current closure
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cost estimate at the time the fund is established. However, he must
maintain the value of the fund at no less than the value that the fund
would have if annual payments were made as specified in paragraph
(1) of this subsection.
(3) If the owner or operator establishes a trust fund after
having used another financial assurance mechanism, the first payment
must be at least equal to the amount that the fund would contain if
the trust fund was established when the registration or permit was
initially issued, and subsequent payments must be made as specified
in paragraph (1) of this subsection.
(g) After the initial payment for a fully-funded trust or after
the pay-in period is completed for a pay-in trust, whenever the current
closure cost estimate changes, the owner or operator must compare
the new estimate with the trustee’s most recent annual valuation of
the trust fund. If the value of the fund is less than the amount of
the new estimate, the owner or operator, within 60 days after the
change in the cost estimate, must either deposit an amount into the
fund so that its value after this deposit at least equals the amount
of the current closure cost estimate, or obtain an additional financial
assurance mechanism as specified in this subchapter to cover the
difference.
(h) If the value of the trust fund is greater than the total
amount of the current closure cost estimate, the owner or operator
may submit a written request to the executive director for release of
the amount in excess of the current closure cost estimate.
(i) Within 60 days after receiving a request from the owner
or operator for release of funds as specified in subsection (h) of
this section, the executive director, if he approves the request, shall
instruct the trustee to release to the owner or operator such funds in
writing.
(j) After beginning closure, an owner or operator or any
other person authorized by the executive director to perform closure
may request reimbursement for closure expenditures by submitting
itemized bills to the executive director. The owner or operator may
request reimbursements for partial closure only if sufficient funds
are remaining in the trust fund to cover the maximum costs of
closing the facility over its remaining operating life. After receiving
bills for closure activities, the executive director shall instruct the
trustee to make reimbursement in such amounts as the executive
director specifies in writing, if the executive director determines that
the partial or final closure expenditures are in accordance with the
approved closure plan, or otherwise justified. If the executive director
has reason to believe that the cost of closure over the remaining life
of the facility will be significantly greater than the value of the trust
fund, the executive director may withhold reimbursement of such
amounts as deemed prudent until it is determined, in accordance with
Subchapters A and B of this chapter (relating to General Financial
Assurance Requirements and Financial Assurance Requirements for
Closure) that the owner or operator is no longer required to maintain
financial assurance for final closure of the facility.
(k) If an owner or operator substitutes other financial assur-
ance as specified in this section for all or part of the trust fund, he
may submit a written request to the executive director for release of
the amount in excess of the current closure cost estimate covered by
the trust fund.
§37.221. Surety Bond Guaranteeing Performance for Closure.
(a) An owner or operator may satisfy the requirements of
financial assurance for closure by obtaining a surety bond which
conforms to the requirements of this section, in addition to the
requirements specified in Subchapters A and B of this chapter
(relating to General Financial Assurance Requirements and Financial
Assurance Requirements for Closure), and submitting an originally
signed surety bond to the executive director.
(b) The bond must, at a minimum, be among those listed as
acceptable sureties on federal bonds in Circular 570 of the United
States Department of Treasury.
(c) The wording of the surety bond must be identical to the
wording specified in §37.321 of this title (relating to Performance
Bond).
(d) A surety bond guaranteeing performance of closure must
guarantee that the owner or operator shall:
(1) perform closure in accordance with the closure plan or
the closure requirements of the registration or permit for the facility
whenever required to do so; and
(2) provide alternate financial assurance as specified in
this section, and obtain the executive director’s written approval of
the assurance provided within 90 days after receipt by both the owner
or operator and the executive director of a notice of cancellation of
the bond from the surety.
(e) Under the terms of the bond, the surety shall become
liable on the bond obligation when the owner or operator fails to
perform as guaranteed by the bond. Following a determination by
the executive director that the owner or operator has failed to perform
closure in accordance with registration or permit requirements when
required to do so, under terms of the bond the surety shall perform
closure as guaranteed by the bond or shall deposit the amount of the
penal sum of the bond into a standby trust, as specified in §37.161 of
this title (relating to Establishment of a Standby Trust), as directed by
the executive director to satisfy the financial assurance requirements.
(f) Under the terms of the bond, the surety may cancel the
bond by sending notice of cancellation by certified mail to the owner
or operator and to the executive director. Cancellation of the bond
may not occur, however, during the 120 days beginning on the date of
the receipt of the notice of cancellation by both the owner or operator
and the executive director, as evidenced by the return receipts. If the
owner or operator fails to provide an alternate financial assurance
mechanism as specified in this subchapter within 90 days of the
receipt of notice of cancellation from the surety to the executive
director and to the owner or operator, and obtain written approval of
the alternate assurance from the executive director, the surety shall
be required to perform under the terms of the bond.
(g) The penal sum of the bond must be in an amount
sufficient to satisfy the requirements for which financial assurance
was required, or when a combination of mechanisms are used in
accordance with §37.41 of this title (relating to Use of Multiple
Financial Assurance Mechanisms), the penal sum of the bond plus
the amount of the combined mechanism(s) must be at least equal to
the current closure cost estimate.
(h) The surety shall not be liable for deficiencies in the
performance of closure by the owner or operator after the executive
director releases the owner or operator from the requirements of this
section, in accordance with Subchapter A of this chapter.
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§37.241. Insurance for Closure.
(a) An owner or operator may satisfy the requirements of
financial assurance for closure by obtaining insurance which conforms
to the requirements of this section, in addition to the requirements
specified in Subchapters A and B of this chapter (relating to
General Financial Assurance Requirements and Financial Assurance
Requirements for Closure), and submitting an originally signed
certificate to the executive director.
(b) At a minimum, the insurer must be licensed to transact
the business of insurance, or eligible to provide insurance as an excess
or surplus lines insurer, in one or more states.
(c) The wording of the certificate of insurance must be
identical to the wording specified in §37.341 of this title (relating
to Certificate of Insurance).
(d) The insurance policy must be issued for a face amount at
least sufficient to satisfy the requirements for which financial assur-
ance for closure is required, or when a combination of mechanisms
are used in accordance with §37.41 of this title (relating to Use of
Multiple Financial Assurance Mechanisms), the face amount plus the
amount of the combined mechanism(s) must be at least equal to the
current closure cost estimate. Actual payments by the insurer shall
not change the face amount, although the insurer’s future liability
shall be lowered by the amount of the payments.
(e) For a claims-made insurance policy, the owner or operator
shall place in escrow, as instructed by the executive director, an
amount sufficient to pay an additional year of premiums for renewal
of the policy. When the owner or operator fails to provide an alternate
financial assurance mechanism, the executive director may use these
funds to renew the policy.
(f) The insurance policy must guarantee that funds shall be
available whenever needed to fulfill obligations of the insured under
this chapter. The policy shall also guarantee that once closure of a
facility for which closure insurance was provided begins, the issuer
shall be responsible for paying out funds, up to an amount equal to
the face amount of the policy, upon the direction of the executive
director, to such party or parties as the executive director specifies.
(g) After beginning closure of a facility, an owner or operator
or any other person authorized to perform closure may request
reimbursement for closure expenditures by submitting itemized bills
to the executive director. Within 60 days after receiving bills for
closure activities, the executive director shall determine whether the
closure expenditures are in accordance with the closure plan or the
closure requirements, and if so, he shall instruct the insurer to make
reimbursement in such amounts as the executive director specifies
in writing. If the executive director has reason to believe that the
cost of closure will be significantly greater than the face amount of
the policy, he may withhold reimbursement of such amounts as he
deems prudent until he determines, in accordance with Subchapters
A and B of this chapter, that the owner or operator is no longer
required to maintain general financial assurance requirements for the
facility. If the executive director does not instruct the insurer to make
such reimbursements, he shall provide the owner or operator with a
detailed written statement of reasons.
(h) The owner or operator must maintain the policy in full
force and effect until the executive director consents to termination
of the policy by the owner or operator as specified in Subchapter
A of this chapter. Failure to pay the premium, without substitution
of alternate financial assurance as specified in this subchapter, shall
constitute a violation of these regulations, warranting such remedy
as the executive director deems necessary. Such violation shall be
deemed to begin upon receipt by the executive director of a notice of
cancellation, termination, or failure to renew due to nonpayment of
the premium, rather than upon the date of expiration of the policy.
(i) The policy must provide that the insurer may not cancel,
terminate, or fail to renew the policy except for failure to pay the
premium. The automatic renewal of the policy shall, at a minimum,
provide the insured with the mechanism of renewal at the face amount
of the expiring policy. If there is a failure to pay the premium, the
insurer may elect to cancel, terminate, or fail to renew the policy
by sending notice by certified mail to the owner or operator and
the executive director. Cancellation, termination, or failure to renew
may not occur, however, during 120 days beginning with the date of
receipt of the notice by both the executive director and the owner or
operator, as evidenced by the return receipts.
(j) Cancellation, termination, or failure to renew may not
occur and the policy shall remain in full force and effect in the event
that on or before the date of expiration:
(1) the executive director deems the facility abandoned;
or
(2) the registration or permit expires, is terminated, or
revoked, or a new or renewal registration or permit is denied; or
(3) closure is ordered by the executive director of the
commission or by a United States district court or other court of
competent jurisdiction; or
(4) the owner or operator is named as debtor in a
voluntary or involuntary proceeding under Title 11 (Bankruptcy),
United States Code; or
(5) the premium due is paid.
(k) Each policy must contain a provision allowing assignment
f the policy to a successor owner or operator. Such assignment may
be conditional upon consent of the insurer, provided such consent is
not unreasonably refused.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter D. Wording of the Mechanisms for
Closure
30 TAC §§37.301, 37.311, 37.321, 37.331, 37.341, 37.351,
37.361
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The new sections are proposed under Texas Water Code,
§§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011, 26.341-26.363, 27.019,
32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and Texas Health and Safety
Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011, 361.017, 361.024,
366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and 401.412, which
authorize the commission to adopt any rules necessary to
carry out its powers and duties under the Water Code and
other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all general
policy of the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter E. Financial Assurance Requirements
for Liability Coverage
30 TAC §§37.400, 37.401, 37.411
The new sections are proposed under Texas Water Code,
§§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011, 26.341-26.363, 27.019,
32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and Texas Health and Safety
Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011, 361.017, 361.024,
366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and 401.412, which
authorize the commission to adopt any rules necessary to
carry out its powers and duties under the Water Code and
other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all general
policy of the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter F. Financial Assuance Mechanisms
for Liability
30 TAC §§37.501, 37.511, 37.521, 37.531, 37.541, 37.551
The new sections are proposed under Texas Water Code,
§§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011, 26.341-26.363, 27.019,
32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and Texas Health and Safety
Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011, 361.017, 361.024,
366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and 401.412, which
authorize the commission to adopt any rules necessary to
carry out its powers and duties under the Water Code and
other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all general
policy of the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter G. Wording of the Mechanisms for
Liability
30 TAC §§37.601, 37.611, 37.621, 37.631, 37.641, 37.651,
37.661
The new sections are proposed under Texas Water Code,
§§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011, 26.341-26.363, 27.019,
32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and Texas Health and Safety
Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011, 361.017, 361.024,
366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and 401.412, which
authorize the commission to adopt any rules necessary to
carry out its powers and duties under the Water Code and
other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all general
policy of the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter J. Financial Assurance for Permitted
Compost Facilities
30 TAC §§37.901, 37.911, 37.921, 37.931
The new sections are proposed under Texas Water Code,
§§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011, 26.341-26.363, 27.019,
32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and Texas Health and Safety
Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011, 361.017, 361.024,
366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and 401.412, which
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authorize the commission to adopt any rules necessary to
carry out its powers and duties under the Water Code and
other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all general
policy of the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter K. Financial Assurance Requirements
for Class A or B Petroleum-Substance Contami-
nated Soil Storage, Treatment, and Reuse Facilities
30 TAC §§37.1001, 37.1011, 37.1021
The new sections are proposed under Texas Water Code,
§§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011, 26.341-26.363, 27.019,
32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and Texas Health and Safety
Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011, 361.017, 361.024,
366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and 401.412, which
authorize the commission to adopt any rules necessary to
carry out its powers and duties under the Water Code and
other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all general
policy of the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 332. Composting
Subchapter D. Operations Requiring a Permit
30 TAC §332.47
The commission adopts an amendment to §332.47, concerning
financial assurance requirements, without changes to the pro-
posed text as published in the July 26, 1996, issue of the Texas
Register (21 TexReg 6972) and will not be republished. Owners
or operators seeking permits for compost facilities must provide
evidence of financial responsibility for closure. This requirement
is authorized by Texas Health and Safety Code, §361.085 and
promulgated as §332.47(9).
EXPLANATION OF ADOPTED RULE. This change to Chapter
332 is adopted concurrently as a companion rule with a new
30 TAC Chapter 37, concerning Financial Assurance. New
Chapter 37 contains standard financial assurance wording of
the mechanisms and requirements for financial responsibility
and places them in one rule chapter. Initially, this chapter pro-
vides financial assurance requirements for permitted compost-
ing facilities and registered Class A or B petroleum-substance
contaminated soil storage, treatment, and reuse facilities.
The amendment to §332.47, concerning Permit Application
Preparation, reflects the requirement upon owners and oper-
ators of compost facilities to use the documents and language
from Chapter 37. These facilities are already required to pro-
vide evidence of financial assurance to the commission. This
will merely formalize the requirements already in place for fi-
nancial assurance mechanisms.
TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT. The commission has pre-
pared a Takings Impact Assessment for the amendment to this
section pursuant to Texas Government Code, §2007.043. The
following is a summary of that assessment. The purpose of
the amendment is to begin the consolidation of financial as-
surance requirements. The amendment substantially advances
this purpose by making financial assurance for permitted com-
posting facilities subject to the financial assurance requirements
of Chapter 37. Promulgation and enforcement of this rule will
not affect private real property because it adds no new financial
assurance requirements and it does not adversely affect prop-
erty values. Also, the following exceptions to the application of
Texas Government Code, §2007.003(b) apply to these rules:
the action significantly advances the health and safety purpose
and imposes no greater burden than is necessary to achieve
the health and safety purpose.
HEARING AND COMMENTERS. A public hearing was held
to receive oral and written comment on the proposed rule at
commission offices in Austin on August 29, 1996. The public
comment period closed August 29, 1996. No oral or written
comments were received on this proposal at the public hearing
or during the public comment period.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY. The amendment is proposed under
Texas Water Code, §§5.103, 5.105, 13.041, 26.011, 26.341-
26.363, 27.019, 32.009, 33.007, and 34.006 and Texas Health
and Safety Code, §§341.002, 341.031, 361.011, 361.017,
361.024, 366.012, 382.017, 401.011, 401.051, and 401.412,
which authorize the commission to adopt any rules necessary
to carry out its powers and duties under the Water Code and
other laws of Texas and to establish and approve all general
policy of the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
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Effective date: December 30, 1996
Proposal publication date: July 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 31. NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONSERVATION





The Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission in a regularly
scheduled public hearing, November 7, 1996, adopted new
§§51.161-51.164, concerning Non-Profit Organizations, without
changes to the proposed text as published in the June 25, 1996
issue of the Texas Register (21 TexReg 5844).
Provisions of the Civil Statutes require agencies to promulgate
rules concerning relationships with nonprofit organizations. As
part of the Commission Regulations Sunset Process, rules
concerning nonprofit organizations were recodified from existing
§§63.21, 63.23, 63.25, and 63.27, and were simplified.
The new rules add eight organizations to the list of nonprofit
organizations which are considered by the department to be
closely related nonprofit organizations. The new rules also pro-
vide clear guidelines concerning the department’s relationship
with nonprofit organizations.
The department received no comments concerning the pro-
posed repeal.
The new rules are adopted under authority of Civil Statutes,
Articles 6352-11(f) and 6252- 13a, which provide the Texas
Parks and Wildlife Commission authority to promulgate rules.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Effective date: December 31, 1996
Proposal publication date: June 25, 1996




31 TAC §§63.21, 63.23, 63.25, 63.27
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission in a regularly sched-
uled public hearing, November 7, 1996, adopts repeal of
§§63.21, 63.23, 63.25 and 63.27, concerning Non-Profit Or-
ganizations, without changes to the proposed text as published
in the June 25, 1996 issue of the Texas Register (21 TexReg
5847).
The repeal of these sections was undertaken as part of the
Commission Regulations Sunset process. These sections were
recodified in 31 TAC §§51.161-51.164.
The repeal removes redundant sections from the Texas Admin-
istrative Code.
The department received no comments concerning the pro-
posed repeal.
The repeal of rules is adopted under authority of Texas Civil
Statutes, Articles 6352-11(f) and 6252-13a, which provide the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission authority to promulgate
rules.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Effective date: December 31, 1996
Proposal publication date: June 25, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 389-4642
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 69. Resource Protection
Fish and Wildlife Values
31 TAC §69.19
The Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission in a regularly
scheduled public hearing, November 7, 1996, adopts new
§69.19, concerning Fish and Wildlife Values, without changes to
the proposed text as published in the October 4, 1996 issue of
the Texas Register (21 TexReg 9622). New §69.19 also clearly
states the department’s intention to actively seek full restitution
or restoration of fish, wildlife and habitat loss which may occur
as a result of human activities.
The new section consolidates under one undesignated head
regulations concerning civil restitution for fish and wildlife taken
in violation of the law.
Implementation of the new section will increase recovery of
costs related to loss of fish and wildlife activities resulting from
illegal take of these species.
The department received no comments concerning the pro-
posed new section.
The new rule is adopted under Parks and Wildlife Code,
§12.302 and Water Code, §26.124, which provide Parks and
Wildlife Commission authority to promulgate rules to establish
guidelines for determining the value of injured or destroyed fish,
shellfish, reptiles, amphibians, birds and animals.
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This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Effective date: December 31, 1996
Proposal publication date: October 4, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 389-4642
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 34. PUBLIC FINANCE
Part V. Texas County and District Re-
tirement System
Chapter 103. Calculations or Types of Benefits
34 TAC §103.4.
The Texas County and District Retirement System adopts new
§103.4, concerning the years of a member’s attained age to
be used in the determination of a member’s eligibility to retire
and receive a service retirement annuity. Specifically, under
§844.210(c)(2) and §844.211(c)(1) of the Texas Government
Code, a member may become eligible to retire and receive a
service retirement annuity if the total of the member’s years
of credited service when added to the member’s years of
attained age equals or exceeds a certain sum. This new rule
defines the phrase "years of a member’s attained age" to mean
whole years of attained age. Partial years of age are not
considered in the calculation for retirement eligibility. This rule
is adopted solely to clarify the language of §§844.210(c)(2) and
844.211(c)(1) and does not change, alter or affect the manner
in which the retirement eligibility of a member has been or will
be determined. New §103.4 is adopted without changes to the
proposed text as published in the September 20, 1996, issue
of the Texas Register (21 TexReg 9058).
This new rule will provide a better understanding among the
membership regarding the method of determining eligibility for
retirement under a formula based on a combination of years of
credited service and years of attained age.
By clarifying the manner of calculating retirement eligibility, the
new section will help members to accurately determine and plan
for an effective retirement date.
No comments were received regarding the adoption of this new
section.
This new section is adopted under Government Code, §845.102
which provides the board of trustees of the Texas County and
District Retirement System with the authority to adopt rules
necessary or desirable for the effective administration of the
System.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas County and District Retirement System
Effective date: December 31, 1996
Proposal publication date: September 20, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 328–8889
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 107. Miscellaneous Rules
34 TAC §107.4
The Texas County and District Retirement System adopts new
§107.4, concerning the limitations on the payment of benefits
under §844.008 of the Texas Government Code. Specifically,
those statutory limitations conform to the limitations under §415
of the Internal Revenue Code as in effect prior to the enactment
of Public Law 104-188, and were adopted to maintain the
status of the Texas County and District Retirement System
as a qualified plan under the Internal Revenue Code. The
amendments to §415 now exempt governmental plans from
benefit limitations based on a member’s average compensation
and from benefit reductions based on the ages of disabled
retirees and deceased members. Section 844.008(j) authorizes
the board of trustees to eliminate by rule those limitations
provided in §844.008 which are not required of governmental
plans to constitute qualified plans. New §107.4 is adopted with
a change to the proposed text as published in the September
20, 1996, issue of the Texas Register (21 TexReg 9058).
The change to the proposed rule occurred in subparagraph
(A) of paragraph 2 where the words "former member" were
replaced with the word "employee". The change clarifies that
the exemption from the limitation applies to benefits paid as a
result of an in-service death.
With the enactment of Public Law 104-188, the limitations on the
payment of benefits under §844.008 are more restrictive than
necessary for the System to maintain its qualified status under
the Internal Revenue Code. This new rule is adopted to remove
those statutory limitations on the payment of benefits which are
no longer required of governmental plans to constitute qualified
plans.
This new section causes the Texas County and District Retire-
ment System to operate in conformity with those limitations on
the payment of benefits applicable to qualified governmental
plans under §415 of the Internal Revenue Code. The effect of
this rule will be that persons retiring under the System will re-
ceive their full accrued benefit to the extent that such benefit
does not exceed the limitations of §415 of the Internal Revenue
Code as amended by Public Law 104-188.
No comments were received regarding the adoption of this new
section.
This new section is authorized under Government Code,
§844.008(j) which allows the board of trustees of the Texas
County and District Retirement System to act by rule in this
matter, and is adopted under Government Code, §845.102
which provides the board of trustees with the authority to adopt
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rules necessary or desirable for the effective administration of
the System.
§107.4. Conformity with Internal Revenue Code: Preservation of
Benefits.
Pursuant to the authority of the board of trustees to act by rule under
§844.008(j), and in accordance with §415 of the Internal Revenue
Code as amended by Public Law 104-188, the annual benefit payable
under Subtitle F of Title 8 of the Texas Government Code (the ’Act’)
shall not be reduced under §844.008 of the Act except in conformity
with those limitations on the payment of benefits as set forth in
the Internal Revenue Code and as that Code applies from time to
time to the Texas County and District Retirement System. For years
beginning after December 31, 1994:
(1) The limitation on the payment of benefits by the
retirement system on behalf of a person who has retired under the
Act shall be determined without regard to §844.008(d)(2).
(2) The limitation on the payment of benefits by the
retirement system to:
(A) the survivor, beneficiary, or estate of any de-
ceased employee; or
(B) a former member who has retired under the
disability retirement provisions of the Act shall be determined without
regard to §844.008(d)(2) and §844.008(e).
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas County and District Retirement System
Effective date: December 31, 1996
Proposal publication date: September 20, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 328–8889
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 40. SOCIAL SERVICES AND AS-
SISTANCE
Part I. Texas Department of Human Ser-
vices
Chapter 3. Income Assistance Services
The Texas Department of Human Services (DHS) adopts
amendments to §§3.1201-3.1203, §3.5006, and §§3.6001-
3.6004, without changes to the proposed text published in the
November 1, 1996, issue of the Texas Register (21 TexReg
10805).
The justification for the amendments to §§3.1201-3.1203 is to
delete obsolete references to the McClennan County Employ-
ment and Training Bond Project which ended on August 31,
1996. Work registration and food stamp employment services
are applied differently effective September 1, 1996. The justifi-
cation for the amendment to §3.5006 revises the rules to allow
for more than a $50 limit on manual voucher system and to
allow an extension on the amount of time the retailer has to
report this transaction. The justification for the amendments to
§§3.6001-3.6004 reflect a change in the method used to track
clients participating in the welfare reform demonstration project.
The change is a result of a clarification from the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS).
The amendments of §§3.1201-3.1203 will function by deleting
obsolete language regarding the employment and training spe-
cial project in McClennan County. The amendments to §3.5006
and §§3.6001-3.6004 will function by modifying the pilot indica-
tor rules pertaining to welfare reform tracking procedures as
clarified by the Department of Health and Human Services and
modify rules for Electronic Benefit Transfer retailers.
No comments were received regarding adoption of the amend-
ments.
Subchapter L. Work Registration
40 TAC §§3.1201-3.1203
The amendments are adopted under the Human Resources
Code, Title 2, Chapter 22, which provides the department with
the authority to administer public assistance programs.
The amendments implement the Human Resources Code,
§§22.001-22.030.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617899
Glenn Scott
General Counsel, Legal Services
Texas Department of Human Services
Effective date: January 1, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 1, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 438-3765
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter OO. Electronic Benefit Transfer
(EBT) Retailer Requirements
40 TAC §3.5006
The amendment is adopted under the Human Resources Code,
Title 2, Chapter 22, which provides the department with the
authority to administer public assistance programs.
The amendments implement the Human Resources Code,
§§22.001-22.030.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617900
Glenn Scott
General Counsel, Legal Services
Texas Department of Human Services
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Effective date: January 1, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 1, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 438-3765
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter PP. Applicability of Policies Result-
ing from House Bill 1863
40 TAC §§3.6001-3.6004
The amendments are adopted under the Human Resources
Code, Title 2, Chapter 22, which provides the department with
the authority to administer public assistance programs.
The amendments implement the Human Resources Code
§§22.001-22.030.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617901
Glenn Scott
General Counsel, Legal Services
Texas Department of Human Services
Effective date: January 1, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 1, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 438-3765
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 10. Self Support-services
Refugee Resettlement and Cuban/Haitian Entrant
Services
40 TAC §10.5001
The Texas Department of Human Services (DHS) adopts
the repeal of §10.5001, concerning refugee resettlement and
Cuban/Haitian entrant services, in its Self-support Services rule
chapter, without changes to the proposed text published in the
November 1, 1996, issue of the Texas Register (21 TexReg
10809).
The justification for the repeal is to delete the section because
DHS no longer has social services provided through that social
services unit. This unit was transferred to the Texas Workforce
Commission effective June 1, 1996.
The repeal will function by deleting obsolete rules pertaining to
refugee social services.
No comments were received regarding adoption of the repeal.
The repeal is adopted under the Human Resources Code, Title
2, Chapter 22, which provides the department with the authority
to administer public assistance programs.
The repeal implements the Human Resources Code, §§22.001-
22.030.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 10, 1996.
TRD-9617902
Glenn Scott
General Counsel, Legal Services
Texas Department of Human Services
Effective date: December 31, 1996
Proposal publication date: November 1, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 438-3765
♦ ♦ ♦
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT  OF INSURANCE
Notification Pursuant to the Insurance Code, Chapter 5, Subchapter L
As required by the Insurance Code, Article 5.96 and 5.97, the Texas Register publishes notice of proposed
actions by the Texas Board of Insurance. Notice of action proposed under Article 5.96 must be published in
the Texas Register not later than the 30th day before the board adopts the proposal. Notice of action
proposed under Article 5.97 must be published in the Texas Register not later than the 10th day before the
Board of Insurance adopts the proposal. The Administrative Procedure Act, the Government Code, Chapters
2001 and 2002, does not apply to board action under Articles 5.96 and 5.97.
The complete text of the proposal summarized here may be examined in the offices of the Texas Department
of Insurance, 333 Guadalupe Street, Austin, Texas 78714-9104.)
This notification is made pursuant to the Insurance Code, Article 5.96, which exempts it from the
requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act.
PROPOSED
The Commissioner of Insurance will hold a public hearing under
Docket Number 2276 on January 22, 1997, at 9:00 a. m. in Room
100 of the Texas Department of Insurance Building, 333 Guadalupe
Street in Austin, Texas, to consider a petition by the staff of the Texas
Department of Insurance proposing the adoption of amendments to
the Homeowners, Dwelling, Farm and Ranch Owners, and Farm and
Ranch sections of the Texas Personal Lines Manual to establish an
optional premium credit for residential property insurance policies
for the installation of an acceptable dry hydrant within 1000 feet of
a residential risk which is located in an unprotected area. The rules
proposed for adoption in the staff petition are necessary to implement
the recommendations of the Residential Property Insurance Loss
Mitigation Advisory Committee.
The petition requests consideration of the adoption of amendments to
four rules in the Texas Personal Lines Manual.
(1) In the Homeowners Section, Manual Rule VI-C is amended to
add new item 7 "Water Supply Points (Dry Hydrants)."
(2) In the Dwelling Section, Manual Rule VI-C is amended to add
new item 5 "Optional Dwelling Credits."
(3) In the Farm and Ranch Owners Section, Manual Rule VI-C is
amended to add new item 7 "Water Supply Points (Dry Hydrants)."
(4) In the Farm and Ranch Section, Manual Rule VI-D is amended
to add new item 4 "Optional Farm and Ranch Credits."
These rules specify the following standards that dry hydrants must
meet to qualify for the credit:
(1) Water supply points must be designed and certified by a registered
engineer, hydrologist, geologist, or soil conservationist to provide a
minimum of 30,000 gallons of water during a drought with an average
50 year cycle or an insurer may accept a less stringent standard.
(2) The risk must be located in an unprotected area and within 1,000
feet of the supply point and within 5 miles of the responding fire
station.
(3) The responding fire apparatus must have drafting capability.
(4) The responding department must verify on an annual basis that
the supply point is operational, maintained, and accessible to fire
apparatus at all times.
The rules provide optional premium credits of up to 10% for
Homeowners, Dwelling, Farm and Ranch Owners, and Farm and
Ranch policies for the installation of a dry hydrant that meets the
specifications.
Commissioner’s Order Number 94-1029 created the Residential
Property Insurance Loss Mitigation Advisory Committee (Advisory
Committee). The purpose of the Advisory Committee is to advise
and make recommendations to the Commissioner of Insurance on
reducing residential property insurance losses. The amount of
losses paid are a vital factor in determining insurance rates. A
significant reduction in the amount of losses paid will ultimately
reduce residential property rates in Texas. In many instances, some
of the losses that occur could be prevented through efforts to improve
factors that have a direct bearing on losses.
Prior to the establishment of the Advisory Committee, public hearings
were held regarding the increasing losses from wind and hail, crime
and freezing pipes. The purpose of the hearings was to allow public
testimony concerning methods that could be used to help reduce the
increasing losses in these areas. As a follow-up to the public hearings,
the Advisory Committee was appointed to review the various methods
suggested for reducing losses, as well as any other methods, and
to make appropriate recommendations to the Commissioner for the
implementation of such recommendations.
One of the Advisory Committee’s recommendations concerns a credit
for the installation of a dry hydrant for fire protection in rural or
unprotected areas. The Advisory Committee noted that a large
number of Texans are migrating from urban population centers into
unprotected small subdivisions and rural communities. With this
population movement into unprotected rural areas, wildfires which
once burned only brush and grass have the potential to destroy homes
and property with increasing frequency. The Advisory Committee
recommended that dry hydrants be considered as an acceptable means
of offering fire protection to unprotected and rural residential property
and that the installation of a dry hydrant be offered a credit under the
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rating of residential property, provided the installation meets certain
standards and specifications.
A dry hydrant consists of a supply pipe connected to the hydrant and
to a nearby body of water for the purpose of allowing a pumper truck
to draft water directly from the water supply through the hydrant in
order to fight a residential fire. Although a dry hydrant does not
provide as much protection as a fire hydrant connected to a water
distribution system, the availability of a dry hydrant near residential
property affords fire protection. Currently, dry hydrants are not
recognized in Texas as an acceptable means of fire protection for
the purposes of reducing the cost of insurance in rural or unprotected
areas.
It was recommended that the Homeowners, Dwelling, Farm and
Ranch Owners and Farm and Ranch sections of the Texas Personal
Lines Manual be amended to provide an optional credit of up to
(10%) for the installation of an acceptable dry hydrant within 1000
feet of a residential risk which is located in an unprotected area. The
Advisory Committee reasoned that the credit for installation of a dry
hydrant would create an incentive for property owners to install dry
hydrants in fire-prone unprotected areas. By bolstering fire protection
in these unprotected areas, losses from wildfires could be reduced thus
allowing for a decrease in residential property insurance rates.
The Commissioner has jurisdiction of this matter pursuant to the
Insurance Code, Articles 5.101, 5.96, and 5.98.
Copies of the full text of the staff petition and the proposed Manual
rules are available for review in the Office of the Chief Clerk of
the Texas Department of Insurance, 333 Guadalupe Street, Austin,
Texas, 78714-9104. For further information or to request copies of
the petition and proposed amendments, please contact Angie Arizpe
at (512) 322-4147 (refer to reference Number P-1196-52-I).
Comments on the proposed changes must be submitted in writing
within 30 days after publication of the proposal in the Texas Register
to the Office of the Chief Clerk, P. O. Box 149104, MC 113-2A,
Austin, Texas 78714-9104. An additional copy of the comment
should be submitted to David Durden, Deputy Commissioner for
Property and Casualty Lines, P. O. Box 149104, MC 104-5A, Austin,
Texas 78714-9104.
This notification is made pursuant to the Insurance Code, Article 5.96,
which exempts action taken under this article from the requirements
of the Administrative Procedure Act (Government Code, Title 10,
chapter 2001).




Texas Department of Insurance
Filed: December 12, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
ADOPTED
ADOPTION OF NEW AND/OR ADJUSTED 1997 MODEL PRI-
VATE PASSENGER AUTOMOBILE PHYSICAL DAMAGE RAT-
ING SYMBOLS FOR THE TEXAS AUTOMOBILE RULES AND
RATING MANUAL
The Commissioner of Insurance, at a public hearing under Docket
Number 2264 held at 9:00 a.m., November 26, 1996, in Room
100 of the Texas Department of Insurance Building, 333 Guadalupe
Street in Austin, Texas, adopted amendments proposed by staff to
the Texas Automobile Rules and Rating Manual (the Manual). The
amendments consist of new and/or adjusted 1997 model Private
Passenger Automobile Physical Damage Rating Symbols and revised
identification information. Staff’s petition (Ref. Number A-0996-48-
I) was published in the October 25, 1996, issue of theTexas Register
(21 TexReg 10537).
The new and/or adjusted symbols for the Manual’s Symbols and Iden-
tification Section reflect data compiled on damageability, repairabil-
ity, and other relevant loss factors for the 1997 model year of the
listed vehicles.
The amendments as adopted by the Commissioner of Insurance are
shown in exhibits on file with the Chief Clerk under Ref. Number A-
0996-48-I, which are incorporated by reference into Commissioner’s
Order Number 96-1434
The Commissioner of Insurance has jurisdiction over this matter
pursuant to the Insurance Code, Articles 5.10, 5.96, 5.98, and 5.101.
This notification is made pursuant to the Insurance Code, Article
5.96, which exempts it from the requirements of the Government
Code, Chapter 2001 (Administrative Procedure Act).
Consistent with the Insurance Code, Article 5.96(h), the Department
will notify all insurers writing automobile insurance of this adoption
by letter summarizing the commissioner’s action.




Texas Department of Insurance
Filed: February 18, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
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TABLES &
 GRAPHICS
Graphic material from the emergency, proposed, and adopted sections is published separately in
this tables and graphics section. Graphic material is arranged in this section in the following
order: Title Number, Part Number, Chapter Number and Section Number.
Graphic material is indicated in the text of the emergency, proposed, and adopted rules by the fol-
lowing tag: the word “Figure” followed by the TAC citation, rule number, and the appropriate sub-
section, paragraph, subparagraph, and so on. Multiple graphics in a rule are designated as





Agencies with statewide jurisdiction must give at least seven days notice before an impending meeting.
Institutions of higher education or political subdivisions covering all or part of four or more counties
(regional agencies) must post notice at least 72 hours before a scheduled m eting time. Some notices may be
received too late to be published before the meeting is held, but all notices are published in the Texas
Register.
Emergency meetings and agendas. Any of the governmental entities listed above must have notice of an
emergency meeting, an emergency revision to an agenda, and the reason for such emergency posted for at
least two hours before the meeting is convened. All emergency meeting notices filed by governmental
agencies will be published.
Posting of open meeting notices. All notices are posted on the bulletin board at the main office of the
Secretary of State in lobby of the James Earl Rudder Building, 1019 Brazos, Austin. These notices may
contain a more detailed agenda than what is published in the Texas Register.
Meeting Accessibility. Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, an individual with a disability must have
an equal opportunity for effective communication and participation in public meetings. Upon request,
agencies must provide auxiliary aids and services, such as interpreters for the deaf and hearing impaired,
readers, large print or braille documents. In determining type of auxiliary aid or service, agencies must give
primary consideration to the individual's request. Those requesting auxiliary aids or services should notify the
contact person listed on the meeting summary several days prior to the meeting by mail, telephone, or
RELAY Texas (1-800-735-2989).
Texas Appraisers Licensing and Certification
Board
Friday, January 3, 1997, 1:00 p.m.




Call of order; discussion and possible action or adoption of recom-
mendations to the Texas Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board
concerning complaint files numbered: 96–012, 96–013, 96–018, 96–
020, 96–027, 97–004; and adjourn.
Contact: Renil C. Liner: P.O. Box 12188, Austin, Texas 78711–2188,
512/465–3950.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 2:51 p.m.
TRD-9618055
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, January 17, 1997, 8:00 a.m.




Call of order; informal conferences with respondents and/or com-
plainants concerning complaint files numbered: 96–020, 96–013, 96–
027, 96–021, 97–001, 95–008, and 96–028; and possible action or
adoption of recommendations to the Texas Appraiser Licensing and
Certification Board; and adjourn.
Contact: Renil C. Liner: P.O. Box 12188, Austin, Texas 78711–2188,
512/465–3950.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 2:51 p.m.
TRD-9618056
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Education Agency (TEA)
Tuesday, January 14, 1997, 9:30 a.m.





Call to Order; Approval of Minutes; Recommendations on Specific
District and Campus Waiver Requests; Recommendations on Pro-
posed Statewide Waivers; Review of Draft Annual Report to the
United States Department of Education on Ed-Flex; Discussion of
Assistance for Recipients of Programmatic Waivers; Status Report
on Ed-flex activities; Adjournment.
Contact: Madeleine Draeger Manigold, 1701 North Congress Avenue,
Austin, Texas, 512/463–9077.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 9:09 a.m.
TRD-9618117
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Human Services
Friday, December 20, 1996, 9:00 a.m.
701 West Fiftyfirst Street, Conference Room E-652
Austin
Texas Board of Human Services
AGENDA:
Board Work Session: No action is anticipated. 1. Status of the Texas
Integrated Enrollment System (TIES) initiative. 2. Implementation
of state and federal welfare reform legislation. 3. The Board’s
role in contract monitoring. 4. Texas Performance Review (TPR)
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recommendations affecting the agency. 5. Potential issues in the
1997 Legislative session.
Board Executive Session: Pending litigation — Texas Health Care
Association v. Terry Trimble, Interim Commissioner of the Texas
Department of Human Services; and David Herndon, Chairman of
the Board, Texas Department of Human Services, et. al. The Board
will reconvene in open session to take action, if necessary, resulting
from discussion in executive session.
Contact: Sherron Heinemann, P.O. Box 149030, Austin, Texas
78714–9030, 512/ 438–3765.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 3:44 p.m.
TRD-9618085
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Insurance
Friday, December 20, 1996, 9:00 a.m.




To consider whether disciplinary action should be taken against
JOHN E. HILL, Katy, Texas, who holds a Group I, Legal Reserve
Life Insurance Agent’s License and a Group II, Insurance Agent’s
License issued by the Texas Department of Insurance (continued from
November 18, 1996).
Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, 512/463–6328.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 4:44 p.m.
TRD-9618226
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, January 2, 1997, 9:00 a.m.




In the Matter of CASUALTY INDEMNITY COMPANY.
Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, 512/463–6328.
Filed: December 16, 1996, 9:42 a.m.
TRD-9618238
♦ ♦ ♦
Monday, January 6, 1997, 9:00 a.m.




In the Matter of Texas Department of Insurance vs. PROFES-
SIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY, LTD., PHYSI-
CIANS MALPRACTICE ANALYSTS and DOROTHY FUQUA
(continued from October 31, 1996).
Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, 512/463–6328.
Filed: December 16, 1996, 9:42 a.m.
TRD-9618239
♦ ♦ ♦
Monday, January 6, 1996, 9:00 a.m.




In the Matter of TICOR TITLE AGENCY OF SAN ANTONIO,
Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, 512/463–6328.
Filed: December 16, 1996, 9:43 a.m.
TRD-9618240
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, January 9, 1997, 9:00 a.m.




In the Matter of TERRY WAYNE ALBRACHT, ET. AL. (continued
from December 2, 1996).
Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, 512/463–6328.
Filed: December 16, 1996, 9:42 a.m.
TRD-9618241
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, January 10, 1997, 1:00 p.m.




To consider whether disciplinary action should be taken against
LONNIE RAY DORMAN, Lindsay, Oklahoma, who holds a Non-
Resident Group I, Legal Reserve Life Insurance Agent’s License
issued by the Texas Department of Insurance.
Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, 512/463–6328.
Filed: December 16, 1996, 9:42 a.m.
TRD-9618242
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, January 10, 1997, 2:00 p.m.
State Office of Administrative Hearings, 300 West 15th Street, Suite
502
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Austin
AGENDA:
To consider whether disciplinary action should be taken against
BRUCE ALLEN MIDDLETON, Houston, Texas, who holds a Group
I, Legal Reserve Life Insurance Agent’s License, Group II, Insurance
Agent’s License and a Health Maintenance Organization Agent’s
Licence issued by the Texas Department of Insurance.
Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, 512/463–6328.
Filed: December 16, 1996, 9:43 a.m.
TRD-9618243
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commis-
sion
Monday, January 6, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building B, Room 201A (TNRCC Complex), 12124 Park 35 Circle
Austin
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State Office
of Administrative Hearings on an application filed with the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission by RIDGE HARBOR
UTILITY COMPANY, INC. for an increase in water and sewer rates
effective October 25, 1996, for its service area located in Burnet
County, Texas. SOAH Docket Number 582–96–2218
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025, 512/475–3445.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 12:14 p.m.
TRD-9618044
♦ ♦ ♦
Wednesday, January 8, 1997, 9:30 a.m.




Notice of a hearing on a petition for denial of a permit issued
to SUE PELLEGRINO, Permit Number 13303–01. The permittee
is requesting to renew their discharge permit which authorizes a
discharge of treated wastewater effluent at a final volume not to
exceed an average flow of 65,000 gallons per day. The proposed
wastewater treatment facilities were to be located across the street
from Hooks Airport on the northeast corner of the intersection of
Boudreaux Road and Farm-to-Market Road 2920; approximately 200
feet west of Interstate Highway 45 and approximately 800 feet south
of Northville Road in Harris County, Texas.
Contact: Jim Bateman, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711–3087,
512/239–0600.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 9:11 a.m.
TRD-9618122
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, January 9, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Lorenzo De Zavala State Archives Building, 1201 Brazos, Room 202
Austin
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State Office of
Administrative Hearings on applications filed with the Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission by:
the CITY OF SAN MARCOS to amend its’ water Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity (CNN) Number 10298 to provide water
utility service in Caldwell and Hays Counties, Texas. The proposed
utility service area is located approximately two miles northeast of
downtown San Marcos, Texas and is generally bounded by the north
by the Blanco River and William Pettus Road, on the east by the San
Marcos Airport and Camp Gary, on the south by State Highway 80/
San Marcos River and on the west by a line between IH35 North and
the Blanco River and River Ridge Industrial Park; and
MAXWELL WATER SUPPLY CORPORATION to amend its water
CCN Number 10293 to provide water utility service in Caldwell and
Hays Counties, Texas. The proposed utility service is located in four
areas in Caldwell County and two areas in Hays County. The first
area in Caldwell County is approximately 6,446 acres, bounded on the
north by State Highway 142 and FM1984, on the southwest by State
Highway 80 and on the southeast by Caldwell County Road 107. The
second area in Caldwell County is approximately 964 acres, bounded
on the north by the Missouri Kansas Texas Railroad and Gary Job
Corps Center, on the east by FM 1984, on the southwest by State
Highway 80, and on the west by Caldwell County Road 266. The
third area in Caldwell County is approximately 248 acres, bounded
on the north by State Highway 80, on the east and south by the San
Marcos River and on the west by County Road 101; this area has
approximately 15 existing customers. The fourth area in Caldwell
County is on the east side of State Highway 21 adjacent to the San
Marcos Airport, approximately 4,000 feet southwest of the junction
of State Highway 21 and Caldwell County Road 238; this area has
two existing commercial connections. The first area in Hays County
is approximately 2,362 acres, bounded on the north by Loop 150, on
the west by State Highway 21, on the south by Hays County Road
159 and on the west by the City of Kyle Service Area boundary. The
second area in Hays County is approximately 290 acres, bounded on
the northeast by Hays County Road 160, on the southeast by State
Highway 21, on the southwest by the Quail Creek Country Club and
on the northwest by the Blanco River; this area has approximately
40 existing residential customers. The total area being requested
includes approximately 10,310 acres and 57 current customers.
The above applications have been designated as SOAH Docket
Number 582–96–2224.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025, 512/ 475–3445.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 10:29 a.m.
TRD-9618161
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, January 9, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building B, Room 201A (TNRCC Complex), 12124 Park 35 Circle
Austin
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AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State
Office of Administrative Hearings on an application filed with the
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission by JERRY W.
ROLLINS d/b/a H&S WATER SYSTEM for an increase in water
rates effective August 1, 1996, for service area located in Aransas,
County, Texas. SOAH Docket Number 582–96–2228
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025, 512/475–3445.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 12:34 p.m.
TRD-9618045
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, January 9, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building C, Room 131E (TNRCC Complex), 12124 Park 35 Circle
Austin
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State Office
of Administrative Hearings on an application filed with the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission by CHUCK BELL
WATER SYSTEM for an increase in water and sewer rates effective
November 1, 1996, for its service area located in Johnson County,
Texas. SOAH Docket Number 582–96–2227
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025, 512/475–3445.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 12:33 p.m.
TRD-9618046
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, January 10, 1997, 1:00 p.m.
Auditorium, Capitol Extension, 1400 Congress Avenue
Austin
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State Office
of Administrative Hearings on an application filed with the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission by:
The CITY OF PFLUGERVILLE to amend its water Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity (CNN) Number 11303 to expand the area
to which it provides water utility service in Travis County, Texas.
(TNRCC Number 96–1194–UCR); and
The CITY OF PFLUGERVILLE to amend its sewer CCN 20678 to
expand the service area to which it provides sewer utility service
in Travis County, Texas. The City of Pflugerville also proposed
decertification of a portion of CCN Number 20720 issued to Kelly
Lane Utility Company, Inc. (TNRCC Number 96–1195–UCR).
The proposed utility service area for the above applications consists
of the following: The Northeast Area is located approximately 2.5
miles northeast of downtown Pflugerville and is generally bounded by
a line parallel to and 7,500 feet east of Farm to Market 685 (FM685),
a line parallel to and 3,000 feet south of Kelly Lane, a line parallel
to and 5,000 feet north of Kelly Lane and a line parallel to and 1,500
feet west of FM 685. This area is partially in the City of Pflugerville
and includes 1,350 acres.
The North Area is located approximately one mile north of downtown
Pflugerville and is bounded on the north by Pflugerville Loop, on
the west by the Pflugerville city limits and on the east by Parkcrest
Subdivision. This area is in the City of Pflugerville and includes
approximately 30 acres.
The South Area is located approximately 1.5 miles south of down-
town Pflugerville and is bounded on the east by Dessau Road, on the
north by the Pflugerville city limits, a line parallel to and 3,000 feet
south of the city limits and a line parallel to and 2,500 feet west of
Dessau Road. This area includes Pflugerville Estates and Parco Es-
tates Subdivisions and contains approximately 215 acres. There are
no current customers in the three requested areas. The above applica-
tions have been designated as SOAH Docket Number 582–96–1387.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025, 512/475–3445.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 12:29 a.m.
TRD-9618162
♦ ♦ ♦
Wednesday, January 22, 1997, 10:00 a.m.




For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State Office
of Administrative Hearings on an application by Waste Management
of Texas, Inc., Proposed Municipal Solid Waste Permit Amendment
Number MSW1025–B, to authorize a vertical expansion within the
current permitted boundaries of their existing Type IV (Landfill)
municipal solid waste management facility. The facility covers about
408 acres of land and recieves about 4000 tons of municipal waste
per day for disposal or other processing. The facility is located about
2.25 miles East/Southeast of the interseciton of Interstate Highway
35E (IH35–E) and HIghway 121, in Denton County, Texas.
Contact: SOAH Docket Clerk, 300 West Fifteenth, Suite 502, Austin,
Texas 78701, 512/475–4993.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 3:01 p.m.
TRD-9618193
♦ ♦ ♦
Wednesday, January 22, 1997, 6:00 p.m.
Dwight Middle School, 2454 West Southcross
San Antonio
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State
Office of Administrative Hearings on an application filed with the
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission by KELLY AIR
FORCE BASE for Proposed Permit Number HW-50310 to authorize
the closure and post-closure care of an industrial and hazardous
waste facility and for Proposed Compliance Plan Number CP-
50310 to authorize ground-water monitoring and corrective action.
The proposed permit will authorize the closure and post-closure
care of four hazardous waste management (RCRA-regulated) units.
The proposed compliance plan will (1) authorize a ground-water
monitoring and corrective action program for the four RCRA-
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regulated units and for 56 Solid Waste Management Units (SWMUs)
and (2) require RCRA Facility Investigations (RFIs) for the known
SWMUs and any additional SWMUs discovered after issuance.
Wastes are generated on-site; however, no treatment, storage or
disposal activities are being authorized by the issuance of the permit
and compliance plan.
The facility is located at 2851 Air Base Group/CC, bounded to the
west by Lackland Air Force Base, to the south by S.W. Military Drive
and Leon Creek, to the east by Union Pacific Railroad So San Yard,
and to the north by Highway 90. The base occupies approximately
4,660 acres, approximately seven miles southwest of the City of San
Antonio, Bexar County, Texas.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025, 512/475–3445.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 10:30 a.m.
TRD-9618165
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, January 23, 1997, 10:00 a.m.




For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State
Office of Administrative Hearings on an application filed with the
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission by H&H WATER
SUPPLY CORPORATION for an increase in water rates for its
service area located in McLennan County, Texas. Ratepayers of
H&H Water Supply Corporation have filed a petition appealing the
rate increase. SOAH Docket Number 582–96–2241.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025, 512/475–3445.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 10:29 a.m.
TRD-9618163
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, January 30, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building B, Room 201A (TNRCC Complex), 12124 Park 35 Circle
Austin
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State Office
of Administrative Hearings on an application filed with the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission by: M.J. WOOTAN and
FAY MILLER d/b/a LIVE OAK HILLS WATER SYSTEM for a
change in water rates effective November 1, 1996, for its service
area located in Llano County, Texas: and
FLAG CREEK RANCH WATER SYSTEM for a change in water
rates effective November 1, 1996 for its service area located in Llano
County, Texas.
The above matters have been designated as SOAH Docket Number
582–96–2226.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025, 512/475–3445.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 10:30 a.m.
TRD-9618164
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Board of Private Investigators & Private
Security Agencies
Friday, December 20, 1996, 8:30 a.m.






II. Review of Staff Recommendation and Board Action on New
Licenses, Suspension Orders, Reinstatement Orders, Revocations,
Denials, Reprimands, Summary Suspensions, Summary Denials,
Requests for Waivers, Other Proposals for Decision, Requests for
Rehearings, Reconsiderations and Related Issues.
OLD BUSINESS
I. Approval of Minutes of August 22, 1996 Board Meeting
NEW BUSINESS (Continued)
III. Discussion and Possible Board Action on Proposed Board Rule
455.1
IV. Discussion and Possible Board Action on Proposed Board Rules
451.4 and 452.1
V. Discussion and Possible Board Action on Proposed Board Rule
423.4.
VI. Discussion and Possible Board Action on Proposed Board Rules
428.3 through 428.10
VII. Discussion and Possible Board Action on License Division
Personnel.
It should be noted that a lunch break will be taken at an appropriate
time.
Contact: Clema Sanders, 4930 South Congress Avenue, Suite C-305,
Austin, Texas 78745, 512/463–5545
Filed: December 11, 1996, 2:53 p.m.
TRD-9617993
♦ ♦ ♦
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Thursday, December 19, 1996, 9:00 a.m.
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin
AGENDA:
There will be an Open Meeting for discussion, consideration, and
possible action regarding: Secretary’s report; Docket numbers 16189,
16196, 16290, 16226, Approval of Interconnection Agreement Pur-
suant to FTA96 §252(e) and PURA95; Docket Numbers 16460,
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16485, and 16538; Project Number 14997, Scope of Competition
in Telecommunications Markets; Project Number 14929, Universal
Service Issues; Project Number 16251 — Entry of Southwestern Bell
into the In-Region InterLATA Telecommunications Market; Project
Number 15452 — Area Code Relief in Dallas and Houston NPAs
and Implementation Oversight; Federal Telecommunications Act of
1996, including but not limited to actions taken by the Federal Com-
munications Commission; Project Number 16606 — Rulemaking on
Disconnection of Local Telecommunications Service; Project Num-
ber 16665– Rulemaking on Refunds and Surcharges; Project Num-
ber 12771 — Rulemaking on Telecommunications Pricing; Project
Number 16133 — Rulemaking on IntraLATA Dialing Parity; Docket
Number 15840 — Regional Transmission Proceeding to Establish
Postage Stamp Rate Statewide Load Flow Pursuant to Public Util-
ity Commission Substantive Ruling §23.67; Dockets Number 15608,
15613,15628, 15631, 15634, 15638, 15639, 15640, 15641, 15642,
15643, 15644, 15645, 15679, 15724, 15762, 15763, 15764, 15767,
15768, 15769, 15808, 15812, 15842, 15843, 15844, 15846, 15892,
15893; Docket Number 16028, Complaint of Les Cook Service Elec-
tric Company against the City of Garland; Docket Number 15560–
Application of Texas-New Mexico Power Company for Approval
of Its Community Choice Transition Plan; Project Number 16552
— Rulemaking to Define Terms Used in the Purchase and Sale
of Electricity; Project Number 15013 — Quality of Service Rule
Public Participation Proposal; Project Number 15001 — Stranded
Costs or Excess Costs Over Market and Legislative Recommenda-
tion; Project Number 15002, Scope of Competition in the Electric
Industry in Texas and Legislative Recommendation; Project Number
14950, Rulemaking on Distribution of Excess Profits After Termina-
tion of OPED Trust Fund; Discussion of legislative matters; Project
assignments, correspondence, staff reports, audit, agency adminis-
trative procedures, budget, consumer affairs/protection/enforcement,
fiscal matters and personnel policy; Adjournment for closed session
to consider litigation and personnel matters; Reconvene for discus-
sion and decisions on matters considered in closed session.
Contact: Paula Mueller, 1701 North Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas
78701, 512/ 936–7145.
Filed: December 11, 1996, 2:56 p.m.
TRD-9617999
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, December 19, 1996, 9:00 a.m.
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin
REVISED AGENDA:
In addition to the previously submitted agenda, the Commission
will also hear Docket Number 15296–Inquiry of the Public Utility
Commission of Texas Under Section 2.0156 or PURA Relating
to Transmission Service provided by the Texas Municipal Power
Agency and the City of Bryan to the City of College Station (Motion
for Rehearing).
Contact: Paula Mueller, 1701 North Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas
78701, 512/ 936–7145.
Filed: December 11, 1996, 4:26 p.m.
TRD-9618010
♦ ♦ ♦
Monday, December 30, 1996, 9:00 a.m.
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin
REVISED AGENDA:
A Hearing on the Merits will be held by the State Office of
Administrative Hearings in Docket Number 16760 — Application
of Glovecom Communications for a Service Provider Certificate of
Operating Authority. Applicant will provide Dial tone, Installation,
ISP, Service and Repair. Applicant’s geographic area is LEC#153,
Rains and Hunt Company. Persons who wish to intervene or
otherwise participate in these proceedings should make appropriate
filings or comments to the Commission by December 27, 1996.
Contact: Paula Mueller, 1701 North Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas
78701, 512/ 936–7145.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 11:25 a.m.
TRD-9618042
♦ ♦ ♦
Monday, December 30, 1996, 9:00 a.m.
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin
AGENDA:
A Hearing on the Merits will be held by the State Office of
Administrative Hearings in Docket Number 16773 — Application
of DeLoach’s Home Entertainment Centers, Inc. d/b/a Rent City for
a Service Provider Certificate of Operating Authority. Applicant is
a reseller of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company’s airtime only.
Applicant will provide telephone airtime to customers services by
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company. This primary area is Dallas
and Tarrant County. Persons who wish to intervene or otherwise
participate in these proceedings should make appropriate fillings or
comments to the Commission by December 27, 1996.
Contact: Paula Mueller, 1701 North Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas
78701, 512/ 936–7145.
Filed: December 16, 1996, 9:44 a.m.
TRD-9618244
♦ ♦ ♦
Railroad Commission of Texas
Friday, December 20, 1996, 1:30 p.m.




The Commission will hold its monthly statewide hearing on oil and
gas to determine the lawful market demand for oil and gas and to
consider and/or take action on matters listed on the agenda posted
with the Secretary of State’s Office.
Contact: Kathy Way, P.O. Box 12967, Austin, Texas 78711, 512/463–
6729.
Filed: December 12, 1996 at 11:22 a.m.
TRD-9618039
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♦ ♦ ♦
Teacher Retirement System of Texas
Thursday, December 19, 1996, 8:30 a.m.
1000 Red River, Room 229E
Austin
Board of Trustees Audit Committee
AGENDA:
1. Approval of Minutes of September 26, 1996 Audit Committee
Meeting
2. Quarterly Report of Internal Audit Department- Henry
3. Review of TRST Subsidiary Corporation Audits- Earl Maxwell-
Maxwell, Locke & Ritter. P.C.
4. Overview of 1996 Financial Audit — Bill Wood, State Auditor’s
Office
5. Review of Legal Department Operations- Baker
6. Review of Internal Audit Report for Fiscal Year 1995–1996–Henry
7. Review of Unaudited Financial Report for Fiscal Year 1996–Jung
8. Consideration of Internal Audit Charter-Williamson
For ADA assistance, contact John R. Mercer, 512/397–6444 or 800/
841–4497 at least two days prior to the meeting.
Contact: John R. Mercer, 1000 Red River, Austin, Texas 78701–
2698, 512/397–6400.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 8:47 a.m.
TRD-9618020
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, December 19, 1996, 10:00 a.m.
1000 Red River, Room 514E
Austin
Board of Trustees Policy Committee
AGENDA:
1. Approval of Minutes of November 21, 1996 Meeting
2. Consideration of Proposed Changes to Securities Lending Policy
3. Consideration of Annual Policy Plan
For ADA assistance, contact John R. Mercer, 512/397–6444 or 800/
841–4497 at least two days prior to the meeting.
Contact: John R. Mercer, 1000 Red River, Austin, Texas 78701–
2698, 512/397–6400.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 8:47 a.m.
TRD-9618019
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, December 19, 1996, 1:00 p.m.
1000 Red River, Fifth Floor Board Room
Austin
Board of Trustees Investment Committee
AGENDA:
1. Approval of Minutes of September 26, 1996 Meeting
2. Discussion of Investment Activities — Mr. Cooper
3. Review of Insurance Fund Portfolio- Mr. Martina
4. Consideration of Approved Universe of Countries for International
Bond Investing- Mr. Martina
5. Consideration of Retention or Sale of Stocks Purchased under SEC
Regulation 144(a) and other Securities not Currently Eligible under
Investment Policy — Mr. Cooper
6. Consideration of Additions to the Equity Approved Universe
7. Consideration of Recommended Allocation of Cash Flow for
Current Quarter- Mr. Cooper a) Cash Flow Analysis; b) Staff
Recommendation for Cash Flow
8. Review of Investments — Staff — a) Total Portfolio; b) Fixed
Income Portfolio; c) Equity Portfolio; d) Real Estate Portfolio; e)
Alternative Assets Portfolio
9. Annual Review of Compliance with Investment Policy- Mr.
Record, Wellington Management
10. Review of Portfolio Performance- Mr. Record- Wellington
Management
11. Review of Investment Outlook and Market Conditions- Mr.
Record-Wellington Management
For ADA assistance, contact John R. Mercer, 512/397–6444 or 800–
841–4497 at least two days prior to the meeting.
Contact: John R. Mercer, 1000 Red River, Austin, Texas 78701–
2698, 512/397–6400.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 8:47 a.m.
TRD-9618021
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, December 20, 1996, 8:00 a.m.
1000 Red River, Room 514E
Austin
Board of Trustees Real Estate Committee
AGENDA:
1. Approval of Minutes of November 22, 1996 Meeting
2. Consideration of Proposed Sale of Assets of TRST Capitol, Inc.
3. Report on Advisor Performance Evaluation
4. Update on Engagement of Real Estate Strategic Consultant
5. Update on Mortgage Risk Rating
For ADA assistance, contact John R. Mercer, 512/397–6444 or 800–
841–4497 at least two days prior to the meeting.
Contact: John R. Mercer, 1000 Red River, Austin, Texas 78701–
2698, 512/397–6400.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 3:48 p.m.
TRD-9618100
♦ ♦ ♦
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Friday, December 20, 1996, 8:00 a.m.
1000 Red River, Room 229E
Austin
Board of Trustees Benefits Committee
AGENDA:
1. Approval of Minutes of November 21, 1996 Meeting
2. Consideration of Recommendation for Awarding Contract on the
Benefits Reengineering Project- Mr. Whittenburg
For ADA assistance, contact John R. Mercer, 512/397–6444 or 800–
841–4497 at least two days prior to the meeting.
Contact: John R. Mercer, 1000 Red River, Austin, Texas 78701–
2698, 512/397–6400.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 3:48 p.m.
TRD-9618101
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, December 20, 1996, 9:00 a.m.




1. Roll Call of Board Members
2. Public Comments
3. Approval of Minutes of November 22, 1996 Meeting.
4. Consideration of Board Member’s Absence from October 25, 1996
and November 22, 1996 Meetings.
5. Announcement of Dates for 1997 Board Meetings — Mr. Steinhart
6. Report of Policy Committee — Dr. Stream
7. Report of Real Estate Committee — Dr. Youngblood
8. Report of Audit Committee and Consideration of Audit Charter
— Dr. Williamson
9. Report of Investments Committee — Mr. Steinhart
10. Review of Investment Performance — Mr. Cooper
11. Report on Progress in Implementation of PAM —Mr. Jung
12. Report of Benefits Committee and Consideration of Proposals on
Member Enrollment and Reporting Improvement and Transformation
Project — Mr. Whittenburg
13. Report of Benefits Division — Mrs. Koontz
14. Review of TRS Actuarial Valuation as of August 31, 1996 —
Mr. Carter.
15. Review of Trustee Qualifications and Responsibilities — Mr.
Dunlap
16. Annual Performance Evaluation of the Executive Director
17. Report of Executive Director — Mr. Dunlap
18. Comments by Board Members
19. Report of General Counsel on Litigation — Mr. Baker
20. Discussions of Duties, Qualifications, and Employment of Chief
Investment Officer to include possible Discussions with Potential
Candidates
For ADA assistance, contact John R. Mercer, 512/397–6444 or 800–
841–4497 at least two days prior to the meeting.
Contact: John R. Mercer, 1000 Red River, Austin, Texas 78701–
2698, 512/397–6400.
Filed: December 12, 1996, 3:48 p.m.
TRD-9618102
♦ ♦ ♦
The Texas State University System
Wednesday, December 18, 1996, 8:30 a.m.
Speaker Phone, available in Conference Room, Texas State Univer-




Review of matters of the Board, the System Administrative Office and
the Universities in the System including: purchasing a system-wide
Real and Personal Property and Boiler-Machinery insurance coverage
policy. (Where appropriate and permitted by law, Executive Sessions
may be held for the above listed subjects.)
Contact: Lamar Urbanovsky, 333 Guadalupe, Tower III, Suite 810,
Austin, Texas 78701, 512/463–1808.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 4:36 p.m.
TRD-9618224
♦ ♦ ♦
The Texas A&M University System
Wednesday, December 18, 1996, 10:00 a.m.




The purpose of the meeting is to review the Legislative Program and
Issues as they Relate to The Texas A&M University System for the
75th Texas Legislative Session; and take any action the Committee
deems necessary and appropriate.
Contact: Vicki Running, The Texas A&M University System, College
Station, Texas 77843, 409/845–9600.
Filed: December 13, 1996, 12:36 p.m.
TRD-9618180
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Title Insurance Guaranty Association
Monday, December 23, 1996, 12:00 p.m.
301 Congress Avenue, Suite 800




I. Call Meeting to Order for the sole purpose of voting on the request
of Chairman Alex Halff to change the time of the Regular scheduled
meeting of the Association from January 14, 1997 to January 15,
1997.
II. Adjourn
Contact: Burnie Burner, 301 Congress Avenue, Suite 800, Austin,
Texas 78701, 512/474–1587.
Filed: December 11, 1996, 4:23 p.m.
TRD-9618009
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Transportation
Thursday, December 19, 1996, 9:00 a.m.




Approve Minutes. Public Hearing concerning Unified Transportation
Program selection process. Awards/Recognition/Resolutions. Report
from City of Marshall regarding Amtrak routes. Rulemaking: 43
Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 1,9, and 21. Toll Road Project
(Report on Camino Columbia-Webb County). Programs. Transporta-
tion Planning. Transfer of Land-Travis County. Contract Awards/
Rejections/Defaults/Assignments/Claims. Contested Cases. Routine
Minute Orders. Executive Session for legal counsel consultation, land
acquisition matters, and management personnel evaluations, designa-
tion, assignments and duties. Open comment period.
Contact: Diane Northam, 125 East Eleventh Street, Austin, Texas
78701, 512/463–8630.




Thursday, December 19, 1996, 4:00 p.m.




Roll call of Committee Members.
Recognition of other Directors and guests present.
1. Executive Session — pursuant to Chapter 551, Subchapter D,
Texas Government Code: (a) Subsection 551.071(1), advice from
counsel about pending or contemplated litigation and/or settlement of-
fers related to the Dallas North Tollway System; (b) Sections 551.071,
551.072, and 551.073, deliberations concerning real property value,
purchase, exchange, lease, gift, donation, and/or negotiated settlement
included in Right-of-Way Appraisal/Offer/Purchase List Number 70
and advice from counsel concerning negotiations/settlements/offers
related to the Dallas North Tollway System, the 183A Turnpike, or
the Southwest Parkway.
2. Consider acceptance of ROW Appraisal/Offer/Purchase List
Number 70 related to the Dallas North Tollway System, the 183A
Turnpike and the Southwest Parkway.
Contact: Jimmie G. Newton, 3015 Raleigh Street, Dallas, Texas
75219, 214/522–6200.
Filed: December 11, 1996, 2:55 p.m.
TRD-9617996
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, December 19, 1996, 4:15 p.m.




Roll call of Committee Members.
Recognition of other Directors and guests present.
1. Consider award of engineering design and service contracts and
supplemental agreements for the Dallas North Tollway System, the
183A Turnpike, and the Southwest Parkway.
2. Consider approval of interlocal/interagency agreements involving
engineering, procurement and construction matters related to the
Dallas North Tollway System, the 183A Turnpike, the Southwest
Parkway, the Trinity Parkway, and the SH 130 route turnpike.
Contact: Jimmie G. Newton, 3015 Raleigh Street, Dallas, Texas
75219, 214/522–6200.
Filed: December 11, 1996, 2:55 p.m.
TRD-9617997
♦ ♦ ♦
University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Cen-
ter
Tuesday, December 17, 1996, 9:00 a.m.
1515 Holcombe Boulevard, Room B8.4344
Houston
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
AGENDA:
Review of Protocol for Animal Care and Use and Modifications
thereof.
Contact: Anthony Mastromarino, Ph.D. Box 101, Houston, Texas
77030, 713/792–3220.




Meetings filed December 9, 1996:
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Upper Leon River Municipal Water District, Board of Directors,
Second Revised Agenda, met at ZJ’s Steakhouse, 109 South Kent,
Gorman, December 12, 1996 at 6:30 p.m. Information may be
obtained from Gary Lacy, P.O. Box 67, Comanche, Texas 76442,
817/879–2258. TRD-9617852.
Meetings filed December 11, 1996:
Cash Water Supply Corporation, Board of Directors, met at Corpo-
ration Office, FM 1564 at Highway 34, Greenville, December 16,
1996, at 7:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Eddy W.
Daniel, P.O. Box 8129, Greenville, Texas 75404–8129, 903/ 883–
2695. TRD-9618015.
Central Counties Center for MHMR Services, Board of Trustees, met
at 304 South Twentysecond Street, Temple, December 19, 1996 at
7:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Eldon Tietje, Executive
Director, 304 South 22nd Street, Temple, Texas 76501, 817/ 778–
4841.TRD-9618001.
Lower Neches Valley Authority, Board of Director, met at 7850
Eastex Freeway, Beaumont, on December 17, 1996 at 10:30 a.m.
Information may be obtained from A.T. Hebert, P.O. Drawer 3464,
Beaumont, Texas, 77704, 409/892–4011. TRD-9617998.
Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council, Board of Directors,
met at Harlingen Chamber of Commerce, 311 East Tyler, Harlingen,
December 19, 1996 at 1:30 p.m. Information may be obtained
from Kenneth N. Jones or Anna Hernandez, 311 North 15th Street,
McAllen, Texas 78504, 210/682–3481, TRD-9617992.
Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council, Hidalgo County
Metropolitan Planning Organization, met at TxDOT District Office,
600 West Expressway, U.S. Highway 83, Pharr, December 19, 1996
at 7:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Edward L. Molitor,
311 North 15th Street, McAllen, Texas 78504, 210/682–3481, TRD-
9618002.
Rockwall County Central Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met
at 106 North San Jacinto, Rockwall, December 17, 1996 at 7:30 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Ray E. Helm, 106 North San
Jacinto, Rockwall, Texas 75087, 972 /771–2034, TRD- 9717995.
Rusk County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 107
North Van Buren, Henderson, December 17, 1996 at 10:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Melvin R. Cooper, P.O. Box 7,
Henderson, Texas 75653–0007, 903/ 657–9697. TRD-9617994.
Meetings Filed December 12, 1996:
Austin Travis County MHMR Center, Executive Committee, met
at 1430 Collier Street, ED Conference Room, Emergency revised
agenda, December 12, 1996 at 5:00 p.m. Information may be
obtained from Sharon Taylor,P.O. Box 3548, Austin, Texas 78764–
3548, 512/447–4141. TRD-9618050.
Austin Travis County MHMR Center, Board of Trustees, met at 1430
Collier Street, Board Room, in Emergency session, December 12,
1996 at 5:15 p.m. Information may be obtained from Sharon Taylor,
P.O. Box 3548, Austin, Texas 78764–3548, 512/447–4141. TRD-
9618049.
Bandera County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, met
at 1116 Main Street, Bandera, December 18, 1996 at 10:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from P.H. Coates, P.O. Box 1119,
Bandera, Texas 78003, 210/ 796–3039. TRD-9618040.
Central Texas MHMR, Board of Trustees, met at 408 Mulberry Drive,
Brownwood, December 16, 1996 at 5:00 p.m. Information may
be obtained from Saul Pullman, P.O. Box 250, Brownwood, Texas
76804, 915/646–9574, extension 102. TRD-9618104.
Comal Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 178 East Mill
Street, #101, New Braunfels, December 16, 1996 at 5:30 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Lynn E. Rodgers, P.O. Box
311222, New Braunfels, Texas 78131–1222; 210/625–8597. TRD-
9618110.
Education Service Center, Region 12, Board of Directors, will meet
at 2101 West Loop 340, Waco, December 20, 1996 at 10:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Harry J. Beavers or Vivian L.
McCoy, P.O. Box 23409, Waco, Texas 76702–3409, 817/666–0707.
TRD-9618109.
Education Service Center, Region 14, Board of Directors, met at 1850
Highway 351, Abilene, December 19, 1996 at 5:30 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Taressa Huey, 1850 Highway 351, Abilene,
Texas 79601, 915/ 675–8608. TRD-9618071.
Education Service Center, Region 20, Board of Directors, met at
1314 Hines Avenue, San Antonio, December 18, 1996, at 2:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Dr. Judy M. Castleberry, 1314
Hines Avenue, San Antonio, Texas 78208–1899, 210/ 299–2471.
TRD-9618099.
Gonzales County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 928 St
Paul Street, Gonzales, December 18, 1996 at 6:00 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Connie Barfield or Glenda Strackbein, 928 St.
Paul, Gonzales, Texas 78629, 210/ 672–2879, TRD-9618108.
Hamilton County Appraisal District, Board, met at 119 East Henry,
Hamilton, December 19, 1996 at 7:00 p.m. Information may be
obtained from Doyle Roberts, 119 East Henry, Hamilton, Texas
76531, 817/386–8945. TRD-9618041.
Hays County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 21001
North IH35, Kyle, December 17, 1996 at 3:30 p.m. Information may
be obtained from Lynnell Sedlar, 21001 North IH35, Kyle, Texas
78640, 512/ 268–2522. TRD-9618038.
Hays County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, met
at 21001 North IH35, Kyle, December 18, 1996 at 9:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Lynnell Sedlar, 21001 North IH35,
Kyle, Texas 78640, 512/ 268–2522. TRD-9618016.
Lampasas County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at
109 East 5th Street, Lampasas, December 19, 1996 at 7:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Katrina Perry, P.O. Box 175,
Lampasas, Texas 76550, 512/556–8058. TRD-9618052.
Limestone County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at
200 West State Street, Groesbeck, December 17, 1996, 1:30 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Karen Wietzikoski, P.O. Drawer
831, Groesbeck, Texas 76642, 817/ 729–3009, TRD-9618018.
Lubbock Regional MHMR Center, Board of Trustees, Program
Committee, met at 1602 Tenth Street, Board Room, Lubbock, at
December 19, 1996 at 10:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from
Gene Menefee, P.O. Box 2828, Lubbock, Texas 79408, 806/766–
0202. TRD-9618036.
Lubbock Regional MHMR Center, Board of Trustees, Resource
Committee, met at 1602 Tenth Street, Conference Room, Lubbock,
at December 19, 1996 at 11:00 a.m. Information may be obtained
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from Gene Menefee, P.O. Box 2828, Lubbock, Texas 79408, 806/
766–0202. TRD-9618037.
Lubbock Regional MHMR Center, Board of Trustees, met at 1602
Tenth Street, Board Room, Lubbock, at December 19, 1996 at 12:00
noon. Information may be obtained from Gene Menefee, P.O. Box
2828, Lubbock, Texas 79408, 806/766–0202. TRD-9618035.
San Antonio River Authority, Board of Directors, met at 100 East
Guenther Street, Boardroom, San Antonio, December 18, 1996 at
2:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Fred N. Pfeiffer, P.O.
Box 830027, San Antonio, Texas 78283–0027, 210/227–1373. TRD-
9618034.
Sharon Water Supply Corporation, Board of Directors, met at the
Office of Sharon Water Supply, Corporation, Route 5, Winnsboro,
December 16, 1996 at 7:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from
Gerald Brewer, Route 5, Box 50361, Winnsboro, Texas 75494, 903/
342–3525. TRD-9618064.
Tarrant Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 2301 Gravel
Road, Fort Worth, December 20, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information
may be obtained from Mary McCoy, 2315 Gravel Road, Fort Worth,
Texas 76118, 817/284–0024. TRD-9618103.
Texas Panhandle Mental Health Authority, Board of Trustees, met
at 7201 I–40 West, Second Floor, Amarillo, December 19, 1996
at 10:30 a.m. Information may be obtained from Shirley Hollis,
P.O. Box 3250, Amarillo, Texas 79116–3250; 806/353–3699. TRD-
9618017.
Wood County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 210 Clark
Street, Quitman, December 19, 1996 at 1:30 p.m. Information may
be obtained from W.Carson Wages or Lou Brooke, P.O. Box 518,
Quitman, Texas, 75783–0518, 903/ 763–4891, TRD-9618051.
Meetings filed December 13, 1996:
Atascosa County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, met at
4th Street and Avenue J, Poteet, December 18, 1996 at 9:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Curtis Stewart, P.O. Box 139,
Poteet, Texas 78056, 210/742–3591. TRD-9618188.
Austin Transportation Study, US290/Loop 1 Task Force, met at
Covington Middle School Auditorium, 3700 Convict Hill, Austin,
December 18, 1996 at 6:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from
Michael R. Aulick, 301 West Second Street, Austin, Texas 78701,
512/499–2275. TRD-9618192.
Bandera County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, met at
1116 Main Street, Bandera, December 18, 1996 at 10:00 a.m. Infor-
mation may be obtained from P.H. Coates, P.O. Box 1119, Bandera,
Texas 78003, 210/796–3039. TRD-9618214.
Bastrop Central Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, met
at 1200 Cedar Street, Bastrop, December 17, 1996 at 8:30 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Dana Ripley, 1200 Cedar Street,
Bastrop, Texas 78602, 512/303–3536. TRD-9618120.
Bastrop Central Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 1200
Cedar Street, Bastrop, December 18, 1996 at 7:30 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Dana Ripley, 1200 Cedar Street, Bastrop,
Texas 78602, 512/303–3536. TRD-9618121.
Carson County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 102
Main Street, Panhandle, December 19, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information
may be obtained from Donita Herber, Box 970, Panhandle, Texas
79068, 806/537–3569. TRD-9618184
Clear Creek Watershed Flood Control District, Board, met at 3519
Liberty Drive, Pearland, December 18, 1996 at 5:00 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Jeffrey Brennan, 3519 Liberty Drive, Pearland,
Texas, 77546, 713/485–8051. TRD-9618225.
Community Action Committee of Victoria, Texas, Board of Directors,
met at 1501 North DeLeon, Suite A, Victoria, December 19, 1996
at 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Vicki Smith, 1501
North DeLeon, Suite A, Victoria, Texas 77902–2142. TRD-9618195.
Dallas Area Rapid Transit, Committee of the Whole/Special Board
Meeting, met at 1401 Pacific Avenue, Board Room, First Floor,
Dallas, December 16, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained
from Paula J. Bailey, DART, P.O. Box 660163, Dallas, Texas 75266–
0163, 214/749–3256. TRD-9618134.
Dallas Area Rapid Transit, Legislative Ad-Hoc Committee, met at
1401 Pacific Avenue, Conference Room “B”, First Floor, Dallas,
December 17, 1996 at 4:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from
Paula J. Bailey, DART, P.O. Box 660163, Dallas, Texas 75266–0163,
214/749–3256. TRD-9618135.
East Texas Council of Governments, Private Industry Council, met
at 1306 Houston Street, Kilgore, December 19, 1996 at 10:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Glynn Knight, 3800 Stone Road,
Kilgore, Texas 75662, 903/ 984–8641. TRD-9618158.
Education Service Center, Region One, Board, met at 1800 South
Second Street, McAllen, December 17, 1996 at 7:00 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Dr. Roberto Zamora, 1900 West Schunior,
Edinburg, Texas 78539, 210/318–5611. TRD-9618208.
Education Service Center, Region 10, Board of Directors, will meet
at 400 East Spring Valley Road, Richardson, December 20, 1996 at
9:30 a.m. Information may be obtained from Joe Farmer, 400 East
Spring Valley Road, Richardson, Texas 75081, 972/231–6301. TRD-
9618213.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Ad Hoc Critical Period Management
Committee, met at 1615 North St. Marys Street, San Antonio,
December 16, 1996 at 3:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from
Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas
78212, (210) 222–2204. TRD-9618133.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Permit Committee, met at 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, December 16, 1996 at 4:30 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204. TRD-
9618127.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Administrative Committee, met at 1615
North St. Marys Street, San Antonio, December 17, 1996 at 4:00
p.m. Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615
North St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204.
TRD-9618131.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Finance Committee, met at 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, December 18, 1996 at 4:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204. TRD-
9618128.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Special Board, met at 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, December 19, 1996 at 3:00 p.m.
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Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204. TRD-
9618124.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Legal Committee, met at 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, December 19, 1996 at 3:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204. TRD-
9618130.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Special Board, met at 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, December 19, 1996 at 6:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204. TRD-
9618129.
Golden Crescent Private Industry Council, Oversight Committee, met
at 2401 Houston Highway, Victoria, December 16, 1996 at 6:30 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sandy Heiermann, 2401 Houston
Highway, Victoria, Texas 77901, 512/576–5872. TRD-9618197.
Golden Crescent Private Industry Council, Executive Committee, met
at 2401 Houston Highway, Victoria, December 18, 1996 at 6:30 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sandy Heiermann, 2401 Houston
Highway, Victoria, Texas 77901, 512/576–5872. TRD-9618196.
Gray County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 815 North
Sumner, Pampa, December 17, 1996 at 7:30 a.m. Information may
be obtained from Jennifer Read, P.O. Box 836, Pampa, Texas 79066–
0836, 806/665–0791.TRD-9618175.
Harris County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, will meet
at 2800 North Loop West, 8th Floor, Houston, December 20, 1996 at
9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Susan Jordan, 2800
North Loop West, Houston, Texas 77092, 713/957–5210. TRD-
9618179.
Jasper County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 137
North Main Street, Jasper, December 19, 1996 at 12:00 noon.
Information may be obtained from David W. Luther, 137 North Main,
Jasper, Texas 75951, 409/394–2544. TRD- 9618136.
Johnson County Rural Water Supply Corporation, Board, met at the
Office, 2849 Highway 171 South, Cleburne, December 16, 1996 at
11:30 p.m. Information may be obtained from Peggy Johnson, P.O.
Box 509, Cleburne, Texas 76033, 817/645–6646. TRD-9618178.
Johnson County Rural Water Supply Corporation, Board, met at the
Office, 2849 Highway 171 South, Cleburne, December 16, 1996 at
12:30 p.m. Information may be obtained from Peggy Johnson, P.O.
Box 509, Cleburne, Texas 76033, 817/645–6646. TRD-9618177.
Johnson County Rural Water Supply Corporation, Nominating Com-
mittee, met at the Office, 2849 Highway 171 South, Cleburne, De-
cember 17, 1996 at 5:15 p.m. Information may be obtained from
Peggy Johnson, P.O. Box 509, Cleburne, Texas 76033, 817/645–
6646. TRD-9618182.
Johnson County Rural Water Supply Corporation, Public Relations
Committee, met at the Office, 2849 Highway 171 South, Cleburne,
December 17, 1996 at 5:30 p.m. Information may be obtained from
Peggy Johnson, P.O. Box 509, Cleburne, Texas 76033, 817/645–
6646. TRD-9618183.
Johnson County Rural Water Supply Corporation, Board, met at the
Office, 2849 Highway 171 South, Cleburne, December 17, 1996 at
6:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Peggy Johnson, P.O.
Box 509, Cleburne, Texas 76033, 817/645–6646. TRD-9618176.
Lamb County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, will meet at 331
Littlefield Drive, Littlefield, January 2, 1997 at 6:00 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Vaughn E. McKee, P.O. Box 950, Littlefield,
Texas 79339–0950, 806/385–6474. TRD-9618118.
Lamb County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, will meet
at 331 Littlefield Drive, Littlefield, January 9, 1997 at 8:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Vaughn E. McKee, P.O. Box 950,
Littlefield, Texas 79339–0950, 806/385–6474. TRD-9618119.
Lower Colorado River Authority, Emerging Issues Committee, met
at 1405 Willow Street, Riverside Conference Center, Texas Building,
Bastrop, December 18, 1996, reconvening, if necessary, December
18, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Glen E.
Taylor, P.O. Box 220, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard, Austin, Texas
78767, 512/473–3304. TRD-9618168.
Lower Colorado River Authority, Board of Directors, met at 1405
Willow Street, Riverside Conference Center, Texas Building, Bas-
trop, December 18, 1996, reconvening December 19, 1996 at 9:00
a.m. Information may be obtained from Glen E. Taylor, P.O. Box
220, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard, Austin, Texas 78767, 512/473–
3304. TRD-9618167.
Lower Colorado River Authority, Planning and Public Policy Com-
mittee, met at 1405 Willow Street, Riverside Conference Center,
Texas Building, Bastrop, December 18, 1996, reconvening Decem-
ber 19, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Glen E.
Taylor, P.O. Box 220, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard, Austin, Texas
78767, 512/473–3304. TRD-9618169.
Lower Colorado River Authority, Energy Operations Committee, met
at 1405 Willow Street, Riverside Conference Center, Texas Building,
Bastrop, December 18, 1996, reconvening if necessary, December 19,
1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Glen E. Taylor,
P.O. Box 220, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard, Austin, Texas 78767,
512/473–3304. TRD-9618170.
Lower Colorado River Authority, Land and Water Operations Com-
mittee, met at 1405 Willow Street, Riverside Conference Center,
Texas Building, Bastrop, December 18, 1996, reconvening Decem-
ber 19, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Glen E.
Taylor, P.O. Box 220, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard, Austin, Texas
78767, 512/473–3304. TRD-9618171.
Lower Colorado River Authority,Regional Development Committee,
met at 1405 Willow Street, Riverside Conference Center, Texas
Building, Bastrop, December 18, 1996, reconvening, if necessary,
December 19, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from
Glen E. Taylor, P.O. Box 220, 3701Lake Austin Boulevard, Austin,
Texas 78767, 512/473–3304. TRD-9618172.
Lower Colorado River Authority, Finance and Administration Com-
mittee, met at 1405 Willow Street, Riverside Conference Center,
Texas Building, Bastrop, December 18, 1996, reconvening Decem-
ber 19, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Glen
E. Taylor, P.O. Box 220, 3701Lake Austin Boulevard, Austin, Texas
78767, 512/473–3304. TRD-9618173.
Lower Colorado River Authority, Audit Committee, met at 1405 Wil-
low Street, Riverside Conference Center, Texas Building, Bastrop,
December 18, 1996, reconvening December 19, 1996 at 9:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Glen E. Taylor, P.O. Box 220,
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3701Lake Austin Boulevard, Austin, Texas 78767, 512/473–3304.
TRD-9618174.
Lower Rio Grande Valley Technical Preparatory Associate Degree
Consortium, Board of Directors, met at Best Western Palm Aire
Motel, 415 South International Boulevard, Weslaco, December 18,
1996 at noon. Information may be obtained from Mrs. Pat Bubb,
TSTC Conference Center, Tech. Prep. of the Rio Grande Valley,
Inc., Harlingen, Texas 78559–03697; 210/425–0729. TRD-9618203.
Middle Rio Grande Development Council, Executive Committee
Meeting via Telephone Conference, met at Central Office, 307 West
Nopal Street, Carrizo Springs, December 13, 1996 at 10:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Leodoro Martinez, P.O. Box 1199,
Carrizo Springs, Texas 78834, 210/876–3533. TRD-9618123.
Middle Rio Grande Development Council, Board of Directors, met at
Holiday Inn, Sage Room 920 East Main, Uvalde, December 18, 1996
at 1:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Leodoro Martinez,
P.O. Box 1199, Carrizo Springs, Texas 78834, 210/876–3533. TRD-
9618190
Middle Rio Grande Development Council, Texas Review and Com-
ment System Committee met at Holiday Inn, Sage Room, 920 East
Main, Uvalde, December 18, 1996 at 3:00 p.m. Information may be
obtained from Paul Edwards, 209 North Getty Street, Uvalde, Texas
78801, 210/278–4151. TRD-9618231.
Panhandle Ground Water Conservation District Number 3, Board
of Directors Public Meeting, met at District Office, 300 South
Omohundro Street, White Deer, December 17, 1996 at 7:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from C.E.Williams, Box 637, White
Deer, Texas 79097, 806 ?883–2501. TRD- 9618137.
South Texas Workforce Development Board, met at Zapata County
Public Library, 901 Kennedy Street, Zapata, December 19, 1996 at
4:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Mrs. Myrna V. Herbst,
P.O. Box 1757, Laredo, Texas 78044, 210/722–0546. TRD-9618191.
Swisher County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at
130 North Armstrong, Tulia, December 18, 1996 at 11:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Rose Lee Powell, P.O. Box 8,
Tulia, Texas 79088, (806) 995–4118. TRD-9618189.
West Central Texas Council of Governments School to Work
Partnership, Partnership Committee, met at Career Stop, 809 North
Judge Ely, Abilene, December 18, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. Information
may be obtained from Dennis Gloyna, 809 North Judge Ely, Abilene,
Texas 79601, (915) 675–5214. TRD-9618204.
West Central Texas Council of Governments, Workforce Develop-
ment Board, met at 1025 East North Tenth Street, Abilene, Decem-
ber 18, 1996, at 10:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Mary
Ross, 1025 E.N. Tenth Street, Abilene, Texas 79601, 915/672–8544.
TRD-9618187.
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IN ADDITION
The Texas Register is required by statute to publish certain documents, including applications to purchase
control of state banks, notices of rate ceilings, changes in terest rate and applications to install remote
service units, and consultant proposal requests and awards.
To aid agencies in communicating information quickly and effectively, other information of general interest to
the public is published as space allows.
Office of the Attorney General
Notice Regarding Private Property Rights Preservation Act
(SB 14) Guidelines
In 1995 the Legislature enacted Senate Bill 14, the Private Real
Property Rights Preservation Act. As required by that Act, the Office
of the Attorney General prepared Guidelines to assist governmental
entities in identifying and evaluating those governmental actions that
might result in a taking of private real property. Those Guidelines
were published in the January 12, 1996, issue of theTexas Register
(21 TexReg 387). The Act also requires the Attorney General to
review the Guidelines at least annually and revise them as necessary.
To assist this agency in its review process and its efforts to fully
comply with the Legislature’s directive, the Office of the Attorney
General invites comments or suggestions concerning the Guidelines.
Please submit all responses by January 20, 1997, to:
Karen W. Kornell, Assistant Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General, Natural Resources Division, P.O. Box 12548, Austin, Texas
78711-2548.




Office of the Attorney General
Filed: December 11, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Clean Air Act Enforcement Settlement Notice
Notice is hereby given by the State of Texas of the following proposed
resolution of an environmental enforcement lawsuit under the Texas
Clean Air Act. Section 382.096 of the Texas Health & Safety Code
provides that before the State may settle a judicial enforcement action
under the Clean Air Act, the State shall permit the public to comment
in writing on the proposed judgment. The Attorney General will
consider any written comment in writing on the proposed judgment.
The Attorney General will consider any written comments and may
withdraw or withhold consent to the proposed agreed judgment if
the comments disclose facts or considerations that indicate that the
consent is inappropriate, improper, inadequate, or inconsistent with
the requirements of the Texas Clean Air Act.
Case Title and Court: Harris County and State of Texas v. James
Ricky Reese, Loretta Reese, John Robert Taylor, Mary Elizabeth
Taylor, and Bio Energy Landscape & Maintenance, Inc., Cause
Number 96-27520, 133rd District Court, Harris County, Texas.
Nature of Defendant’s Operations: Allegations include unauthorized
storage, processing, and disposal of municipal solid waste and the
unauthorized burning of municipal solid waste at 12401 West Drive
("the site") in Houston Hot Wells Subdivision in Harris County.
Proposed Agreed Judgment: The Agreed Final Judgment restrains
Defendants from outdoor burning or placement of municipal solid
waste without proper permits, limits the amount of unprocessed
vegetation waste stored at the site, and mandates compliance with
state solid waste composting and mulching rules. The Judgment also
assesses $3,000 in civil penalties and $2,000 in attorneys fees.
For a complete description of the proposed settlement, the complete
proposed Agreed Final Judgment should be reviewed. Requests for
copies of the judgment and written comments on the judgment should
be directed to Burgess Jackson, Assistant Attorney General, Office of
the Texas Attorney General, P.O. Box 12548, Austin, Texas 78711-
2548, (512) 463-2012, facsimile (512) 320-0052. Written comments
must be received within 30 days of publication of this notice to be
considered.




Office of the Attorney General
Filed: December 11, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Employees Retirement System of Texas
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Request for Proposals
Texas Employees Uniform Group Insurance Program
Dental Coverage
In accordance with §4 of Article 3.50-2, Texas Insurance Code,
as amended, the Employees Retirement System of Texas (ERS)
announces a Request for Proposals (RFP) to administer a self-funded
dental indemnity plan under the Texas Employees Uniform Group
Insurance Program (UGIP). Proposals will include, but not be limited
to, schedules of benefits to be provided, terms of coverage, and
guaranteed administrative fees. Enrollment by employees and retirees
in dental coverage is optional. The premium is payroll deducted but
is fully paid by participating employees and retirees.
Firms wishing to respond to this request must be licensed by the Texas
Department of Insurance and have superior recognized expertise and
specialization in administering group dental insurance plans in the
State of Texas.
The RFP instructions which detail information regarding the project
are available upon request from the Employees Retirement System
of Texas.
The deadline for receipt of the proposals in response to this request
will be 5:00 p.m. on January 27, 1997.
The ERS reserves the right to accept or reject any proposal submitted.
The ERS is under no legal requirement to execute a resulting contract
on the basis of this advertisement.
The ERS intends to use responses as a basis for further negotiations
of specific project details. The ERS will base its choice on cost,
demonstrated competence, superior qualifications, and evidence of
conformance with the RFP criteria.
This RFP does not commit the ERS to pay any costs incurred prior to
execution of a contract. Issuance of this material in no way obligates
the ERS to award a contract or to pay any costs incurred in the
preparation of a response. The ERS specifically reserves the right
to vary all provisions set forth at any time prior to execution of a
contract where the ERS deems it to be in the best interest of the State
of Texas.
For further information regarding this notice, or to obtain copies of the
RFP instructions, please contact James W. Sarver, Director, Group
Insurance Division, Employees Retirement System of Texas, 18th
and Brazos, P. O. Box 13207, Austin, Texas 78711-3207, (512) 867-
3217.




Employees Retirement System of Texas
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Fire Fighters’ Pension Commission
Request for Proposal
In accordance with the State Volunteer Fire Fighters Retirement Act,
Article 6243e.3, the Fire Fighters’ Pension Commission announces
a Request for as Proposals (RFP) for Consultant Services for the
Statewide Volunteer Retirement Fund.
This RFP is being used to seek potential consultants for the Fund.
Responses will be reviewed and evaluated by the Statewide Volunteer
Fire Fighters Retirement Fund Board of Trustees Consultant Commit-
tee and finalists will be interviewed by the entire Board.
Detailed information regarding the proposal will be available on or
about December 15, 1996, at the Fire Fighters’ Commission, The
E.O. Thompson Building, 920 Colorado Street, 11th Floor, Austin,
Texas 78701. The mailing address is P.O. Box 12577, Austin, Texas
78711.
The deadline for receipt of proposals to this request is Friday,
February 7, 1996, at 5:00 p.m.
The Commission reserves the right to accept or reject any or all
responses submitted. The Commission will base its choice on
demonstrated competence, qualifications, and evidence of superior
conformance with criteria provided in the Request for Proposals
instructions.
This RFP does not commit the Commission to pay any cost incurred
prior to execution of a contract. Issuance of this material in no way
obligates the Commission to award a contract or to pay any costs
incurred in the preparation of a response.
For further information regarding this notice, or to obtain copies of the
RFP instructions, please contact: Helen L. Campbell, Commissioner,
Fire Fighters’ Pension Commission, 920 Colorado Street, 11th Floor,
Austin, Texas 78701, (512) 936-3473.




Fire Fighters’ Pension Commission
Filed: December 12, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Health
Correction of Errors
The Texas Department of Health proposed amendments to 25 TAC
§§229.181–229.182. The rules appeared in the November 22, 1996,
issue of theTexas Register(21 TexReg 11355).
In the preamble, the second paragraph is a combination of the second
and third paragraphs. The second paragraph should end with “There
will be no fiscal implications for local governments.” The third
paragraph should begin with “Mr. Sowards also has determined that
for each year...”
In the preamble, the cross reference to the statute is missing. The
following sentence should be the last paragraph in the preamble: “The
amendments affect Health and Safety Code, Chapter 431”.
The Texas Department of Health proposed an amendment to 25 TAC
§229.439. The rule appeared in the November 22, 1996, issue of the
Texas Register(21 TexReg 11357).
The undesignated head title should read “Licensure of Device
Distributors and Manufacturers” instead of “Licensure of Wholesale
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Device Distributors and Manufacturers”. The word “Wholesale” in
the undesignated head title should be omitted.
In §229.439(a)(2), the paragraph is new language and should have
been published in bold.
The Texas Department of Health adopted amendments to §§229.81–
229.88. The rules appeared in the November 22, 1996, issue of the
Texas Register(21 TexReg 11371).
In §229.81(c)(13), the format in the published version has subpara-
graphs (A) and (B) combined in one paragraph, and should be two
separate subparagraphs.
Designation of Sites Serving Medically Underserved Popula-
tions
The Department of Health is required under Texas Civil Statutes,
Article 4495b, §3.06, to designate sites serving medically underserved
populations. In addition, the department is required to publish notice
of its designations in the Texas Register and to provide an opportunity
for public comment on the designations.
Accordingly, the department has designated the following as sites
serving medically underserved populations: The Memorial Clinic
at Long Middle School, located at 6501 Bellaire, Houston (Harris
County), Texas; the W.A.V.E. (Wellness Achieved Via Education)
Clinic at Matthys Elementary School, located at 1500 Main, South
Houston (Harris County), Texas; and the Southern Brazoria County
Pediatric Clinic, located at 103 Plantation, Lake Jackson (Brazoria
County), Texas. Designation is based on proven eligibility as a site
serving a disproportionate number of clients eligible for federal, state
or locally funded health care programs.
Oral and written comments on this designation may be directed to
Demetria Montgomery, M.D., Chief, Bureau of Community Oriented
Primary Care, Texas Department of Health, 1100 West 49th Street,
Austin, Texas 78756; (512) 458-7771. Comments will be accepted
for 30 days from the date of this notice.




Texas Department of Health
Filed: December 11, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Revocation Of Certificates of Registration
The Texas Department of Health, having duly filed complaints
pursuant to Texas Regulations for Control of Radiation, Part 13 (25
Texas Administrative Code §289.112), has revoked the following
certificates of registration: Charles B. Lide, D.D.S., Mount Pleasant,
R04292, December 4, 1996; Angel Animal Hospital, Inc., Pasadena,
R11733, December 4, 1996; Falco X-Ray Company, Inc., San
Antonio, R15239, December 4, 1996; Apple Chiropractic Clinic,
Lubbock, R15799, December 4, 1996; Mainland Chiropractic Clinic,
La Marque, R16502, December 4, 1996; Caprock Imaging Center,
Lubbock, R19572, December 4, 1996; Happy Smile Dental Center,
Plano, R20176, December 4, 1996; Melrose Treatment Center,
Houston, R21480, December 4, 1996; Hilcroft Pm Clinic, Houston,
R21525, December 4, 1996.
A copy of all relevant material is available for public inspection
at the Bureau of Radiation Control, Exchange Building, 8407 Wall
Street, Austin, Texas, Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (except
holidays).
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Filed: December 11, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Information Resources
Request for Consultant Services
The Department of Information Resources (DIR) announces the
issuance of an invitation to negotiate for consulting services, pursuant
to Chapter 2254, Subchapter B, Texas Government Code, to assist
DIR in evaluating, assessing, and estimating actions required to insure
Year 2000 compliance for information systems. The vendor will
validate information already provided by agencies and gather and
prepare estimates for Year 2000 compliance for specified agencies
not yet reporting. The vendor will work under the direction of
DIR in evaluating the related information for adequacy, accuracy,
completeness, and reasonableness.
The outcome of this effort will: Provide an evaluation of the adequacy
and accuracy of estimates of the cost and effort for agencies to
achieve Year 2000 compliance; identify areas which have not been
addressed and represent a risk to the state; provide an evaluation of
each agency’s plans for achieving Year 2000 compliance; provide
an inventory of the state’s critical IS systems which could affect
public welfare, safety, or health if not corrected; provide a summary
of potential liabilities and economic impact as a result of Year 2000,
including a proposed plan of action; identify opportunities to expedite
millennium solutions through platform consolidation; provide a list of
areas which present the greatest risk to the effective operation state.
Contact: Interested parties can obtain a copy of the detailed Invitation
to Negotiate by contacting the DIR Technology Information Center
at (512) 475-4790 or by downloading it from the world wide
web. Address: www.state.tx.us/year2000. Questions relating to
this Invitation to Negotiate should be addressed to:Cynthia Long,
Department of Information Resources, 300 W. 15th Street, Suite
1300, Austin, TX 78701, Phone: (512) 475-3239, Fax: (512) 475-
4759 Internet:cynthia.long@dir.state.tx.us
Closing Date: All proposals must be sealed and clearly marked "Year
2000 Proposal" and received at DIR no later than 11:00 a.m. Central
Zone Time (CZT), on Monday, December 30, 1996. Responses to
the Invitation to Negotiate received after this date and time will not
be considered.
Award Procedure: Proposals will be reviewed by DIR. The selection
team may meet with the top qualified vendors whose proposals meet
the project outcome requirements. Factors serving as the basis of
selection will include the firm’s and project team members’ qualifi-
cations, expertise and past experience in Year 2000 assessments, and
approach to the project. A vendor will be selected from those ap-
proved for negotiation, and must be a qualified information systems
vendor with an approved catalogue on file with the General Services
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Commission in accordance with the catalogue purchase procedure.
The determination of the most qualified consultant shall be at the
sole discretion of the Department of Information Resources.
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Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Insurance
Notice
The Commissioner of Insurance, or his designee, will consider
approval of a rate filing request submitted by Eagle Insurance
Company d/b/a Cal Eagle Insurance Company proposing rates
outside the flexibility band promulgated by the Commissioner of
Insurance pursuant to TEXAS INS. CODE ANN. art. 5.101, §3(g).
They are proposing a rate of +89% for bodily injury, physical
damage, personal injury protection and uninsured motorist for private
passenger automobile insurance.
Copies of the filing may be obtained by contacting Gifford Ensey,
at the Texas Department of Insurance, Legal and Compliance, P.O.
Box 149104, Austin, Texas 78714-9104, extension (512) 475-1761.
This filing is subject to Department approval without a hearing unless
an objection is filed with David Durden, Deputy Commissioner,
Property and Casualty Insurance Lines, at the Texas Department
of Insurance, MC 104-5A, P.O. Box 149104, Austin, Texas 78701
within 30 days after publication of this notice.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618200
Caroline Scott
General Counsel and Chief Clerk
Texas Department of Insurance
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Public Hearing
The Commissioner of Insurance will hold a public hearing under
Docket Number 2276 on January 22, 1997, at 9:00 a. m. in Room
100 of the Texas Department of Insurance Building, 333 Guadalupe
Street in Austin, Texas, to consider a petition by the staff of the
Texas Department of Insurance proposing the adoption of amend-
ments to the Homeowners, Dwelling, Farm and Ranch Owners, and
Farm and Ranch sections of the Texas Personal Lines Manual to es-
tablish an optional premium credit for residential property insurance
policies for the installation of an acceptable dry hydrant within 1000
feet of a residential risk which is located in an unprotected area. The
rules proposed for adoption in the staff petition are necessary to im-
plement the recommendations of the Residential Property Insurance
Loss Mitigation Advisory Committee.
The petition requests consideration of the adoption of amendments to
four rules in the Texas Personal Lines Manual.
(1) In the Homeowners Section, Manual Rule VI-C is amended to
add new item 7 "Water Supply Points (Dry Hydrants)."
(2) In the Dwelling Section, Manual Rule VI-C is amended to add
new item 5 "Optional Dwelling Credits."
(3) In the Farm and Ranch Owners Section, Manual Rule VI-C is
amended to add new item 7 "Water Supply Points (Dry Hydrants)."
(4) In the Farm and Ranch Section, Manual Rule VI-D is amended
to add new item 4 "Optional Farm and Ranch Credits."
These rules specify the following standards that dry hydrants must
meet to qualify for the credit:
(1) Water supply points must be designed and certified by a registered
engineer, hydrologist, geologist, or soil conservationist to provide a
minimum of 30,000 gallons of water during a drought with an average
50 year cycle or an insurer may accept a less stringent standard.
(2) The risk must be located in an unprotected area and within 1,000
feet of the supply point and within 5 miles of the responding fire
station.
(3) The responding fire apparatus must have drafting capability.
(4) The responding department must verify on an annual basis that
the supply point is operational, maintained, and accessible to fire
apparatus at all times.
The rules provide optional premium credits of up to 10% for
Homeowners, Dwelling, Farm and Ranch Owners, and Farm and
Ranch policies for the installation of a dry hydrant that meets the
specifications.
Commissioner’s Order Number 94-1029 created the Residential
Property Insurance Loss Mitigation Advisory Committee (Advisory
Committee). The purpose of the Advisory Committee is to advise
and make recommendations to the Commissioner of Insurance on
reducing residential property insurance losses. The amount of
losses paid are a vital factor in determining insurance rates. A
significant reduction in the amount of losses paid will ultimately
reduce residential property rates in Texas. In many instances, some
of the losses that occur could be prevented through efforts to improve
factors that have a direct bearing on losses.
Prior to the establishment of the Advisory Committee, public hearings
were held regarding the increasing losses from wind and hail, crime
and freezing pipes. The purpose of the hearings was to allow public
testimony concerning methods that could be used to help reduce the
increasing losses in these areas. As a follow-up to the public hearings,
the Advisory Committee was appointed to review the various methods
suggested for reducing losses, as well as any other methods, and
to make appropriate recommendations to the Commissioner for the
implementation of such recommendations.
One of the Advisory Committee’s recommendations concerns a credit
for the installation of a dry hydrant for fire protection in rural or
unprotected areas. The Advisory Committee noted that a large
number of Texans are migrating from urban population centers into
unprotected small subdivisions and rural communities. With this
population movement into unprotected rural areas, wildfires which
once burned only brush and grass have the potential to destroy homes
and property with increasing frequency. The Advisory Committee
recommended that dry hydrants be considered as an acceptable means
of offering fire protection to unprotected and rural residential property
and that the installation of a dry hydrant be offered a credit under the
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rating of residential property, provided the installation meets certain
standards and specifications.
A dry hydrant consists of a supply pipe connected to the hydrant and
to a nearby body of water for the purpose of allowing a pumper truck
to draft water directly from the water supply through the hydrant in
order to fight a residential fire. Although a dry hydrant does not
provide as much protection as a fire hydrant connected to a water
distribution system, the availability of a dry hydrant near residential
property affords fire protection. Currently, dry hydrants are not
recognized in Texas as an acceptable means of fire protection for
the purposes of reducing the cost of insurance in rural or unprotected
areas.
It was recommended that the Homeowners, Dwelling, Farm and
Ranch Owners and Farm and Ranch sections of the Texas Personal
Lines Manual be amended to provide an optional credit of up to
(10%) for the installation of an acceptable dry hydrant within 1000
feet of a residential risk which is located in an unprotected area. The
Advisory Committee reasoned that the credit for installation of a dry
hydrant would create an incentive for property owners to install dry
hydrants in fire-prone unprotected areas. By bolstering fire protection
in these unprotected areas, losses from wildfires could be reduced thus
allowing for a decrease in residential property insurance rates.
The Commissioner has jurisdiction of this matter pursuant to the
Insurance Code, Articles 5.101, 5.96, and 5.98.
Copies of the full text of the staff petition and the proposed Manual
rules are available for review in the Office of the Chief Clerk of
the Texas Department of Insurance, 333 Guadalupe Street, Austin,
Texas, 78714-9104. For further information or to request copies of
the petition and proposed amendments, please contact Angie Arizpe
at (512) 322-4147 (refer to reference Number P-1196-52-I).
Comments on the proposed changes must be submitted in writing
within 30 days after publication of the proposal in theT xas Register
to the Office of the Chief Clerk, P. O. Box 149104, MC 113-2A,
Austin, Texas 78714-9104. An additional copy of the comment
should be submitted to David Durden, Deputy Commissioner for
Property and Casualty Lines, P. O. Box 149104, MC 104-5A, Austin,
Texas 78714-9104.
This notification is made pursuant to the Insurance Code, Article 5.96,
which exempts action taken under this article from the requirements
of the Administrative Procedure Act (Government Code, Title 10,
chapter 2001).
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 12, 1996.
TRD-9618111
Caroline Scott
Assistant General Counsel and Chief Clerk
Texas Department of Insurance
Filed: December 12, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal
Authority
Request for Qualification and Experience Statements for
Analyses of Radioactive Constituents in Environmental Sam-
ples
The Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Authority, here-
after referred to as the Authority, was established by the 67th Legisla-
ture to assure safe disposal of the state’s low-level radioactive waste.
The Authority operates under provisions of Texas Health and Safety
Code, Chapter 402. The Authority is governed by a board of direc-
tors composed of a medical doctor, a health physicist, an attorney, a
geologist, and two members from the general public. Board members
are appointed by the governor and confirmed by the Texas Senate to
staggered six year terms. Responsibility for general administration
is delegated to the general manager. The Authority is specifically
charged with responsibility of site selection, site characterization, de-
sign, construction, operation, maintenance, decommissioning, and fi-
nancing of a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility.
The Authority is seeking analytical laboratory services to analyze
environmental samples for their radioactive constituents.
The Authority desires to receive proposals from qualified laboratories
are able to provide these services.
The laboratory will be required to provide the following analytical
services:
A. Perform gross alpha and gross beta analysis for total suspended
solids, on a weekly basis, and a composite gamma scan, quarterly
for air particulate samples (filters will need to be provided and pre-
weighed by the laboratory as part of the service);
B. Perform gross alpha, gross beta, H-3, and C-14, analysis and a
gamma scan for surface water, groundwater, mammal, and vegetation
samples, on a quarterly basis (containers and any additives for
preservation will need to be provided by the laboratory as part of
the service);
C. Perform a gamma scan for soil and sediment samples, on a
quarterly basis (containers and any additives for preservation will
need to be provided by the laboratory as part of the service); and
D. Perform radon analysis for groundwater samples, on a quarterly
basis (containers and any additives for preservation will need to be
provided by the laboratory as part of the service).
Firms short-listed will be required to submit a copy of their quality
assurance manual and operating procedures for applicable laboratory
analyses to the Authority as part of their proposal. Information about
recent laboratory comparisons, performance evaluations, and trace-
ability of standards should be included with operating procedures.
The contract awarded under this solicitation will be for the period
beginning March 17, 1997 through August 31, 1997, and will be
subject to renewal by agreement of both parties.
Proposals should be structured in the following manner: cover page,
narrative, organizational structure, qualifications and experience, fee
structure, and appendices as necessary.
The cover page should include the title of this request; name
and address of proposer(s); name, address, and telephone number
of person(s) to be contacted; and the signature of the proposer’s
authorized representative(s).
The narrative section should include a brief description of the firm,
its general financial condition, management structure, and overall
capabilities. The quality assurance program should be described in
this section along with the qualifications and experience of the quality
assurance manager.
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The qualifications and experience section should limit discussion to
experience related to analytical laboratory work. This section should
only discuss the experience and qualifications of key personnel. A
complete listing of unrelated projects is neither requested nor desired.
The fee structure section should detail current cost for the analyses
in Section III. A through D, and describe typical turn-around
times (including emergency response capabilities) for these types of
analyses.
Proposals will be evaluated by Authority staff based upon technical
qualifications, experience, and fee schedule. Awards will not be made
on a cost competitive basis alone, but will be made on the overall
merit of the proposal when considering all evaluation criteria.
The Authority will assign a project manager for this contract.
All proposals are subject to the Texas Open Records Act and will
become public records on receipt by the Authority. Proposer(s) are
advised to exclude confidential or proprietary information, if at all
possible. If any material contained in the statements is deemed to
be confidential or proprietary, the proposer should clearly indicate
this on the cover page and on the page where the confidential or
proprietary information is located.
In order to be considered for evaluation, six copies of each proposal
packet must be received at the Authority’s office no later than 5:00
p.m., January 31, 1997, at 7701 North Lamar, Suite 300, Austin,
Texas 78752.
The review of the proposals should be complete by February 17, 1997,
at which time the short listed firms will be contacted. Interviews with
the short listed firms may be scheduled during the latter part of the
month of February.
Questions and requests for additional information may be directed to
Susan Jablonski at (512) 451-5292 (FAX (512) 451-5296), e-mail:
susan.jablonski@tllrwda.state.tx.us
Issued in Austin, Texas on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618185
Lee H. Mathews
Deputy General Manager and General Counsel
Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Authority
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commis-
sion
Enforcement Orders
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding EKRUT OIL
COMPANY AND ASHED KHAN, Docket Number 96-1396-PST-
E (Facility Number 43848, Enforcement ID Number E11025) on
December 6, 1996.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Jaime
Lopez, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-5868, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding EKRUT OIL
COMPANY AND TERRY SPENCE, Docket Number 96-1394-PST-
E (Facility Number 43846, Enforcement ID Number E11023) on
December 6, 1996.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Jaime
Lopez, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-5868, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding EKRUT OIL
COMPANY AND KIM COALSTON, Docket Number 96-1397-PST-
E (Facility Number 6228, Enforcement ID Number E11026) on
December 6, 1996.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Jaime
Lopez, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-5868, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding EKRUT OIL
COMPANY AND RONALD BUICE, Docket Number 96-1395-PST-
E (Facility Number 43847, Enforcement ID Number E11024) on
December 6, 1996.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Jaime
Lopez, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-5868, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding P.W. JONES
OIL COMPANY, INCORPORATED, Docket Number 96-1425-PST-
E (Facility Number 49598, Enforcement ID Number E11674) on
December 6, 1996.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or David
Bower, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2953, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding P.W. JONES
OIL COMPANY, INCORPORATED, Docket Number 96-1423-PST-
E (Facility Number 5177, LPST ID Number 91958, Enforcement ID
Number E11672) on December 6, 1996.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or David
Bower, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2953, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
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Filed: December 12, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Applications for Waste Disposal Permits
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Attached are Notices of Applications for waste disposal permits
issued during the period of December 9, 1996 through December
11, 1996.
The Executive Director will issue these permits unless one or more
persons file written protests and/or a request for a hearing within 30
days after newspaper publication of this notice.
To request a hearing, you must submit the following: (1) your name
(or for a group or association, an official representative), mailing
address, daytime phone number, and fax number, if any; (2) the
name of the applicant and the permit number; (3) the statement
"I/we request a public hearing;" (4) a brief description of how
you would be adversely affected by the granting of the application
in a way not common to the general public; (5) the location of
your property relative to the applicant’s operations; and (6) your
proposed adjustments to the application/permit which would satisfy
your concerns and cause you to withdraw your request for hearing.
If a hearing request is filed, the Executive Director will not issue
the permit and will forward the application and hearing request to
the TNRCC Commissioners for their consideration at a scheduled
Commission meeting. If a hearing is held, it will be a legal
proceeding similar to civil trials in state district court. If no protests
or requests for hearing are filed, the Executive Director will sign the
permit 30 days after newspaper publication of this notice or thereafter.
If you wish to appeal a permit issued by the Executive Director, you
may do so by filing a written Motion for Reconsideration with the
Chief Clerk of the Commission no later than 20 days after the date
the Executive Director signs the permit.
Information concerning any aspect of these applications may be
obtained by contacting the Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission, Chief Clerks Office-MC105, P.O. Box 13087, Austin,
Texas 78711, Telephone (512) 239-3300.
Listed are the name of the applicant and the city in which the facility
is located, type of facility, location of the facility, permit number and
type of application-new permit, amendment, or renewal.
DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Dow Chemical Company currently
operates a chemical manufacturing facility which produces chlori-
nated solvents, phenol, plastics, ethylene, chlorine, caustic soda, mag-
nesium, agricultural chemicals and glycols. Wastes are generated on-
site and received from off-site Dow Chemical Company sources on
a non-commercial basis. Dow Chemical Company is comprised of
Plant A, Plant B and the Oyster Creek site (OCS) located on con-
tiguous tracts totaling 5,122 acres of land in Brazoria County, Texas.
The facility is located along and adjacent to the intersections of State
Highways 288, 332, and State FM 523, north of Freeport, Brazoria
County, Texas, amendment, HW-50161, 45-day.
LA GLORIA OIL AND GAS COMPANY, La Gloria Oil and Gas
Company operates a petrochemical refinery, The plant is located on a
290-acre tract of land approximately 0.5 mile west of the intersection
of Commerce Street and Loop 323 in Tyler, Smith County, Texas,
amendment, HW-50062-000, 45-day.
CITY OF COLDSPRING, The wastewater treatment facilities are
approximately 1,500 feet south of the intersection of State Highway
150 and Farm-to-Market Road 2973 and approximately 2,600 feet
west of the intersection of State Highway 150 and Farm-to-Market
Road 222 in San Jacinto County, Texas, renewal, 13291-01.
FORT BEND COUNTY MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 50,
The wastewater treatment facilities are at 22122 Bellaire Boulevard,
approximately 4,600 feet southeast of the intersection of Farm-to-
Market Road 1093 and Grand Parkway in Fort Bend County, Texas,
renewal, 13228-01.
CITY OF GREGORY, The wastewater treatment facilities are at the
intersection of Sunset Road and Blackwelder Street, approximately 1/
2 mile northwest of the convergence of U.S. Highway 181 and State
Highway 35 and southwest of the City of Gregory in San Patricio
County, Texas, 10092-01.
HARRIS COUNTY FRESH WATER SUPPLY DISTRICT NO. 47,
The wastewater treatment facilities are on the east side and adjacent to
Carpenters Bayou and on the north side and adjacent to the Houston
Northshore Railroad, approximately 1,000 feet north-northwest of the
intersection of Interstate Highway 10 and East Belt Road in Harris
County, Texas, renewal, 10794-01.
HARRIS COUNTY MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 26,
The wastewater treatment facilities are approximately 3,500 feet east
of the confluence of Spring Creek and Cypress Creek and 9,400
feet north of Farm-to-Market Road 1960 in Harris County, Texas,
renewal, 11406-01.
HARRIS COUNTY MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 127,
The wastewater treatment facilities are 19201 Gummert Road,
approximately 1.2 miles west of the intersection of Barker-Cypress
Road and Gummert Road in Harris County, Texas, renewal, 12209-
01.
CITY OF HOUSTON, The wastewater treatment facilities are at 9640
Kingspoint Street, southwest of the southern terminus of Granadier
Street, approximately 2,640 feet south of Fuqua Road in South
Houston in Harris County, Texas, renewal, 10495-078.
DR. ALBERT P. RIBISI, The wastewater treatment facilities are
approximately 300 feet northwest of Cain Road on Old Wellborn
Road, approximately 3,500 feet south-southeast of the intersection
of Farm-to-Market Road 2818 (West-By-Pass) and Farm-to-Market
Road 2154 in Brazos County, Texas, renewal, 12284-01.
S. I. ENTERPRISES, LLC, The wastewater treatment facilities are at
16643 Jacintoport Boulevard in the City of Houston in Harris County,
Texas, renewal, 13316-01.
SABINE RIVER AUTHORITY, The Wind Point Park Wastewater
Treatment Facility and irrigation site are at Wind Point Park via Park
Road 55 near Wichita Bay of Lake Tawakoni, approximately 4.5
miles southwest of the intersection of U.S. Highway 69 and Farm-
to-Market Road 1571 in Hunt County, Texas, renewal, 10907-01.
CITY OF SOMERSET, The wastewater treatment facilities are
approximately 4,000 feet southeast of the central business district
of Somerset, approximately 3,500 feet south of Loop 1604 in Bexar
County, Texas, renewal, 11822-01.
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Notice of Opportunity to Comment on Settlement Agree-
ments of Administrative Enforcement Actions
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The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC)
Staff is providing an opportunity for written public comment on the
listed Agreed Orders (AOs) pursuant to the Health and Safety Code,
the Texas Clean Air Act (the Act), Chapter 382, §382.096. The
Act, §382.096 requires that the TNRCC may not approve these AOs
unless the public has been provided an opportunity to submit written
comments. Section 382.096 requires that notice of the proposed
orders and of the opportunity to comment must be published in the
Texas Registerno later than the 30th day before the date on which
the public comment period closes, which in this case isJanuary
18, 1997. Section 382.096 also requires that the TNRCC promptly
consider any written comments received and that the TNRCC may
withhold approval of an AO if a comment indicates the proposed
AO is inappropriate, improper, inadequate, or inconsistent with the
requirements of the Act. Additional notice is not required if changes
to an AO are made in response to written comments.
A copy of each of the proposed AOs is available for public inspection
at both the TNRCC’s Central Office, located at 12100 Park 35 Circle,
Building A, 3rd Floor, Austin, Texas 78753, (512) 239-3400 and at
the applicable Regional Office listed as follows. Written comments
about these AOs should be sent to the staff attorney designated for
each AO at the TNRCC’s Central Office at P.O. Box 13087 Austin,
Texas 78711-3087 and must ber ceived by 5:00 p.m. on January
18, 1997. Written comments may also be sent by facsimile machine
to the staff attorney at (512) 239-3434. The TNRCC staff attorneys
are available to discuss the AOs and/or the comment procedure at the
listed phone numbers; however, §382.096 provides that comments on
the AOs should be submitted to the TNRCC in writing.
(1) COMPANY: L & M Grocery; DOCKET NUMBER: 96-1837-
PST-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: E11557, E11413, E11412, E11415,
E11416, E11417, E10967, E11414, E11387, and E11206; LOCA-
TION: L & M Grocery Number 10 (Store #10), Irving, Dallas County,
Texas, L & M Grocery Number 11 (Store #11), West Rock Island,
Irving, Dallas County Texas, L & M Grocery Number 6 (Store #6),
Irving, Dallas County, Texas, L & M Grocery Number 5 (Store #5),
Irving, Dallas County, Texas, L & M Grocery Number 16 (Store
#16), Denton, Denton County, Texas, L & M Grocery Number 9
(Store #9), Irving, Dallas County, Texas, L & M Grocery Number
13 (Store #13), Lewisville, Denton County, Texas, L & M Grocery
Number 14 (Store #14), Lewisville, Denton County, Texas, L & M
Grocery Number 3 (Store #3), Irving, Dallas County, Texas; TYPE
OF FACILITY: gasoline dispensing facilities; RULE VIOLATED:
30 TAC §115.241 and §115.249 and the Act, §382.085(b) by failing
to install by November 15, 1994, an approved Stage II vapor recovery
system which is certified to reduce the emissions of volatile organic
compounds to the atmosphere by at least 95%; PENALTY: 80,000;
STAFF ATTORNEY: Walter Ehresman, MC-175, (512) 239-0573;
REGIONAL OFFICE: 6421 Camp Bowie Boulevard, Suite 312, Fort
Worth, Texas 76116.
(2) COMPANY: Trinity Industries, Inc.; DOCKET NUMBER: 96-
0600-AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: TA-0429-V; TYPE OF FA-
CILITY: railcar repair plant; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §116.115
and the Act, §382.088 by failing to stack sample PSA1 spray booth
within 90 days of issuance of TNRCC Permit Number 411A. This
also constitutes a violation of TACB (now TNRCC) Agreed Board
Order Number 93-03(j); PENALTY: 5,000; STAFF ATTORNEY:
Walter Ehresman , MC-175, (512) 239-0573; REGIONAL OFFICE:
6421 Camp Bowie Boulevard, Suite 312, Fort Worth, Texas 76116.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Filed: December 16, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Provisionally-Issued Temporary Permits to Appropriate State
Water
Listed below are permits issued during the period of December 12,
1996
Application Number TA-7756 by Warren Petroleum Company for
diversion of two acre-feet in a three month period for industrial
use. Water may be diverted from the Red River, to be diverted
approximately one mile north of Farm to Market Road 120, near
Wild Kingdom Road, approximately 15 miles northeast of Sherman
in Grayson County, Texas, Red River Basin.
The Executive Director of the TNRCC has reviewed each application
for the permits listed and determined that sufficient water is available
at the proposed point of diversion to satisfy the requirements of
the application as well as all existing water rights. Any person or
persons who own water rights or who are lawful users of water
on a stream affected by the temporary permits listed above and
who believe that the diversion of water under the temporary permit
will impair their rights may file a complaint with the TNRCC. The
complaint can be filed at any point after the application has been filed
with the TNRCC and the time the permit expires. The Executive
Director shall make an immediate investigation to determine whether
there is a reasonable basis for such a complaint. If a preliminary
investigation determines that diversion under the temporary permit
will cause injury to the complainant the commission shall notify
the holder that the permit shall be cancelled without notice and
hearing. No further diversions may be made pending a full hearing
as provided in §295.174. Complaints should be addressed to Water
Rights Permitting Section, Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711, Telephone
(512) 239-4433. Information concerning these applications may be
obtained by contacting the Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 787311, Telephone
(512) 239-3300.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Filed: December 12, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Public Notices
The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC or
commission) announces the availability of the second draft of the
conceptual document for the planned Texas Risk Reduction Program
and a public meeting to discuss the draft document. The document is
expected to be available on December 30, 1996. Those persons who
previously have received a copy through the mail or have requested
their name added to the mailing list will automatically be sent a copy.
The document is also available through TNRCC’s home page on the
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World Wide Web, and at the commission’s offices in Austin. The
commission is seeking public comment on the issues and concepts
presented in the document. Public comment will be accepted until
5:00 p.m., February 10, 1997.
A public meeting will be held to discuss the document. The public
meeting will take place at TNRCC Offices in Austin on January 24,
1997, at 10:00 a.m. The location for the meeting will be Building E,
Room 201S, TNRCC Complex, 12100 Park 35 Circle, Austin, Texas
78753.
The conceptual document may be obtained in electronic format or in
a hard copy format. For electronic format, the file may be accessed
through the World Wide Web at URL http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us. A
link to the draft document will exist either on the TNRCC’s home
page or on the home page for the Office of Waste Management.
Hard copies will be available at TNRCC offices in Austin or persons
can request that a copy be mailed to them. Only one copy will be
mailed per request. Copies will be available in the Office of Policy
and Regulatory Development, 4th floor, Building F, Rm 4101, 12100
Park 35 Circle, Austin, Texas 78753. The phone number is (512)
239-4900.
Comments may be mailed, faxed or hand-delivered to Clark Talking-
ton, Waste Policy & Regulations Division, Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission, MC-203, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas,
78711-3087; fax numbers are (512) 239-5687 or (512) 239-6385.
Hand-carried letters and over-night mail should be delivered to the
physical address noted previously for the Office of Policy and Reg-
ulatory Development. If comments are faxed, an original should be
sent in the mail.
The commission will not accept comments that are submitted as
confidential or privileged information. If a fax is sent with a cover
sheet containing a confidentiality clause, the party sending the fax
should strike the clause or include a statement that the enclosed
contents are not confidential or privileged.
For further information regarding this notice, please contact Clark
Talkington at (512) 239-6731.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Filed: December 16, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC
or commission) is extending the public comment period on the
draft risk assessment guidance document for conducting ecological
risk assessments under commission rules. Comments on the draft
guidance document will be accepted until 5:00 p.m., January 24,
1997. A public meeting will also be held to discuss the document.
The public meeting will take place at TNRCC Offices in Austin on
January 16, 1997, from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. The location for the
meeting will be Building E, Room 201S, TNRCC Complex, 12100
Park 35 Circle, Austin, Texas 78753.
The draft risk assessment guidance document for conducting ecolog-
ical risk assessments is available through TNRCC’s home page on
the World Wide Web, and at the commission’s offices in Austin.
To obtain the document electronically, access the TNRCC’s
home page through the World Wide Web at URL http://
www.tnrcc.state.tx.us. There is a announcement of the draft
guidance on the home page.
Hard copies are available at TNRCC offices in Austin or persons
can request that a copy be mailed to them. Persons who are on
TNRCC’s mailing list for the Texas Risk Reduction Program have
already been sent a copy of the document. Only one copy will be
mailed per request. Copies will be available in the Office of Policy
and Regulatory Development, 4th floor, Building F, Rm 4101, 12100
Park 35 Circle, Austin, Texas 78753. To order a copy by telephone,
please call the Office of Policy and Regulatory Development at (512)
239-4900.
Comments may be mailed, faxed or hand-delivered to Clark Talking-
ton, Waste Policy & Regulations Division, Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission, MC-203, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas,
78711-3087; fax numbers are (512) 239-5687 and (512) 239-6385.
Hand-carried letters and over-night mail should be delivered to the
physical address noted previously for the Office of Policy and Reg-
ulatory Development. If comments are faxed, an original should be
sent in the mail.
The commission will not accept comments that are submitted as
confidential or privileged information. If a fax is sent with a cover
sheet containing a confidentiality clause, the party sending the fax
should strike the clause or include a statement that the enclosed
contents are not confidential or privileged.
For further information regarding this notice, please contact Clark
Talkington at (512) 239-6731.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Filed: December 16, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Notice of Application for Approval of Certain Depreciation
Rates
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas an application on November 26, 1996, for
approval of certain depreciation rates pursuant to the Public Utility
Regulatory Act (PURA), Texas Revised Civil Statutes Annotated,
article 1446c-0, §3.051(b), and §3.151(a) (Vernon Supp. 1996). The
following is a summary of the application.
Docket Title and Number. Application of Border to Border Commu-
nications, Inc. for an Increase in Certain Depreciation Rates. Docket
Number 16701.
The Application. In Docket Number 16701, Border to Border Com-
munications, Inc. requests approval to increase certain depreciation
rates to receive full capital recovery of the following equipment ac-
counts: computers, digital switching, radio systems, circuit equip-
ment, and poles.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, at P.O. Box 13326, Austin,
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Texas 78711-3326, or call the Commission’s Office of Consumer
Affairs at (512) 936-7120. Hearing-and speech-impaired individuals
with text telephone (TTY) may contact the Commission at (512) 936-
7136 on or before January 22, 1997.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618217
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas an application on November 27, 1996, for
approval of certain depreciation rates pursuant to the Public Utility
Regulatory Act (PURA), Texas Revised Civil Statutes Annotated
Article 1446c-0, §3.051(b), and §3.151(a) (Vernon Supplement
1996). The following is a summary of the application.
Docket Title and Number. Application of Santa Rosa Telephone
Cooperative, Inc. for an Increase in Certain Depreciation Rates.
Docket Number 16713.
The Application. In Docket Number 16713, Santa Rosa Telephone
Cooperative, Inc. requests approval to increase certain depreciation
rates to receive full capital recovery of the following equipment
accounts: computers, digital switching, and buried cable-metallic.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public tility Commission of Texas, at P.O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326, or call the Commission’s Office of Consumer
Affairs at (512) 936-7120. Hearing- and speech-impaired individuals
with text telephone (TTY) may contact the Commission at (512) 936-
7136 on or before January 27, 1997.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618219
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Application for Approval of Certain Depreciation
Rates
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas an application on November 8, 1996, for
approval of certain depreciation rates pursuant to the Public Utility
Regulatory Act (PURA), Texas Revised Civil Statutes Annotated
Article 1446c-0, §3.051(b), and §3.151(a) (Vernon Supplement
1996). The following is a summary of the application.
Docket Title and Number. Application of Cumby Telephone
Cooperative, Inc. for an Increase in Certain Depreciation Rates.
Docket Number 16627.
The Application. In Docket Number 16627, Cumby Telephone
Cooperative, Inc. requests approval to increase certain depreciation
rates to receive full capital recovery of the following equipment
accounts: computers, digital switching, circuit equipment, and buried
cable-metallic.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, at P.O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326, or call the Commission’s Office of Consumer
Affairs at (512) 936-7120. Hearing- and speech-impaired individuals
with text telephone (TTY) may contact the Commission at (512) 936-
7136 on or before January 23, 1997.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618220
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Applications to Amend Certificate of Convenience
and Necessity
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas of an application on November 26, 1996,
to amend a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity pursuant to
§§1.101(a), 2.201, 2.101(e), 2.252, and 2.255, of the Public tility
Regulatory Act of 1995. A summary of the application follows.
Docket Title and Number: Joint Application of Pedernales Electric
Cooperative, Inc. and the City of Austin to Amend Certificated
Service Area Boundaries within Williamson County, Docket Number
16703 before the Public Utility Commission of Texas.
The Application: In Docket Number 16703, Pedernales Electric
Cooperative, Inc. and the City of Austin requests approval to transfer
service territory to conform the boundaries between Pedernales
Electric Cooperative, Inc. and the City of Austin to existing and
planned surface roadways in Williamson County.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, at P.O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326, or call the Commission’s Office of Consumer
Affairs at (512) 936-7120. Hearing- and speech-impaired individuals
with text telephone (TTY) may contact the Commission at (512) 936-
7136 within 15 days of this notice.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618216
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas of an application on November 27, 1996,
to amend a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity pursuant to
§;1.101(a), 2.201, 2.101(e), 2.252, and 2.255, of the Public tility
Regulatory Act of 1995. A summary of the application follows.
Docket Title and Number: Application of Central Power and Light
Company for a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity for Proposed
Transmission Line in Webb County, Docket Number 16712 before
the Public Utility Commission of Texas.
The Application: In Docket Number 16712, Central Power and Light
Company requests approval to construct a 138/12-kV substation and
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connected to two existing 138-kV transmission lines by 2.7 miles of
new double circuit steel pole 138-kV transmission line.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public tility Commission of Texas, at P.O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326, or call the Commission’s Office of Consumer
Affairs at (512) 936-7120. Hearing- and speech-impaired individuals
with text telephone (TTY) may contact the Commission at (512) 936-
7136 within 15 days of this notice.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618278
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: December 17, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Application to Amend Certificate of Convenience
and Necessity
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas of an application on November 27, 1996,
to amend a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity pursuant to
§§1.101(a), 2.201, 2.101(e), 2.252, and 2.255, of the Public Utility
Regulatory Act of 1995. A summary of the application follows.
Docket Title and Number: Application of Central Power and Light
Company for a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity for Proposed
Transmission Line in Webb County, Docket Number 16712 before
the Public Utility Commission of Texas.
The Application: In Docket Number 16712, Central Power and Light
Company requests approval to construct a 138/12-kV substation and
connected to two existing 138-kV transmission lines by 2.7 miles of
new double circuit steel pole 138-kV transmission line.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, at P.O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326, or call the Commission’s Office of Consumer
Affairs at (512) 936-7120. Hearing-and speech-impaired individuals
with text telephone (TTY) may contact the Commission at (512) 936-
7136 within 15 days of this notice.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618218
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Public Notice of Interconnection Agreement
On December 6, 1996, Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
(SWB) and ICG Telecom Group, Inc. (ICG) collectively referred
to as Applicants filed a joint application for approval of an inter-
connection agreement under the Federal Telecommunications Act of
1996 (FTA) (Public Law Number 104- 104, 110 Statute 56 (1996),
(to be codified at 47 United States Code §§151 et seq) and the Public
Utility Regulatory Act of 1995 (PURA95) (Texas Civil Statute, Ar-
ticle 1446c-0 Vernons Supplement 1996). The joint application has
been designated Docket Number 16745. The joint application and
the underlying interconnection agreement are available for public in-
spection at the commission’s offices in Austin, Texas.
The FTA authorizes the commission to review and approve any in-
terconnection agreement adopted by negotiation of the parties. Pur-
suant to FTA §252(e)(2) the commission may reject any agreement
if it finds that the agreement discriminates against a telecommuni-
cations carrier not a party to the agreement, or that implementation
of the agreement, or any portion thereof, is not consistent with the
public interest, convenience, and necessity. Additionally, under FTA
§252(e)(3), the commission may establish or enforce other require-
ments of state law in its review of the agreement, including requiring
compliance with intrastate telecommunications service quality stan-
dards or requirements. The commission must act to approve the
agreement within 90 days after it is submitted by the parties.
The commission finds that additional public comment should be
allowed before the commission issues a final decision approving or
rejecting the interconnection agreement. Any interested person may
file written comments on the joint application by filing 18 copies of
the comments with the commission’s filing clerk. Additionally, a
copy of the comments should be served on each of the Applicants.
The comments should specifically refer to Docket Number 16745.
As a part of the comments, an interested person may request that a
public hearing be conducted. The comments, including any request
for public hearing, shall be filed by January 29, 1997, and shall
include:
1) a detailed statement of the person’s interests in the agreement,
including a description of how approval of the agreement may
adversely affect those interests;
2) specific allegations that the agreement, or some portion thereof:
a) discriminates against a telecommunications carrier that is not a
party to the agreement; or
b) is not consistent with the public interest, convenience, and
necessity; or
c) is not consistent with other requirements of state law; and
3) the specific facts upon which the allegations are based.
After reviewing any comments, an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
of the commission will determine whether to conduct further pro-
ceedings concerning the joint application. The ALJ shall have the
authority given to a presiding officer pursuant to Public Utility Com-
mission Procedural Rule §22.202. The ALJ may identify issues raised
by the joint application and comments and establish a schedule for
addressing those issues, including the submission of evidence by the
Applicants, if necessary, and briefing and oral argument. The ALJ
may conduct a public hearing. Interested persons who file comments
are not entitled to participate as intervenors in the public hearing
Persons with questions about this docket or who wish to comment
on the application should contact the Public Utility Commission of
Texas, 1701 North Congress Avenue, P. O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326. You may call the Public Utility Commission
Office of Consumer Affairs at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
Commission at (512) 936-7136. All correspondence should refer to
Docket Number 16745.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618279
IN ADDITION December 20, 1996 21 TexReg 12339
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: December 17, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Request for Comment
The Public Utility Commission of Texas is initiating a rulemaking
proceeding to address energy service and pricing options pursuant
to its authority under §§1.101, 2.154, 2.155, 2.214 and 2.216 of
the Public Utility Regulatory Act of 1995. The purpose of this
rulemaking proceeding is to establish guidelines and/or requirements
with regard to energy service and pricing options that are offered by
public utilities, and to determine what customer protections or quality
standards may be needed in a more competitive environment. Such
guidelines or requirements may address the availability of particular
tariffs (such as real-time pricing, choices with respect to curtailability,
or alternative levels of power quality), choices regarding the type of
power service (such as power from sources that rely on renewable
resource technologies), and the standards for tariffs, rate designs, and
services. There is a growing appreciation for such choices on the part
of consumers. A regulatory environment that encourages or requires
differentiated services and innovative rate designs will allow utility
and consumer adoption of creative technologies and solutions. In
addressing these matters, the commission requests comments from
interested persons on the following.
1. What pricing options should be required of public utilities and
what pricing options should be voluntary for public utilities? In your
response, please discuss such options as real-time pricing, time-of-
use rates, declining block structures, interruptible or curtailable tariffs,
direct load control, standby rates and related services, green pricing
options, and the applicability of such options to various customer
classes. Also, please share information that you have on the options
which would be of greatest value to consumers. Please define your
terms.
2. Please indicate what options should be required, and whether
utilities should be allowed to restrict customer access to such options.
3. What are the anticipated costs and benefits of such pricing options?
Please describe such costs and benefits if estimation is difficult, and
provide any available estimates of the components of cost.
4. What minimum customer protections, service obligations, or qual-
ity standards should be required of the public utilities’ functionally-
separated energy service units, affiliated service providers, and inde-
pendent competitors in the energy services market? In the alternative,
what guidelines would be appropriate?
5. Will guidelines or standards arise in the energy services market
without a need for regulatory oversight?
6. What are the anticipated costs and benefits of such minimum
service obligations and quality standards? Please describe such costs
and benefits if estimation is difficult, and provide any available
estimates of components of cost.
7. Please discuss the implementation of new pricing options,
minimum service obligations, and quality standards: What actions
should the commission take? What time frame should apply? Should
implementation proceed generically or on a utility-by-utility basis?
8. What issues should the commission consider with respect to
differences in the capabilities of small and large public utilities, or
with respect to utilities with different structures or ownership?
9. What streamlined procedures should be put in place for the
approval of energy service and pricing options that meet established
standards?
10. How should the commission respond to a public utility that states
that no new pricing options are necessary because its customers have
ot requested such options?
11. Please discuss the impact of new pricing options, minimum
service obligations, and quality standards on competition in Texas.
For example, what would be the impact on competition among
utilities and energy service companies, or between an electric utility
and a natural gas utility or propane dealer, or between electric utilities
in multiply-certificated areas?
12. Which pricing and service options are most likely to reduce
or eliminate the potential for anti-competitive activities of public
utilities, including tying arrangements?
13. How will consumer education affect the implementation of new
energy service and pricing options, and what education of small
commercial and residential consumers should be required of public
utilities?
14. Please indicate what information the commission needs to draft
a rule proposal and what fact finding the commission should conduct
in the context of this proceeding.
Interested persons should submit 16 copies of comments to the
commission no later than 3:00 p.m. Thursday, January 30, 1997.
The comments should include a one-page summary and should refer
to "Project Number 16535, Rulemaking on Energy Service and
Pricing Options." The comments should be filed with Paula Mueller,
Secretary of the Commission, either in person: Filing Clerk, Seventh
Floor, 1701 North Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas, 78701; or by
mail: P.O. Box 13326, Austin, Texas, 78711-3326. Parties should
also file an electronic copy with the Office of Policy Development
(Room 7-130) in Microsoft Word Version 6.0a or a DOS- compatible
format.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618222
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
The Public Utility Commission of Texas is initiating a rulemaking
proceeding relating to the unbundling of electric distribution facilities
and functions pursuant to its authority under §§1.101, 2.214 and
2.216 of the Public Utility Regulatory Act of 1995. One purpose of
regulation is the protection of consumers where competitive markets
do not exist. While distribution functions have been monopolistic, a
variety of economic and technological changes make it reasonable
to now determine which services are competitive. The purpose
of this proceeding is to determine which distribution facilities or
functions are today legitimately competitive and can be regulated
in a different manner due to unbundling. The purpose of unbundling
is to separate monopoly from competitive functions to allow more
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market participants to offer a wider variety of services to consumers.
Unbundling should create clear price signals for consumers and yield
more efficient consumption decisions. Unbundling regulations may
result in the functional separation of the physical distribution of
electricity (costs relating to substations, poles, wires, transformers,
and the control of electricity), activities relating to customer metering
and billing, the management of customer data, and other customer
services (such as demand-side management activities). Unbundling
should result in the entry of new providers as clear, accurate, non-
discriminatory price signals become available. In addressing these
matters, the commission requests comments from interested persons
on the following.
1. What distribution functions are partially competitive (that is, can
be provided by firms other than public utilities), or have the potential
to become more competitive through actions that the commission may
take under current law?
2. What components (facilities or functions) of the physical
distribution of electricity should the commission separately identify
and analyze?
3. What components (facilities or functions) of customer metering
and billing should the commission separately identify and analyze?
4. How should customer data be treated in the context of distribution
functional unbundling? In particular, how should the commission
deal with commercial access to consumer load and market informa-
tion and the confidentiality of customer data?
5. What components (facilities or functions) of other customer
services should the commission separately identify and analyze?
6. What monopoly activities could be "out-sourced" or competitively
bid to reduce costs and increase accountability?
7. For each activity identified in the previous question, how well
developed is the current pool of providers? That is, how easily can
firms step in and offer these services directly to customers or to public
utilities in lieu of the direct provision to consumers? Please list the
firms that could expand their offerings to serve the electric industry.
8. Which aspects of distribution functional unbundling are most likely
to reduce or eliminate the potential for anti-competitive activities of
public utilities, including tying arrangements?
9. What, if any, existing regulatory practices inhibit the energy
services market, and what can the commission do to reduce these
problems?
10. What physical separation of utility personnel will be necessary
to accomplish distribution functional unbundling?
11. What written procedures will be necessary to ensure that the
exchange of information among the utility’s functionally-separated
distribution units is conducted on an arm’s length basis?
12. Please discuss the implementation of distribution functional
unbundling: What actions should the commission take? What time
frame should apply? Should implementation proceed generically or
on a utility-by-utility basis?
13. What issues should the commission consider with respect to
differences in the capabilities of small and large public utilities, or
with respect to utilities with different structures or ownership?
14. What are the anticipated costs and benefits of distribution
functional unbundling? Please describe such costs and benefits
if estimation is difficult, and provide any available estimates of
components of cost.
15. What regulations would be appropriate for the new providers of
unbundled services? For example, should such providers be subject
to rules relating to customer deposits or disconnection?
16. Please indicate what information the commission needs to draft
a rule proposal and what fact finding the commission should conduct
in the context of this proceeding.
Interested persons should submit 16 copies of comments to the
commission no later than 3:00 p.m. Thursday, January 16, 1997.
The comments should include a one-page summary and should refer
to "Project Number 16536, Rulemaking on Unbundling of Electric
Distribution Facilities and Functions." The comments should be filed
with Paula Mueller, Secretary of the Commission, either in person:
Filing Clerk, 7th Floor, 1701 North Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas,
78701; or by mail: PO Box 13326, Austin, Texas, 78711-3326.
Parties should also file an electronic copy with the Office of Policy
Development (Room 7-130) in Microsoft Word Version 6.0a or a
DOS-compatible format.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618221
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: December 13, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Transportation
Correction of Error
The Texas Department of Transportation adopted new §§4.60–4.64.
The rules appeared in the December 6, 1996, issue of theTexas
Register(21 TexReg 11824).
In the preamble, a wrong response to a comment was mistakenly
submitted by the agency. The correct comment and response should
read as follows:
“Comment: One employee commented that the proposed sections do
not allow the executive director the discretion to establish doctoral
education programs, eligibility requirements, reimbursement levels,
and selection criteria.
Response: Government Code, §656.048, requires the department
to establish program criteria and eligibility requirements. This
subchapter includes criteria and eligibility requirements for doctoral
programs and if there are any changes to the doctoral program,
amendments to the rules will be necessary.”
Texas Workers’ Compensation Commission
Notice of Public Hearing on Rules Regarding the Upper Ex-
tremities Treatment Guideline and Preauthorization
The Texas Workers’ Compensation Commission will hold a pub-
lic hearing on 28 TAC §134.600, "Procedure for Requesting Preau-
thorization of Specific Treatments and Services"(proposed amend-
ment to the existing rule); and 28 TAC §134.1002, "The Upper Ex-
tremities Treatment Guideline" (proposed amendment to the exist-
ing rule). Testimony will be limited to the amended language only
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(for §134.600, the proposed amendment to subsection (h)(6); for
§134.1002, the proposed amendment to the expiration date in sub-
section (b)(1)).
The hearing will be held on Thursday, January 16, 1997, at 2:00 p.m.
in Room 910-911 at the Commission’s central office in the Southfield
Building, 4000 S. IH35, Austin, Texas.
The proposed amendments were published in the December 17, 1996,
issue of theTexas Register.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on December 13, 1996.
TRD-9618237
Elaine Crease
Program Assistant, General Counsel’s Office
Texas Workers’ Compensation Commission
Filed: December 16, 1996
♦ ♦ ♦
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13 Tuesday, February 18 Monday, February 10 Wednesday, February 12 Wednesday, February 12
14 Friday, February 21 Wednesday, February 12*Friday, February 14 *Friday, February 14












16 Friday, February 28 Wednesday, February 19Monday, February 24 Monday, February 24
17 Tuesday, March 4 Monday, February 24 Wednesday, February 26 Wednesday, February 26
18 Friday, March 7 Wednesday, February 26Monday, March 3 Monday, March 3
19 Tuesday, March 11 Monday, March 3 Wednesday, March 5 Wednesday, March 5
20 Friday, March 14 Wednesday, March 5 Monday, March 10 Monday, March 10
21 Tuesday, March 18 Monday, March 10 Wednesday, March 12 Wednesday, March 12
22 Friday, March 21 Wednesday, March 12 Monday, March 17 Monday, March 17
23 Tuesday, March 25 Monday, March 17 Wednesday, March 19 Wednesday, March 19
24 Friday, March 28 Wednesday, March 19 Monday, March 24 Monday, March 24
25 Tuesday, April 1 Monday, March 24 Wednesday, March 26 Wednesday, March 26
26 Friday, April 4 Wednesday, March 26 Monday, March 31 Monday, March 31
    Tuesday, April 8 First Quarterly Index
27 Friday, April 11 Wednesday, April 2 Monday, April 7 Monday, April 7
28 Tuesday, April 15 Monday, April 7 Wednesday, April 9 Wednesday, April 9
29 Friday, April 18 Wednesday, April 9 Monday, April 14 Monday, April 14
30 Tuesday, April 22 Monday, April 14 Wednesday, April 16 Wednesday, April 16
31 Friday, April 25 Wednesday, April 16 Monday, April 21 Monday, April 21
32 Tuesday, April 29 Monday, April 21 Wednesday, April 23 Wednesday, April 23
33 Friday, May 2 Wednesday, April 23 Monday, April 28 Monday, April 28
34 Tuesday, May 6 Monday, April 28 Wednesday, April 30 Wednesday, April 30
35 Friday, May 9 Wednesday, April 30 Monday, May 5 Monday, May 5
36 Tuesday, May 13 Monday, May 5 Wednesday, May 7 Wednesday, May 7
37 Friday, May 16 Wednesday, May 7 Monday, May 12 Monday, May 12












39 Friday, May 23 Wednesday, May 14 Monday, May 19 Monday, May 19
40 Tuesday, May 27 Monday, May 19 Wednesday, May 21 Wednesday, May 21
     Friday, May 30 No Issue Published
41 Tuesday, June 3 *Friday, May 23 Wednesday, May 28 Wednesday, May 28
42 Friday, June 6 Wednesday, May 28 Monday, June 2 Monday, June 2
43 Tuesday, June 10 Monday, June 2 Wednesday, June 4 Wednesday, June 4
44 Friday, June 13 Wednesday, June 4 Monday, June 9 Monday, June 9
45 Tuesday, June 17 Monday, June 9 Wednesday, June 11 Wednesday, June 11
46 Friday, June 20 Wednesday, June 11 Monday, June 16 Monday, June 16
47 Tuesday, June 24 Monday, June 16 Wednesday, June 18 Wednesday, June 18
48 Friday, June 27 Wednesday, June 18 Monday, June 23 Monday, June 23
49 Tuesday, July 1 Monday, June 23 Wednesday, June 25 Wednesday, June 25
50 Friday, July 4 Wednesday, June 25 Monday,  June 30 Monday, June 30
51 Tuesday, July 8 Monday, June 30 Wednesday, July 2 Wednesday, July 2
     Friday, July 11 Second Quarterly Index
52 Tuesday, July 15 Monday, July 7 Wednesday, July 9 Wednesday, July 9
53 Friday, July 18 Wednesday, July 9 Monday, July 14 Monday, July 14
54 Tuesday, July 22 Monday, July 14 Wednesday, July 16 Wednesday, July 16
55 Friday, July 25 Wednesday, July 16 Monday, July 21 Monday, July 21
56 Tuesday, July 29 Monday, July 21 Wednesday, July 23 Wednesday, July 23
57 Friday, August 1 Wednesday, July 23 Monday, July 28 Monday, July 28
58 Tuesday, August 5 Monday, July 28 Wednesday, July 30 Wednesday, July 30
59 Friday, August 8 Wednesday, July 30 Monday, August 4 Monday, August 4












61 Friday, August 15 Wednesday, August 6 Monday, August 11 Monday, August 11
62 Tuesday, August 19 Monday, August 11 Wednesday, August 13 Wednesday, August 13
63 Friday, August 22 Wednesday, August 13 Monday, August 18 Monday, August 18
64 Tuesday, August 26 Monday, August 18 Wednesday, August 20 Wednesday, August 20
65 Friday, August 29 Wednesday, August 20 Monday, August 25 Monday, August 25
66 Tuesday, September 2 Monday, August 25 Wednesday, August 27 Wednesday, August 27
67 Friday, September 5 Wednesday, August 27 *Friday, August 29 *Friday, August 29
68 Tuesday, September 9 *Friday, August 29 Wednesday, September 3 Wednesday, September 3
69 Friday, September 12 Wednesday, September 3Monday, September 8 Monday, September 8
70 Tuesday, September 16 Monday, September 8 Wednesday, September 10Wednesday, September 10
71 Friday, September 19 Wednesday, September 10Monday, September 15 Monday, September 15
72 Tuesday, September 23 Monday, September 15Wednesday, September 17Wednesday, September 17
73 Friday, September 26 Wednesday, September 17Monday, September 22 Monday, September 22
74 Tuesday, September 30 Monday, September 22Wednesday, September 24Wednesday, September 24
75 Friday, October 3 Wednesday, September 24Monday, September 29 Monday, September 29
    Tuesday, October 7 Third Quarterly Index
76 Friday, October 10 Wednesday, October 1 Monday, October 6 Monday, October 6
77 Tuesday, October 14 Monday, October 6 Wednesday, October 8 Wednesday, October 8
78 Friday, October 17 Wednesday, October 8 Monday, October 13 Monday, October 13
79 Tuesday, October 21 Monday, October 13 Wednesday, October 15 Wednesday, October 15
80 Friday, October 24 Wednesday, October 15 Monday, October 20 Monday, October 20
81 Tuesday, October 28 Monday, October 20 Wednesday, October 22 Wednesday, October 22
82 Friday, October 31 Wednesday, October 22 Monday, October 27 Monday, October 27












84 Friday, November 7 Wednesday, October 29 Monday, November 3 Monday, November 3
85 Tuesday, November 11 Monday, November 3 Wednesday, November 5 Wednesday, November 5
     Friday, November 14 No Issue Published
86 Tuesday, November 18 Monday, November 10 Wednesday, November 12Wednesday, November 12
87 Friday, November 21 Wednesday, November 12Monday, November 17 Monday, November 17
88 Tuesday, November 25 Monday, November 17 Wednesday, November 19Wednesday, November 19
89 Friday, November 28 Wednesday, November 19Monday, November 24 Monday, November 24
     Tuesday, December 2 No Issue Published
90 Friday, December 5 Wednesday, November 26Monday, December 1 Monday, December 1
91 Tuesday, December 9 Monday, December 1 Wednesday, December 3 Wednesday, December 3
92 Friday, December 12 Wednesday, December 3Monday, December 8 Monday, December 8
93 Tuesday, December 16 Monday, December 8 Wednesday, December 10Wednesday, December 10
94 Friday, December 19 Wednesday, December 10Monday, December 15 Monday, December 15
95 Tuesday, December 23 Monday, December 15 Wednesday, December 17Wednesday, December 17
96 Friday, December 26 Wednesday, December 17Monday, December 22 Monday, December 22
     Tuesday, December 30 No Issue Published
Texas Register
Services
TheTexas Registeroffers the following services. Please check the appropriate box (or boxes).
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, Title 30
❑ Chapter 285 $20 ❑ update service $15/year(On-Site Wastewater Treatment)
❑ Chapter 290$20 ❑ update service $15/year(Water Hygiene)
❑ Chapter 330$45 ❑ update service $15/year(Municipal Solid Waste)
❑ Chapter 334 $35 ❑ update service $15/year(Underground/Aboveground Storage Tanks)
❑ Chapter 335 $25 ❑ update service $15/year(Industrial Solid Waste/Municipal
 Hazardous Waste)
Update service should be in❑ printed format❑ 3 1/2” diskette ❑ 5 1/4” diskette
Texas Workers Compensation Commission, Title 28
❑ Update service $25/year




Texas Administrative Code (512) 463-5565
Inf ormation For Other Divisions of the Secretary of State’s Office
Executive Offices (512) 463-5701
Corporations/
Copies and Certifications (512) 463-5578
Direct Access (512) 463-2755
Information (512) 463-5555
Legal Staff (512) 463-5586






Notary Public (512) 463-5705
Public Officials (512) 463-5552
Uniform Commercial Code
Information (512) 475-2700
Financing Statements (512) 475-2703
Financing Statement Changes (512) 475-2704
UCC Lien Searches/Certificates (512) 475-2705
Please use this form to order a subscription to theTexas Register, to order a back issue, or to
indicate a change of address. Please specify the exact dates amd quantities of the back issues
required. You may use your VISA or Mastercard. All purchases made by credit card will be suject
to an additional 2.1% service charge. Return this form to the Texas Register, P.O. Box 13824,
Austin, Texas 78711-3824. For more information, please call (800) 226-7199.
❐ Change of Address ❐ New Subscription (Yearly)
Printed ❐ $95
❐ Back Issue Diskette ❐ 1 to 10 users $200
________ Quantity ❐ 11 to 50 users $500
Volume ________, ❐ 51 to 100 users $750
Issue # ________ ❐ 100 to 150 users $1000
(Prepayment required ❐ 151 to 200 users $1250
for back issues) More than 200 users--please call
Online BBS ❐ 1 user $35
❐ 2 to 10 users $50
❐ 11 to 50 users $90
❐  51 to 150 users $150
❐ 151 to 300 $200




CITY, STATE, ZIP __________________________________________________
Customer ID Number/Subscription Number ______________________________
(Number for change of address only)
❐ Bill Me ❐ Payment Enclosed
Mastercard/VISA Number ____________________________________________
Expiration Date ___________ Signature ________________________________
Please make checks payable to the Secretary of State. Subscription fees are not refundable.






and additonal entry offices
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
